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ABSTRACT 

The world shipping freight market for the trans- 

portation of bulk cargo - liquid and dry - is characterised 

by the somewhat erratic and extreme fluctuations 

exhibited by many of the measures that can be used to 

describe the "state" of the market. Such 'measures' include 

the spot freight rates - the cost to the shipper of 

chartering a unit of shipping capacity 'on the spot' (that 

is, not reserving the vessel in advance), - the proportion 

of chartered tonnage at any time taken on a period (time) 

basis as opposed to a voyage (single) basis, and the rate 

at which orders for new vessels reach the shipyards. These 

factors are extremely variable, and have exhibited a 

similar form of behaviour for a large number of years. 

This present thesis describes an attempt to 

investigate the behaviour of the freight market (bulk cargo); 

the aim of the investigation being to identify the structure 

of the market system and to construct a System Dynamics 

model which describes the complex relationships in the 

market and which can be used to explore questions relating 

to present or future market behaviour. The construction of 

such a model is described, together with an exhaustive 

chapter on the analysis of the model, covering loop-analysis, 

the behaviour of the model under various test inputs, and 

the senstivity of the model to significant changes in 

parameter values. 

The final chapter considers the use of the model, 

ft 



and, in particular, describes its use in an investigation 

of the feasibility or desirability of introducing tonnage- 

stabilization schemes into the market. Such schemes aim 

to prevent the freight rates from falling to unacceptably 

low values, by implementing a scheme whereby tonnage is 

withdrawn from operation and laid-up: the decrease in the 

supply of tonnage then has a positive influence on the 

freight rates. It is concluded that the problems involved 

in designing such schemes preclude the schemes from 

implementation. 

The appendices cover the various data used in the 

determination of market relationships, as well as the 

computer listing, in Fortran, of the market model. Also 

included in an appendix is a description of the application 

of System Dynamics to a hypothetical company. The tcompany 

model' allows for the examination of chartering policies 

and lay-up policies under a variety of conditions of market 

demand. 
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particular conditions of demand and/or supply. 

The major difficulty encountered in the exploration 

of relationships in the freight market arose with the 

existence of relevent data. Sources of statistical data 

include H. P. Drewry (Shipping Consultants) Ltd., (London) 

Fernley Egers Chartering Company Ltd. (Oslo), Lloyds 

Register of Shipping, United Nations, Bremen Institute of 

Shipping Economics, Chamber of Shipping of the U. K., 

Fairplay Shipping Journal, Seatrade, Shipbuilding and 

Shipping Record, Tanker and Bulk Carrier, World Ships on 

Order, and World Tanker Fleet Review. Even though these 

sources appear to be quite extensive the variations in the 

specifications of the data are also extensive. However, 

one of the results of the testing of the market model is 

that the behaviour of the model is not sensitive to 

parameter values, indicating that the data, itself, need 

not be exact. 

Grateful thanks must go to Dr. R. G. Coyle whose 

enthusiasm and drive kindled my initial interest in System 

Dynamics, and whose constructive criticisms have helped to 

structure the thesis. Thanks also go to Mary Lian Keow Moy 

who patiently' typed and retyped all of the work. My last, 

but by no means least, thanks go to my wife Margaret with- 

out whose support and lost weekends and evenings I could 

not have stood the course. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

1.1 Chapter Summary 

This chapter introduces the thesis and provides a 

background to the research. The characteristics of the 

shipping industry which gave rise to the research are 

described briefly. These characteristics, together with a 

dearth of previous research in this area, point to the need 

for the present investigation, the objectives of which are 

described. 

1.2 Introduction 

The shipping industry iss essentially, a service 

industry. As such it is subject to the vagaries of world 

trade so that shipowners and fleet operators exist in an 

extremely dynamic and challenging environment. To operate 

successfully a shipowner must be continuously monitoring 

the information available to him on the state of the 

markets and the current advances in ship technology as well 

as the other human and personnel factors which are 

important in running a company. Not only is he examining 

the industry in order to assess its current status, he is 

also forced to make his own judgements about what will 

happen, in the future, to factors which are outside of his 

control. 

The major characteristic of the shipping industry 

is the wide and often dramatic fluctuations in the levels 

of freight rates in the competitive freight markets, as 

0 
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shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. Sudden reversals in freight 

rates are'not uncommon, following on from equally sudden 

changes in transport demand. The various closures of the 

Suez Canal have had the effect of rapidly increasing 

demand (in ton-miles rather than in tons) so that a scarcity, 

or perceived scc city, in shipping capacity produces up- 

ward movement in freight rates. Similarly, the sudden 

decrease, in the last quarter of 1973, in the amount of 

crude oil transported from the Middle East, produced an 

overcapacity in shipping supply leading to a rapid decrease 

in tanker freight rates; in one month, October to November 

1973, the worldscale freight index for tankers of sizes 

between 40,000 and 99,999 deadweight tons on the route 

Persian Gulf/ West, fell from 390 to 200. The same index 

had taken six months to rise from 200 to 390. Concomitant 

with the fluctuations in freight rates the observer of the 

shipping freight markets also notices that many other 

factors fluctuate dynamically. For example the laying-up 

and scrapping of ships varies considerably in amplitude 

from peaks to troughs as also do the amounts of tonnage 

taken on time-charter rather than voyage-charter. Ship- 

yard orderbooks also vary dynamically, as shown in Figure 1.3. 

The supply of shipping capacity, although subject 

to upper and lower limits at any time, is not fixed - it 

is elastic with respect to price (the freight rate), the 

degree of elasticity depending on the level of price. Thus 

. 
ships can move out of the supply by laying-up or by being 

scrapped, and at the opposite end of the spectrum new ships 

can enter service. Also, the amount of shipping taken on 

0 
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Figure 1.3 World Orderbook Development: 1967-76 
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Figure 1.4: World Shipping Demand (1962 - 1973) 
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time-based charters affects the supply, since a rise in 

such chartering means that there will, be a rise in the 

tonnage leaving the "immediate" supply and only after a 

considerable time will this tonnage re-enter the supply, 

at the expiry of charters. The ebb and flow is complex in 

either the tanker market or the dry bulk (tramp) market, 

but the complexity is compounded by the interaction of the 

two markets. Certain ships ("combined-carriers"), by 

virtue of design, are able to operate in either of these 

markets so that ! 'trade -changing" or "trade-switching" is 

a feasible alternative to laying-up or remaining in a 

depressed market. 

The two distinct sectors of the shipping industry 

which are examined in this research - and which are 

described briefly later in this chapter - are the tanker 

market and the dry bulk cargo market, both of which exhibit 

similar behaviour. The latter market is not yet as 

important as the former in demand terms. There iss however, 

a great deal of growth yet to be seen in the bulk carriage 

of dry commodities and the present research has the 

opportunity of adding to the existing knowledge of market 

structure and behaviour. 

The important sector 

scheduled transportation of 

not considered here because 

the freight rates in this m 

or price-fixing agreements, 

companies. 

of the industry concerned with 

goods - the cargo liners - is 

of-the artificial control on 

arket by use of "conferences"l 

between participating shipping 

0 
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1.3 Need for Research 

The dynamic behaviour in the bulk markets is 

important to organizations at different levels: the owner 

of a single ship or a whole fleet of ships wants the present 

and future freight rates to be as high as possible in order 

to make his operations profitable. The shipper of cargoes 

wants the freight rate to be as low as possible in order to 

minimise his costs; the Governments of Nations with a high 

shipbuilding capability want the levels of orders in ship- 

yards to be high, and stable, in order to promote and sustain 

high levels of shipyard employment. 

The present research which is described in this 

report, is concerned with the performance, or behaviour, of 

the world shipping industry because it is felt that there is 

a need to understand how the system behaves, and how it 

might be expected to behave in the face of future changes in 

shipping demand or shipowning policies. The need for such 

an understanding is greatest for the shipping companies who 

must compete within the volatile freight markets in order 

to exist. Such companies do not include the merchant 

shippers such as the national or multi-national oil companies, 

who tend to be "users" rather than "supplies" of shipping 

capacity. All companies with shipping as an element of 

their business are, however, affected in some way by the 

performance of the market as the level of the freight rates 

influences the cost of new and second-hand vessels, as well 

as the backlog of orders at shipyards and, consequently, 

the delivery delay experienced after placing on order. 
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There is some evidence that a gap exists between 

what the "independent" shipping companies need, in terms 

of an understanding of market behaviour, and what they are 

actually doing in the way of research. In fact, shipping 

companies have, to a large extent, been very slow to adopt 

the use of modern management techniques, the reason given 

by shipowners being that shipping is a "very traditional 

business and as such is a little slow in the uptake of 

innovations". Rochdale (1970) reports that "our general 

impression is that appropriate (management) techniques are 

used, or are being adopted, within some companies, but that 

many of them are not yet firmly or fully established". 

Further, in the same report on the state of the U. K. shipping 

industry, there is the statement ... 't we have gained, the 

strong impression that the industry does not now have a 

fully effective mechanism for quantifying-the probable 

effects of (these) external influences on its interest as 

a whole. Some such machinery seems to us to be an essential 

requirement". This refers to corporate research in the 

areas of economic development of particular countries or 

regions, and of the economic policies of their governments, 

and highlights a certain lack of planning in the industry. 

With regard to specific corporate decisions made 

within companies, one might expect that, at the present 

time, the background to decision-making would consist of 

systematic analyses of industry and market factors so that 

"best" decisions would emerge from a'range of alternatives. 

However, it appears that some of the major financial 

decisions are made without recourse to any such approach. 
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Booz-Allen (1973) reports that "short and medium term 

factors have a greater influence on 'shipowners' purchasing 

decisions than long term research and analysis", and that 

"with some notable exceptions most shipowners do not analyse 

world markets in detail before deciding to order additional 

tonnage". 

In summing up the rather poor performance of the 

U. K. shipping industry Rochdale (1970) came to what may 

appear to be the rather obvious conclusion that "as 

shipping is a competitive industry and operates on the 

world market so it is necessary for shipowners to assess 

the general characteristics of that market in both the 

short and the long term". In a not dissimilar context, 

Zannetos (1973) who has done some excellent work on the 

fluctuations of tanker freight rates (Zannetos (1966))1 

believes that the major oil companies ought to study the 

dynamics of the tanker market before making decisions 

regarding the "desired" sizes of their own tanker fleets. 

Research into the structure and behaviour of the 

world freight markets can be of use in providing an under- 

standing of why the observed behaviour is obtained, and in 

demonstrating the relative importance of the various 

elements of the system. Further, the construction of a 

model of the freight markets would allow for an examination 

of the effects of future possible worldwide policies or 

trends in shipping, thereby allowing companies armed with 

such knowledge the ability to design effective, robust, long 

term plans. 
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Before defining the objectives of the research in 

more detail it is appropriate, at this point, that some 

historical perspective of the shipping industry is pre- 

sented, as background to the present work. 

1.4 The Shipping Industry 

This section of the report briefly presents some 

details of the industry, concentrating on the bulk markets, 

and showing how the supply and the demand for shipping 

services have developed over the recent past. 

1.4.1 Units of Measurement in Shipping 

The only measures for which there exists adequate 

or systematically arranged statistical data relate to the 

numbers, types and sizes of the ships in the industry. In 

any study of a single vessel, or of the world fleet, as a 

whole, data on the size of a ship must convey some meaning- 

ful information on its cargo-carrying capability. The two 

general measures used in shipping are the gross registered 

ton (grt or GRT) and the deadweight ton (dwt or DWT). The 

first of these is a measure of the vessel's cubic capacity 

whereas the deadweight tonnage is the maximum load which a 

ship is permitted to carry, exceeding the maximum weight 

of cargo by the weight of supplies and bunkers (fuel). 

In dealing with a single tanker vessel there is a 

measure of cargo carrying capacity based on the standard 

T2 tanker built during World War It. This measure takes 

into account the sailing speed of the vessel as well as the 

deadweight tonnage. For a large group of vessels, with a 
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non-homogenous mixture of sizes and types, the use of such 

a measure in order to estimate overäll capacity although 

desirable, becomes impracticable. 

For the carriage of bulk cargoes the deadweight ton 

is the most appropriate and widely used measure of carrying 

capacity. Demand, often measured in cargo tons (DWCT), is 

directly comparable to the deadweight ton. 

1.4.2 Demand for Shipping 

Demand for shipping over a period of time is reflected 

in the quantities of cargo carried and, also, in the distances 

over which the cargoes are carried. This two-dimensional 

aspect of demand means that fluctuations in demand can arise 

easily and readily so that the industry is often receiving 

1shocksl or perturbations to what may otherwise be a 

reasonably smooth course. The overall trend in demand has, 

over the last fifteen or more years, been one of growth as 

illustrated in Figure 1.4 and the extensive data of 

Appendix A. 

In the area of tanker demand the majority of tankers 

have been used in the transportation of crude oil, only 10% 

of demand in 1973 relating to the carriage of oil products. 

The geographical aspects of the movement of crude oil for 

the year 1973 are shown in Figure 1.5 where the sources of 

supply and demand are seen to be extremely important in the 

determination of shipping distances and, hence, tanker 

demand. 

Dry cargo shipping demand for the five major bulk 

0 
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commodities (Iron ore, grain, coal, phosphate, bauxite and 

alumina, in order of decreasing ton-miles) grew at an 

average annual rate of 11.3 percent overthe period 1962 

to 1972. This growth is illustrated in Figure 1.6. Some- 

thing of a revolution in the transportation of dry bulk 

cargo has taken place over the period such that the pro- 

portion of the bulk commodities carried in bulk carriers, 

rather than general tramp ships, has increased many-fold. 

Figure 1.7 shows how this proportion has risen to levels 

such that it is now normal to link the transportation of 

the major commodities with the use of bulk carriers. This 

is important from the point of view of the analysis of the 

freight markets, and it points to the emergence of a bulk 

dry cargo market with characteristics not dissimilar to the 

tanker market, using large vessels which are relatively 

homogeneous in terms of size and type. The shipping routes 

for the main intercontinental dry bulk trades (by bulk 

carrier) for 1973 are illustrated in Figure 1.8. 

1.4.3 Supply of Shipping 

The growth in demand has, naturally, produced a 

growth in the supply of shipping, as can be seen in 

Figure 1.9, which shows the development of the whole mer- 

chant fleet as well as the major vessel-types. The 

composition of the fleet is seen to have changed considerably 

over the period shown, and the increases in the tonnage of 

bulk carriers and the emergence of the combined-carrier as 

a new vessel-type, are particularly noticeable. The 

combined-carrier - being available in two versions, the 

0 
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Figure 1.6 Shipping Demand of the Main Dry Bulk Commodities 
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ore/oil carrier (0/0) and the ore/bulk/oil carrier (OBO) 
- 

emerged at a time when demand was high for long-haul crude 

carriers and, simultaneously, Japan was in great need of 

steelmaking ores and coking-coal. These two factors 

suggested that profitable two-way or triangular trading 

was possible. Paradoxically, the combined carrier has been 

little used in this way, and in the early 1970's about 

85 percent of all combination tonnage was operating entirely 

in the tanker market. 

As at the beginning of 1972 Marr (1973) estimated 

that approximately 75 percent of the world merchant fleet 

comprised tankers, bulk carriers and combined carriers 

(in deadweight ton terms). Independent ownership of these 

types types of vessels was, at mid-1972, respectively 

65 percent, 90 percent and 92 percent. By mid-1976 these 

figures were hardly changed. 

Not only has the overall merchant fleet increased 

in size, but also the size of individual vessels. In 1965 

on the delivery to the B. P. Tanker Company of the 105,047dwt 

tanker "British Admiral", it was a matter of some excite- 

ment that there were another eighteen tankers on order of 

a size over 100,000 dwt. By the last quarter of 1974, after 

considerable cancellations due to the depressed market 

following-the Middle-East War of October 1973, the world 

orderbook contained almost 1000 ships of 150,000 dwt or 

over, averaging 289,000 dwt per vessel. Bulk carriers show 

the same tendency to become larger, with the hope, no doubt, 

of obtaining lower operating costs per ton of cargo. 
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1.4.4 Revenue from Shipping 

The owner or operator of shipping capacity obtains 

revenue by chartering the ship or ships at agreed rates. 

The rate paid to a shipowner depends, generally, upon the 

relationship between supply and demand, and the amounts 

agreed upon by various charter-parties are usually common 

knowledge in the charter market. This rate is the so- 

called freight rate and it depends, in particular cases, on 

the amount of cargo to be carried, the size and type of 

vessel, and whether the charter is on a single voyage basis, 

or on a time-basis. The time-charter rates are generally 

lower than the single-voyage or trip-charters rates and do 

not exhibit the same degree of variability or volatility. 

As the single voyage rates correspond to tonnage taken "off 

the market" for only one voyage - that is, taken "on the 

spot" - these rates are often referred to as spot rates, and 

the market for such charters is known as the spot market. 

Figure 1.10 shows the fluctuations in single voyage 

rates in both the tanker market and the dry cargo market. 

The tanker rate shown here, measured on an index known as 

t'worldscale", corresponds to the rate paid to vessels in 

the 40,000-99,999 dwt range on the route from the Persian 

Gulf to Western Europe. (The worldscale index, used for 

quotations of all tanker freight rates, represents the price 

of the charter, with W100 being based on the cost of trans- 

porting one ton of crude oil from the Persian Gulf (Bahrein) 

to Western Europe (Europort, for example) in a "standard" 

vessel of size 19450 dwt). The dry cargo freight index 

used in the figure is based on three routes covering a 

* to the shipowner 
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substantial (at least 70 percent ) portion of the dry bulk 

trades: ore on the Australia to Japan route, coal on the 

route from Hampton Roads (USA) to Japan, and grain for the 

U. S. Gulf-Rotterdam route. The index base is January 1967. 

These two freight indexes, covering both of the market 

sectors, are used later in the research in the detailed 

analysis of market behaviour. 

It is a characteristic of the freight market that 

rates on different routes, and for different sizes of 

vessels show a high degree of sympathetic variation. A 

weakening of rates in one part of the market leads to 

similar changes in other parts. Figure 1.11 shows how 

the time-charter rates for different sizes of tankers 

fluctuate together. Single-voyage rates behave similarly. 

1.5 Research Objectives 

Having indicated the need for research into the 

behaviour of the competitive shipping freight markets, and 

having described, albeit briefly, the recent developments of 

the markets, it is now possible to define the overall aim of 

the present research, together with detailed research 

objectives. The overall aim in this work is to apply 

System Dynamics to the shipping industry, especially with 

regard to the world freight markets, with the aim of under- 

standing and explaining market structure and behaviour. 

In detail this entails 

(i) the identification of factors and system 

structure which influence the course of 

freight rates, laid-up tonnage, scrapping, 

6 
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newbuild ordering, chartering and trade- 

switching in the bulk cargo markets (liquid 

and dry bulk cargoes) on a world basis. 

(ii) the determination of the quantitative aspects 

of the relationships in the freight markets 

and the construction of a System Dynamics 

model. 

(iii) the analysis of the model in order to provide 

insight into the behaviour of the system 

through the identification of its natural 

period, settling time and major feedback 

loops. 

(iv) the use of the model to investigate the area 

of subjectivity and uncertainty surrounding 

the question of whether or not tonnage 

stabilization schemes are a feasible pro- 

position. These schemes, through the co- 

operative action of shipowners in laying- 

up vessels during periods of low freight 

rates, have the aim of raising, or keeping, 

the market freight rates at profitable levels. 

I. 6 
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CHAPTER 2 

SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 

2.1 Chapter Summary and Introduction 

The previous chapter has described the background 

to the "problem area" - the shipping industry - and the 

objectives of the research. In this, the second chapter, 

the aim is to provide a survey of the literature available 

on freight market analysis. The methodology used for the 

modelling of the freight markets - System Dynamics - is 

described briefly in the following chapter and references 

to the literature may be found there. Thus, this chapter 

concentrates on previous work which has been conducted 

in areas which impinge directly on the present study of 

freight market behaviour and decision-making in shipping 

companies. Such literature falls into three categories: 

1. Detailed price-making on water transport 

of goods - this iss essentially, the micro- 

economic approach. 

2. Macro-economic and statistical analyses of 

shipping markets. 

3. Decision-making in shipping. 

These will each be considered in turn and then their 

relationship with the present work will be examined. 
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2.2. Detailed Micro-Economic Studies 

There appear to be two principal groups or 

categories into which the majority of works on price-making 

fall. The first of these is supply-oriented where the main 

consideration lies in the relationship between the price 

(or cost) and the structure of the individual vessel. The 

second group is demand-oriented whereby the transport 

routes and the type of cargo are taken to be of prime 

importance. 

2.2.1. Supply-Oriented Works 

Supply-oriented investigations include works by 

Fisser (1957 ) and Sanderson (1938 ), the latter being more 

concerned with statistical data in particular situations, 

than in a general theory of price-making, Indeed, very 

little has been written on the theory of price-making on 

water transport and an overall survey of such work is not 

an easy task. Many of the investigations are written in 

German or Norwegian and these can only be treated as 

secondary sources of information since access to them is 

only possible through other works. Among the foreign- 

language literature are studies by Giese ( 1919), Zuellig 

( 1942Ielander ( 1928), Eneborg ( 1936 and Paulson 

( 1949), these being reported by Thorburn ( 1960), who states 

that the last-named in the list "is of particularly great 

value on account of the figures given there from shipping 

firms regarding actual circumstances in situations connected 

with freight rates, that iss the price of ship transport". 
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The importance of distance on ship costs has been 

considered by Biles (1923) and Jonsön (1929), the former, 

in 1923, attempting to determine the most suitable vessel 

size for a variety of factors such as speed and loading/, 

discharging rates for different vessels, the result being 

a transportation cost per ton of cargo. - 

An advance on this was made by Jonson who used the 

following formula as the basis of his "price-theory": 

Ct -a Cp + bD 
R 

where Ct Cost of transportation per ton of cargo 

Cp : Cost per day in port 

a Average time in port in days per ton 

transported 

b= Costs per dwt per nautical mile 

Da Voyage distance in nautical miles 

Ra Ratio of cargo tonnage to deadweight 

tonnage for the vessel 

The same author generalised his approach in introducing to 

his formula the relationship between loading and discharging 

rates and vessel size, the rate being taken as proportional 

to the cube root of the deadweight tonnage of the vessel. 

In similar work Svendsen (1958) produced a formula 

for the cost per gross registered ton (grt) for a vessel 

with full cargo over a particular distance and at a 

particular speed, the vessel being of given length. 

0 
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That is, 

1 
cL2 V3 A+ dL2 A+ eL21 C 

aL3 - bL2 V3A vv 
V 

where C= Cost per grt 

A= Voyage distance 

V= Speed of the vessel 

L= Length of the vessel 

a= Constant for grt value 

b= Constant for grt taken up by bunker 

(fuel) space 

c = Constant for fuel costs 

d = Constant for total ship costs at sea 

(except fuel) 

e = Constant for costs of a stay in port 

This formula is not presented with data and so only the 

direction of influence of a change in one of the variables 

can be demonstrated and not the strength of the influence. 

A further weakness of the formula in this area of detailed 

costing, is the assumption of a constant stay in port, 

which, of course, in reality, depends upon the size and 

type' of vessel. 

Thorburn (1960) attempts "to analyse the relation- 

ships between different factors and prices of water trans- 

port of goods with consideration paid to transportation 

distance, structure of vessels and harbours and, to a 

limited extent, to ware-owners and to the character of 

the goods as well as to developments in time". He 

examines the variation in ship costs per cargo ton for 
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different distances and various primary costs and 

efficiency factors, considering a larger number of variables 

than previous investigators. Although he claims that his 

analysis can be extended to illustrate the developments 

in time it is not a dynamic analysis, in the sense that 

System Dynamics is a "dynamic" approach, and the author 

recognises this by stating that "it is of course not a 

flow analysis in the real sense and does not take into 

consideration that prices at a certain moment of time 

are also affected by anticipations of changes in the 

supply and demand". 

2.2.2. Demand-Oriented Works 

Demand-oriented investigations are1 by contrast, 

of a different nature to those based on the supply of 

cargo space. The formulation of a general theory of price- 

making on the basis of demand is very difficult since 

demand for shipping services is a "derived demand'", being 

only one aspect of a company's business. In an attempt 

to produce an overall model, Koopmans and Reiter (1951) 

consider the allocation of a large number of vessels to 

a large number of ports given many source-sink combinations 

of goods, the vessels all being of a single size and type. 

This iss essentially a transportation model and requires 

central management of the supply of cargo space thus 

ignoring the real-life, competitive situation, whereby 

freight rates are determined via the process of competition 

in the market-place. These author maintain, however, 

0 
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that certain "efficiency prices", derived from their model, 

may be regarded as being equivalent to freight rates in 

free competition when the demand for goods is stable and 

ship-owners act economically. However, no account is 

taken of the time-factor or differences in types of vessels, 

and the connection between this work and reality must be 

considered to be slight. Variations in demand over time, 

whether produced by freight rates or other factors, has, 

to a very slight extent, been considered in the general 

theories of Isard (1956), who considers the locational 

aspects of the problem as being of most importance. This 

work does not, however, apply specifically to the shipping 

industry, reflecting the general unavailability of work in 

this area. 

2.3. Macro-Economic and Statistical Analyses 

As with the previous section of this chapter the 

present section describes works which are based, in the 

main, on economic theory. The difference, however, is 

that this section is concerned not with detailed costings 

of ship-costs, thereby indicating the level of freight 

rates, but with a much more "broad-brush" approach to the 

overall changes in freight rates. The common approach 

followed by Grossman (1956), Bennathan and Walters (1969), 

Fisser (1957), Sturmey (1965) and Kojima (1926) is to 

consider the elasticity of demand, and, in most cases, to 

conclude, with no quantitative analysis, that the freight 

rate is formed by the interaction of supply and demand. 

This is not to say that these works are not useful additions 
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to the literature but merely that they only add to one's 

general understanding of the formation of freight rates. 

An important contribution to the literature on 

freights rates is by Zannetos (1966) who has investigated 

the fluctuations in tanker freight rates for the period 

1949-58. This is not the first work to consider the 

variations in freight rates and their connection with 

other macro-aspects of the shipping industry - for example 

Fisser (1957), Bennathan et al (1969) and, Thorburn (1960) 

- but it is certainly the most detailed from a statistical 

point of view. Whereas other authors have described the 

theoretical relationships between freight rates and 

factors affecting the supply of cargo space, Zanetos has 

gone a stage further and, relying heavily on empirical 

data, has attempted to test hypotheses about economic 

behaviour of oil companies. However, lacking in this work 

is an attempt to unify the various aspects of the problem 

in a way which demonstrates the interdependencies in the 

system and its time-dependent, dynamic nature. 

Marr (1973) in a report for a firm of transportation 

consultants provides a very readable account of the world 

shipping industry and considers various aspects of the 

freight markets. As with Zannetos no attempt is made to 

unify the analysis so that the effects of the different 

factors on the freight rates can be clearly seen. 

2.4 Decision-Making in Shipping 

Within this sector fall two categories of 

0 
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investigations: those concerned with the theoretical 

aspects of making decisions in shipping companies and those 

concerned with the use of the particular techniques or 

methodologies for making specific decisions or investigating 

specific areas. The literature on the latter is very much 

more abundant than for the former. In Chapter 3, there is an 

extensive discussion of decision-making in shipping 

companies and the various literature will be considered 

there. At this point, however, it is worth mentioning 

that very little work has been uncovered in this area, the 

most noted being two papers by Lorange and Norman (1971) 

who have investigated the risk-taking propensity of 

Scandinavian tanker owners. 

The uses of mathematical techniques to "solve" 

particular problems are fairly well documented : Steer 

and Page (1961) and Buhr Hanson (1962) have used simulation 

to study ports, the first of these studies being particularly 

well known. Benford (1972) and Hiramoto (1972) have 

concentrated on some factors important to the operation of 

a single vessel, such as the optimal life and maintanance 

costs, and Mossin (1968) has investigated an optimal lay- 

up policy given that freight rates follow a random pattern 

which is basically stationary. The scheduling of vessels 

has an extensive literature - for example Olsen, Sorrenson 

and Sullivan (1967) - as also has the application of 

dynamic programming in problems involving sequences of 

decisions such as scheduling and replacement. Devanney(1971), 

for example, uses dynamic programming to analyse chartering 

0 
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decision and lay-up decisions. Everette, Hax et al(1972) 

use linear programming to investigate decisions regarding 

the choices of number and types of vessels when a fleet 

is being completely organised from a null beginning. 

These various studies are but a few examples of 

work carried out in shipping decision-making, but they 

reflect the types of problem areas which have been tackled. 

Basically, they are concerned with limited areas of the 

shipping industry and do not provide any solid foundation 

from which one may consider the overall dynamic relation- 

ships in the freight market. For this reason the majority 

of such previous work is not very relevant to the 

objectives of the present study. 

The first attempt, known to the present researcher, 

at constructing a dynamic model of shipping activity is by 

Vaughan (1969) who has described a very simplistic dynamic 

model of the tanker market based on data from Zannetos 

(1966). Since Vaughan was concerned mainly with long- 

range planning and forecasting tanker demand he was not 

seriously applying the S. D. methodology to the market 

system. His relationships used in the model are not realistic 

and no account is taken of the demand for cargo capacity 

in the determination of the freight rate. However, the 
r 

authors purpose was to demonstrate that long-range planning 

was something of a feasible proposition using the given 

methodology, and in this respect he was successful. 

Not until some considerable time after the 

I 
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initiation of the present research did the literature 

contain other applications of System Dynamics in the field 

of shipping. Two articles in Norwegian Shipping News (1975) 

described, respectively, the use of System Dynamics to 

explore the consequences, for a company, of entering a new 

market with a new type of vessel, and the "future" use of 

System Dynaics in a marketing model for tanker companies. 

This latter article comprised, mainly, the results of some 

statistical analyses and did not describe an S. D. model as 

such, merely intimating that this was the area for future 

work. A paper by Wijnolst (1975) considered the develop- 

ment of a national fleet and the dynamics involved therein. 

The hypothetical fleet, comprising "standard" ships is 

assumed to be expanded so that some desired level of imports/ 

exports may be carried in the nations own ships. The effects 

on such a policy of national resources such manpower, ship- 

building capacity and availability of capital are investigated. 

In the area of shipbuilding, Raiswell (1976) has 

investigated the pricing strategies which are open to ship- 

yard management. These strategies take the form of a variable 

profit factor, the length of the yard's order backlog (in 

years) being the decisive factor. The pricing behaviour of 

the yards competitors is assumed to follow a similar form 

where the order backlog determines the profit contribution 

rate built in to the quoted price. 

2.5. The Present Study Compared with Previous Work 

The detailed micro-economic studies which have been 
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described earlier have the common characteristic that they 

tend to consider the system on a vessel-basis, and attempt 

to determine a formula for the cost of operation as it 

varies with factors such as speed and distance. Also 

they exclude the time-factor. In the real shipping freight 

markets there are times when the level of the freight rate 

bears no resemblance whatsoever to the actual costs of 

transporting the cargo. In fact there are very few times 

when one is able to "predict" or "explain" current freight 

rates on the basis of transport costs, and these times 

would only occur when the rates were passing through the 

level of costs either on the way up or the way down. 

The determinant of the freight rate in the market 

is the interaction of supply and demand, and in the 

previous work on detailed ship costs this is not recognised, 

making this previous work of minor value to the present 

study. However, the macro-economic approach used in some 

previous studies is of considerable theoretical interest, 

and it does provide something of a background from which 

the present work stems. The research described in this 

thesis considers the freight market system in such a way 

that it is on a different level to all of the previous 

work described here. The feedback structure of the system 

is analysed and in the model, described in later chapters, 

the effects of actions are allowed to work their way 

through the system making themselves felt after varying 

delay times. Until the very recent work using System 

Dynamics, this type of approach had been lacking in the 
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shipping context, even though the groundwork had been 

laid for some time. Grossman (1956), for example, 

recognised that the volatility of the market in ocean 

transportation is a consequence not only of abrupt changes 

in demand for the service but also of two characteristics 

of the supply of vessel tonnage: 

(i) abrupt changes in supply without regard 

to the demand for the service 

(ii) failure of the supply of vessel tonnage to 

adjust itself rapidly to changes in demand. 

The connection between the recent applications of System 

Dynamics in shipping and the present study iss of course, 

in the methodology although it is interesting to note 

that, to our knowledge, no previous dynamic modelling 

has been attempted in the area of freight market behaviour. 

In this respect the present work is relatively novel. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DECISION MAKING IN SHIPPING COMPANIES 

3.1 Chapter Summary 

This chapter considers in some detail the factors 

affecting the way shipping. companies formulate strategy, 

and the specific decisions which must be taken in the 

operation of a strategy. Results of investigations by 

other workers are combined with information obtained by 

the present researcher from interviews with shipping 

company personnel to provide a background to decision-making 

in shipping companies. 

3.2 Introduction 

In the works of Ansoff (1965), Chandler (1962) 

and Learned et al (1965), the formulation of strategy is 

considered to be a problem-solving process so that a gap 

between performance and objectives is perceived as a need 

to take certain action. This action will usually be, in 

the first instance, an appraisal of internal and external 

opportunities. A decision is then made with regard to%the 

extent that a particular strategy should be followed. The 

concept of strategy is seen as consisting of two parts, 

the first of these being the formulation of strategy via 

the recognition of opportunity. and the position of the 

firm in relation to this opportunity. The second part is 

the implementation of the strategy, requiring the deploy- 

0 
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went of the firms resources, and the design of 

organisational structure. 

The works cited above draw heavily on the authors= 

experiences of problems of strategy in (US) manufacturing 

companies, whereas the present research effort is 

concerned with decision-making in shipping companies, 

which are service producers. This would make the 

concepts of strategy formulation, as described, invalid in 

the present context were it not for the fact that these 

concept appear to have relevence primarily for firms 

with a simple structure. The authors of these works 

have found that the strategy concept as developed does 

not apply particularly well to complex industrial 

organisational structures. As shipping companies 

generally have very simple organisational structures, 

particularly the private companies, the overall theory 

of strategy formulation and implementation is applicable. 

With these ideas forming the basic framework of decision- 

making, the next section considers the factors which 

have an influence on the choice of strategy in a 

shipping company. 

Personal interviews with shipping company 

personnel who are concerned with policy decisions have 

provided the basic material for this chapter; the 

personnel interviewed include a company Director, Heads 

of Operational Research Sections and Corporate Planners 

reporting directly to the board of directors. In 

addition to information obtained in this way reference 

has been made to the available literature. 

0 
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3.3 Factors affecting the Formulation of Strategy 

3.3.1 Tradition 

The history of a company is often important in 

deciding on future plans of action. A tradition of 

providing, for example, a liner service appears to hold 

great weight in some companies and even though a line 

loses money or ties-up capital there exists a deter- 

mination to continue in this part of the business. One 

British shipping company with a division of the 

organisation based on cargo liners recognised that there 

was no scope for growth and that they were merely 

maintaining their share of the market. 

Similarly, the profitability of trades other 

than those in which a company operates is often not even 

examined because, historically, companies have not been 

in these trades and they are regarded as talient. The 

British shipping industry, as a whole, had this attitude 

towards large tankers, and in the 1960's investment in 

these vessels was not substantial. 

3.3.2 Ownership 

In many shipping companies a major ownership 

share is held by one person, or a small group of persons, 

and great importance is placed on the continued (safe) 

operation of the business. A large element of the owner- 

ship philosophy is in the desire to retain control of 

the company, and because of. this the use of public 
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capital is only acceptable up to a point. Beyond this 

point the degree of spersonalt control would be 

diminished. The effect of this philosophy is that some 

owners would prefer to forego a potential business 

opportunity than to reduce their degree of control. 

On a slightly different aspect of control some 

owners place great importance on the "overall 

manageability" of the firm. The scale of the companies1 

activities should be such that they never exceed levels 

whereby a relatively comfortable degree of control cannot 

be exercised. 

3.3.3. Measure of Success 

There are no universally applicable goals or 

objectives which can be used to. measure the "successfulness" 

of a company. However, two basic philosophies appear 

to exist and they give an indication as to the ship- 

ownerst personal measures of success. One of these is 

the growth philosophy whereby the shipowner is primarily 

concerned with the growth and absolute size of the fleet, 

and the other is the finance-based philosophy whereby 

each business venture must ensure a high degree of 

profitability. Whichever of these two basic approaches 

dominates the other it will have a profound effect on 

the decision-making of an individual shipowner. 

3.3.4 Risk Preference 

A shipowners risk profile - his attitude to 
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gambles at varying levels of potential profits or losses 

- must, of necessity, affect his range of decision 

alternatives, and his choice amongst the alternatives. 

Hence the behaviour of indivdual companies, or even 

national industries, may follow from the willingness of 

the individuals or the groups of individuals to take risks. 

It iss for example, generally considered that Scandinavian 

shipowners are, as a whole, more risk-prone than other 

national groups. (As always, there must be a reason for 

this, and it has been argued by Lorange and Norman (1971) 

that this is due to the very high variable costs in these 

countries, so that to compete in the less risky areas 

of world shipping is impossible. Reasonable returns on 

capital (and the ability to stay in business) are thus 

only possible by taking greater risks in investments and 

utilisation of ships). 

The chairman of a large German shipping group 

Mr. H. J. Kruse (See Kruse (1975)) has stated that "a trend 

towards a well-balanced mix of tramp activities is 

discernable in larger shipping corporations. The strategic 

issue behind it is to spread chances and risks over 

various markets in order to safeguard the cash flow 

required". In general one would expect there to be some 

degree of correlation between an ownerst risk-profile and 

suchparameters of his corporate strategy as diversification 

and specialisation, age and size distribution of his 

fleet. From investigations into Scandinavian shipping 

companies Lorange and Norman have concluded that there 
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is a strong positive relationship between the degree of 

risk preference and the tonnage of VLCCls on order. 

Similarly, there appears to be a positive relation- 

ship between the proportion of the fleet devoted to tanker 

and large bulk trades and the degree of risk preference 

of the owner, and a negative relationship between the 

average length of charter contract and the degree of risk 

preference. 

3.4 An Operational Strategy 

A shipping company has a range of factors, which 

may be manipulated in order to produce an acceptable 

operational strategy, although they fall into two basic 

categories : one is the set of factors which influences 

directly the role and position of the company within the 

industry, and the other is the set of factors which 

determines the organisational structure of the firm. The 

importance of the latter group is recognised by considering 

that a ship-owner must design his organisation in a way 

that assists him to exploit opportunities in the market. 

In a very real sense the second set of factors is linked 

inexorably to the first, since a strategy involving the 

role of the company within the industry necessitates a 

structure which is capable of supporting, and, indeed, 

promoting this role. The external factors, or those 

affecting the relationship between the company and its 

environment, are embedded in some of the various 

decisions which are open to the shipowner (these are 
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discussed below). The in- 

range of staff capability 

the company are only open 

light of a provisional or 

then can these factors be 

efficiency. 

ternal factors, involving the 

and communication links within 

to meaningful analysis in the 

planned strategy, because only 

assessed for operational 

3.4.1 Buy or Sell 

The most important decisions, in purely financial 

terms, appear to be the decisions to purchase an 

additional vessel or to sell a vessel which is already 

owned. Indeed, one company director stated that most of 

the companyls money is made from this aspect of the 

business, by wise timing in buying and selling. 

However, the speculation aspect aside, the under- 

lying reason for buying (or ordering) additional tonnage 

is to take advantage of opportunities in. -the market. 

Most shipowners generally agree that the "opportunities" 

which appear from time to time, and which induce owners 

to place orders for new vessels, are often no more than 

expectations of increase in demand following from a 

(temporary) shortage of shipping capacity. This shortage 

of supply causes an up-swing in freight rates which leads 

to rising expectations of profitability. There are, 

however, differing forms of behaviour from one company 

to another, and the small private companies seem better 

able to make speedy decisions and take advantage of 

timing. These companies sometimes use their cash-flow 

a 
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The decision to buy or sell a vessel ultimately 

has repurcussions in the physical parameters of a 

particular fleet, and so this decision is an important 

instrument for altering or consolidating a market position. 

The long-term strategy dictates the mix of vessels in 

terms of age and specialisation (liners, dry bulk carriers, 

combined carriersl tankers, VLCC§s and so forth), and so 

the buy/sell decisions must be consistent with this. The 

implication of this is that buying or selling merely for 

the purpose of profit-taking is no more than a short- 

term ttacticalt operation. Once a fleet is in existence 

then there arises a set of decision-alternatives in 

connection with its deployment in the charter market. 

These decisions are considered next. 

3.4.2 Decisions in the Charter Market 

Basically two types of chartering activity 

exist - the single voyage charter and the time-charter. 

Over a whole fleet it is usual for an owner to attempt 

to balance short-term chartering (voyage charters and 

short time-charters) with long term chartering. Risk 

aversion plays a large part in the existence of this 

policy, but the ratio of short to long term chartering 

iss itself, important in the procurement of corporate 

finance : long time-charters can be mortgaged to provide 

additional capital, without any loss of managerial control 

by the owners. The limits of the ratio are not well 

defined, and will vary from company to company, but one 
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British company has a policy of controlling the ratio 

to within the extremes of 90 : 10 and 40 : 60, with an 

"average" of 60 : 40. 

For merchant operators, or owner-charters, such 

as oil companies, the British Steel Corporation and Tate 

and Lyle, for example, a further level of complexity is 

involved in determining the mix of charters. These 

operators, themselves, own substantial fleets, and so 

that mix of vessels comprises the three categories of 

(i) Owned tonnage 

(ii) Time-Chartered tonnage 

(iii) Spot (voyage) chartered tonnage 

Observed behaviour of oil companies indicates that the mix 

40 : 40 : 20 is fairly typical. 

Within the framework of an overall chartering 

policy there is the set of alternatives which arise in 

connection with the operation of a single vessel. The 

alternative courses of action open to the shipowner depend 

on the 2statet of the vessel, and they are as follows: 

a) If the vessel is laid-up the alternatives are 

(i) Leave it laid-up 

(ii) Re-commission it and hold it on-berth 

(iii) Re-commission and charter on a voyage 

or time basis 

(iv) Sell it 

(v) Scrap it 

0 
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(b) If the vessel is in commission and is not 

fixed on charter then the alternatives are 

(i) charter on a voyage or time basis 

(ii) hold it on berth 

(iii) sell it 

(iv) scrap it 

(c) If the vessel is in commission and is fixed 

on charter then the only chartering decision 

available is to accept or not accept forward 

chartering. 

A dynamic-programming approach to this problem of 

vessel employment has been attempted by Devanney (1971), 

but many restricting assumptions have to be made because 

of the size of the state-space. Nevertheless, it is a 

useful contribution to an understanding of the problem 

involved. 

Related to the decision of whether or not to 

charter a vessel' and if soy on what basis (voyage or time), 

is the decision on selecting a market in which to operate. 

Combined-carriers offer the choice of switching from oil to 

dry bulk cargo, or vice versa, and a conscious decision has 

to be made by the shipowner to remain in the market in 

which the vessel is currently operating or to accept, or 

seek, a contract in another market. 

The alternatives "lay-up" and "scrap" have arisen 

in the set of alternatives appertaining to the employment 

of a single vessel. These decisions are only made when 

0 
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expectations of freight income are too low to cover 

operating costs. If the vessel is nearing the end of 

its (economic) life, and future (expected) income is in- 

sufficient to cover the various costs, based on the 

remaining life of the vessel, then the decision is taken 

to scrap it. During depressed market conditions some 

companies see advantage in laying-up new ships straight 

from the builders, as the one year period of guarantee 

can be extended by the builders, if the ship is properly 

maintained. Factors of importance in laying-up a vessel 

include the availability of a suitable lay-up site, 

mooring arrangements, dehumidification and the time scale 

of both decommissioning and recommissioning, these times 

being typically of the order of two weeks (See Naval 

Architect (1975)). 

3.5 The Overall Corporate Strategy 

The previous sections of this chapter have 

considered certain theoretical aspects of strategy 

formulation, as well as some of the specific decisions 

which must be taken by shipping companies. This section 

returns to the idea of the overall corporate plan and 

considers what may be the important objectives, to which 

all decisions are, in a sense, subservient. 

From the literature' and from personal interviews 

with decision-makers and corporate planners in shipping 

companies it appears that the all-important measure of 
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performance is cash flow. Ensuring liquidity is taken as 

sine qua non, and to this end the majority of top manage- 

ment decisions are taken. These decisions involve the 

selection of business fields and markets, and the objective 

is to select market in such a way that there is sufficient 

cash-flow to finance investments and growth in a mixture 

of areas. Combined with the company's attitude to risk, 

the overall corporate plan affects the structure of the 

company and the position which the company holds in the 

wider industrial context. 

3.6 Implications for Company and Market Modelling 

The industry consists of a large number of separate 

companies all of them differing, to some degree, in their 

approach to their decisions. At the industry level the 

aggregation of the individual decision policies of these 

companies produces an overall performance, in terms of 

ordering, chartering or laying-up behaviour, which may or 

may not reflect the policies of any one company. The 

implication here is that even though the company and the 

industry cover a great deal of similar ground in terms of 

modelling certain decisions, it is clearly necessary to 

undertake two separate exercises if models of both areas 

are required. To expand on this, and to consider firstly 

the decision concerning orders for new vessels, it is clear, 

from the discussion in this chapter, that at the company 

level this decision can be very complex, and hence difficult 

to model. At the industry level, however, the aggregation 

of many individual policies leads to a reasonably well- 

defined pattern of behaviour (as will be shown later). 
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Financial aspects are important to companies and any 

"company model" must include a measure of cash-flow and its 

feedback-effects within the model. A "market-model" concerned 

with the overall behaviour in the market may not need to 

include such a performance measure and, even if such a measure 

could be formulated, it is doubtful whether it would be at 

all meaningful. 

Company modelling must also be concerned with the 

corporate attitude towards risk. Limits on the ratio of long- 

term to short-term chartering reflect an attitude to risk, as 

does the speed of reaction of a company towards changes in 

freight rates. At the level of the industry such risk 

attitudes of individual companies become subsumed in the over- 

all pattern of behaviour. 

The final point considered here concerns the feedback 

linkage between the supply of shipping capacity and the level 

of the freight rate(s). At the market level this relation- 

ship is fundamental to the system's behaviour and a market 

model must include it. A company model, on the other hand, 

need not incorporate any such linkage, it being reasonable to 

assume that for all but the very largest companies the 

chartering, laying-up or market-switching decisions of a 

single company have no significant effects on the market- 

determined freight rate. The freight rate would act as an 

input to the company model - in fact it would be the driving 

force of such a model. 

As indicated earlier, the modelling of the company 

decision-making and the modelling of the market behaviour are 

two separate tasks, each important in its own way. In this 
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present research effort concentration is on the latter area 

as it is the belief of the researcher that an understanding 

of market behaviour should precede the allocation of 

resources to the modelling of the individual company. 

0 
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CHAPTER 4 

SYSTEM DYNAMICS AND THE SHIPPING FREIGHT MARKETS 

4.1 Introduction and Chapter Summary 

The aim of this chapter is to explain the 

fundamental concepts of the System Dynamics (S. D) approach 

to the modelling of complex systems and to explore the 

feasibility of applying this methodology to the world 

shipping freight markets. 

The first section, below, deals with the general 

aspects of the System Dynamics approach explaining how 

the methodology is applicable to problems which are 

dynamic in nature and which arise in systems which have a 

feedback structure. 

The remainder of the chapter concentrates on the 

shipping freight markets in an attempt to identify the 

basic system structure and the feedback relationships. 

4.2 System Dynamics 

System Dynamics is a particular kind of approach 

to the modelling of complex systems. It is a methodology 

which concentrates on the following aspects of the system 

encompassing the problem-area: - 

(i) the structure of the system and its various 

feedback mechanisms 
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(ii) the policy decisions inherent in the manage- 

ment of the system 

(iii) the "delays" which occur in the flows of 

goods or information 

Not all problems are suited to System Dynamics: 

those which are would exhibit time-varying fluctuations 

in system-states, such that these fluctuations would be 

produced not by random effects but by the combined effects 

of feedback relationships, management decisions and delays 

in the transmittal of physical goods or information. 

These characteristics of a "suitable" problem are, of 

course, consistent with the list given above. 

One of the advantages of using S. D. is that the 

structure of the system is highlighted together with the 

points at which policy decisions are made. This is a very 

useful first step towards understanding the dynamic 

behaviour exhibited by the system, and this is usually 

taken as one of the aims of applying the S. D. approach. 

Having observed certain undesirable modes of system- 

behaviour S. D. allows for the examination of the effects 

of altering parameter values, policy decisions and 

system feedback structure with the aim of obtaining 

"improved" behaviour. In the S. D. context "improved 

behaviour" implies that the system is better able to 

withstand external shocks or perturbations. (Systems and 

policies which perform "well" in the face of external shocks 

or perturbations are known as being "robust"). For 
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example, in the October War of 1973 the rapid decrease in 

the level of the oil tanker freight rates meant that ship- 

owners experienced a "shock" to their management systems. 

Because of the diversity of policies and system structures 

from company to company this shock was worse for some than 

for others. The reason for concentrating on the design 

of robust policies and robust feedback-structures is based, 

quite simply, on the fact that the future is uncertain and, 

within bounds, anything can happen. Hence it is impossible 

to plan for the particular, leading to the desirability of 

the plan to withstand non-normal events. 

In any complex system it is not unusual for cause 

and effect to be separated not only in space but also in time. 

For this reason the S. D. methodology has the further advantage 

that it treats delays explicitly. Thus the long time delays 

between decisions and the results of the decisions may be 

modelled. In shipping, for example, there is a considerable 

'delay' between the placing of an order for a new vessel and 

the receipt of the vessel. 

In the way of a summary of these general aspects of 

System Dynamics it may be said that an analyst applying S. D. 

has two main aims (Coyle, 1977): 

1. To understand the behaviour of a particular 

system or sub-system by reference to the basic 

system structure and the policies used in the 

management of the system. 

2. To improve system behaviour by the alteration 

of system parameters or by the design or re- 
design of feedback mechanisms. 
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The technical aspects of System Dynamics modelling 

are beyond the scope of this chapter., although a brief 

indication of the modelling process would assist the reader 

in following the remainder of this chapter and the next 

two chapters. Four basic stages in developing a S. D. 

model are 

(i) identification of the feedback loops in the 

system. This involves the construction of 

causal loop or influence diagrams for the 

various sectors or sub-sector of the system. 

This is an extremely important stage and Coyle 

(1977) devotes a chapter of his book to it. 

(ii) identification of the "delays" in the feed- 

back loops. Delays occur in the flows of 

information or materials and are important in 

the production of dynamic behaviour. 

(iii) identification of the policies used in the 

management or operation of the system. This 

involves the quantitative relationships 

between the variables in the feedback loops. 

(iv) identification of the "types" of variables 

which are present, and the writing of the 

equations. The equations, being, essentially, 

difference equations, involve the use of a 

"solution interval" the value of which is 

determined from the information of stage(ii). 

Forrester-(1961) and Coyle (1977) provide extensive 

details of the technical aspects of S. D. modelling, as well 

as the conceptual aspects. 

f 
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4.3 The Shipping Freight Markets 

As indicated earlier, any system which exhibits time- 

varying fluctuations in measures which describe its state, 

and which comprises inter-dependent feedback loops, is 

likely to be amenable to the modelling methods of System 

Dynamics. In this section of the chapter the bulk freight 

markets, covering the operation of tankers, bulk carriers 

and combined-carriers, are analysed from this point of view 

with the aim of identifying the relevent dynamic characteristics 

and their causal mechanisms. 

The "state" of the system at any time is measured by 

such variables as the level of the freight rates, the amount 

of shipping capacity laid-upi and the rate at which new 

orders are received at the world's shipyards. The first 

stage in analysing the system is to examine the time-profiles 

of the various state variables. The empirical fluctuations 

in these variables give an indication as to the structure 

of the system and this, in turn, provides a greater insight 

into the fluctuations themselves. Theoretical aspects of 

relationships, involving such concepts as the elasticity of 

demand, may also be useful in identifying system-relationships. 

4.3.1 Dynamic Processes within the Bulk Markets 

4.3.1.1 Variations in Freight Rates 

The majority of investigations into the fluctuations 

of ocean freight rates have been undertaken from an economics 

standpoint. This is to say that the investigators were 

concerned with economic theory and the fixing of the "price" 
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of sea transport. Some details of this work have already 

been outlined in a previous chapter '(Literature Survey). 

At this point it is relevant to consider the 

behaviour of freight rates from the view point of the 

applicability of System Dynamics. That iss do the 

fluctuations in freight rates arise because of dynamic 

considerations and are there feedback relationships which 

are discernable? Empirical evidence of the sometimes 

extreme fluctuations in freight rates has been given earlier 

in Chapter 1, and further examples of the freight rate 

behaviour are given in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. 

Theoretically, it is to be expected that the deter- 

minant of the freight rate will be the interplay between 

supply and demand, or, more generally speaking, the intensity 

of competition. Whatever the factors influencing this 

competition it is generally accepted that the price of goods 

or services decreases under a rise in competition between 

the suppliers of the goods or services, and that over a 

large enough price range, a change in the price usually 

results in a change in demand, and hence also in competition. 

In the short run the effect of the freight rate on 

the demand for shipping services is small, because the 

price elasticity for bulk raw materials is generally very 

low and the elasticity of demand for carriage is usually 

lower than the elasticity of demand for the goods carried. 

(At very high values of the freight rates when the carriage 

costs approaches the value of the cargo this will not be 

the case). 

9 
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The supply of shipping space depends primarily on 

the level of the freight rates, as indicated in Figure 4.1. 

Supp 

Freight Rates very 
sensitive to Demand 

FreightVRates not INELASTIC SUPPLY 
very sensitive to 

REGION Deman/ 

ELASTIC SUPPLY f` /REGION 

i 

Freight'Rates 

Figure 4.1 The Price Elasticity of Supply of Shipping Spac4 

The effect on freight rates produced by a change in 

demand depends upon the level of supply at the time of the 

change. At all freight rates greater than the operating 

costs of the highest-cost ships the supply will be inelastic 

and an increase in demand will produce a large increase in 

the freight rates. At low freight rates when the supply is 

much more elastic the effect of an increase in demand is to 

increase the supply to maintain equilibrium rather than to 

affect the freight rates. 

As long ago as 1926 it was recognised by Kojima (1926) 

that when freight rates fell to a level whereby it was not 

economical to operate certain vessels so that these ship- 

owners would withdraw their vessels from the market, a 

consequent rise in freight rates would then induce this 

potential supply to re-enter the market thereby preventing 

a further rise in the rates. In its simplest form this 

process may be represented by the negative feedback loop 
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shown in Figure 4.2. 

Freight Rates 

Supply of Tonnage 

Figure 4.2 : Relationship between Competition and Freight Rates 

As evidence of the operation of this loop in the 

direction Competition-Freight Rates, consider the various 

closures and openings of the Suez Canal. In 1956 the Canal 

closed for the first time and, immediately, the increase in 

demand for shipping (because of the longer route required) 

brought about a decrease in competition and a sharp rise in 

freight rates. In 1957, on the opening of the Canal, the 

situation was reversed and freight rates fell rapidly. A 

rise in freight rates was again produced by the 1967 closure 

of the Canal, although the greater number of large bulk 

carriers in the world fleet meant that the "shock" to the 

freight markets has not quite so severe as in 1956, and 

consequently the rise in freight rates was not so marked. 

Because of a "gearing" effect in the markets the 

freight rates sometimes rise or fall by surprisingly large 

amounts considering the degree of change in the competition. 

This "gearing" effect is produced. in both the dry cargo and 

tanker markets by the amount of available tonnage open to 

tspot' trading. This available tonnage may only represent 

5Y - 15% of the tanker fleet in the tanker market, and 10% 

0 
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- 25% of the dry cargo fleet in the dry cargo market. Thus, 

a small change in demand for cargo carrying capacity has a 

large effect on the supply/demand situation. The ratio of 

uncommitted tonnage to total fleet tonnage is thus a measure 

of the degree of competition in the market at any time. 

The effect of the linkage Freight Rates - Competition 

may be illustrated by reference to the report of the 

Rochdale (1970) committee of inquiry into shipping, ..... 

"in the longer term the course of freight rates has(also) 

been affected by bursts of shipbuilding orders placed in 

response to what may only be short-term increases in rates".. 

These shipbuilding orders, of course, are translated into 

deliveries, and hence increase the available tonnage and 

the amount of competition. 

The factors affecting the availability of uncommitted 

tonnage are examined in the other sections of this chapter, 

but at'this point it is clear that feedback mechanisms 

incorporating the level of freight rates do exist, and that 

time lags are present which produce delayed effects in the 

system, helping to create the dynamics which are so well- 

known. 

4.3.1.2 Variations in Shipbuilding Orders and Deliveries 

The earlier reference, to the report of a committee 

of inquiry into shipping, on the short and long term relation- 

ships between shipbuild orders and freight rates highlights 

a tendency for shipping companies to place orders for new 

vessels at the peak of "bull" markets. It is to be expected 
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that rising expectations would act as an impetus to ship- 

owners to invest in the future, but it appears that these 

'expectations" are highly correlated to the short term 

behaviour of the market, ors more specifically, the short- 

term behaviour of the freight rates. The effect of this is 

that shipbuilding orders rapidly decrease when the high 

levels of the freight rates are not sustained. This 

behaviour is illustrated in Figures 4.3 and 4.4l where quarterly 

orders placed with the worldts shipyards may be compared with 

the freight index, for both dry cargo and tanker data. The 

sharp'increase in orders placed for tankers in the last 

quarter of 1972 indicates that expectations are rising 

rapidly. When the actual freight rates did not increase as 

quickly as expected there was a lull in the ordering rate. 

A subsequent rise in freight levels in the second half of 

1973 then initiated a burst of ordering which reached record 

levels. The sudden drop in tanker freight rates, following 

the 1973 Middle East War, sent orders plunging. It is to 

be noticed that the dry cargo freight index did not decrease 

as sharply as the tanker freight index and this is reflected 

in the behaviour of the order rate for dry cargo vessels. 

In fact, the drop in dry cargo freight rates in mid 1974 has 

not been followed by a drop in ordering, as would be expected 

on the basis of "normal" behaviour. This is due to one of 

the alternatives open to the shipowner who had tanker tonnage 

on order in 1974; either he cancelled the order or changed 
the order from tanker to dry cargo, tonnage. Whilst much 

tanker tonnage has been cancelled, the total from August 1974 

to August 1976 being 57 million tons deadweight, a considerable 

number of orders have been converted to dry cargo vessels. 
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Figure "4 : Bulk Carrier Orders and Deliveries (Quarterly) 

* For details of freight indices see Tables G1 and G2 
Source: H. P. Drewry (Shipping Consultants) Ltd 
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Because of this the order rate for bulk carrier vessels 

(other dry cargo tonnage on order is negligible) has shown 

an increase in the post - August 1974 period. Figures 4.3 

and 4.4 show the pattern of deliveries for tankers and dry 

cargo vessels, and it will be observed that deliveries for 

tankers have been at high levels since 1974, since which 

time orders have been practically nil. On the other hand, 

the usual discrepancy between orders and deliveries which 

follows a rise and fall in freight rates has not occured in 

dry cargo vessels during the current depressed period, 

whereas in 1971 to mid-1972 orders did decrease as 'expected'. 

The behaviour of shipping companies in placing 

orders is illustrated, for a longer time period, in Figure 

4.5, where it can clearly be seen that ordering behaviour 

is closely linked to short term fluctuations in freight rates. 

A comprehensive analysis of the factors which can 

influence the shipowneros decision to order extra capacity 

would cover the following: 

1. Expectations regarding a) profitability of particular 

vessels and markets 

b) over-supply of tonnage in 

future time periods 

2. Existing prices at shipyards 

3. Backlog of orders at shipyards and the subsequent 

Delivery delay 

4. Possibilities of obtaining finance 

Historically the most important of these have been 1 (a) and 
4 in previous years the possibility of over-supply of 
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tonnage has not been considered because the growth in world 

trade has been considerable, and extra shipping capacity has 

been readily absorbed into the existing fleet. The backlog 

of orders, and delivery delay are only important at high 

levels when the strength of their feedback effects is much 

stronger than that normally experienced. Low prices at 

shipyards do not, in general, encourage substantial new- 

building if the owners expectations are of an unprofitable 

future. High prices, however, do act as a negative influence 

on orders, although the delivery delay is probably the 

instigating factor in the price rise (Zannetos 1966)). 

Since factor 1 (a) is related to the level of freight 

rates its importance in determining the behaviour of the 

ordering rate is readily apparent. With regard to the 

availability of finance it has been found that banks have 

been only too willing to encourage newbuildings when freight 

rates have been high. This encouragement is again reflected 

in the ordering behaviour when freight rates are changing, 

and, in many ways, it is to be expected since the freight 

rate is the income by which the loan is repaid. 

Thus, in summary, a change in the level of the freight 

rate induces shipowners to change the $normal# ordering rate. 

The effect of this is to produce, at a later date, since the 

ship-construction period constitutes. a considerable delay, a 

dearth or an over-supply of tonnage. This influence the 

level of competition in the market-and so freight rates are 

subsequently affected. Such behaviour is illustrated in 

Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 : Relationships in the Ordering Process 

4.3.1.3 Variations in Laid-Up Tonnage 

Figure 4.7 shows the historical variations in the 

worldwide amounts of dry cargo tonnage laid-upi for the period 

1958 to Mid 1976. It can be seen that the very large increase. 

in laid-üp tonnage in 1958 occured simultaneously with an 

immense drop in the levels of the dry cargo freight rates. 

It can also be seen that the 1971/72 rise in laid-up tonnage 

occured after a 40% drop in freight rates during 1971. The 

final large increase inlaid-up tonnage, starting from a base 

of low lay-ups, follows a plunge in the freight rates in the 

second half of 1974. 

There does, in fact, exist between freight rates and 

laid-up tonnage a fairly straightforward relationship, based 

quite simply on the "facts" of economic life,. When the 

I 
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level of the freight rates reaches a sufficiently low point 

certain vessels will not be able to recover their costs, and 

if the owners' expectations of future rates are optimistic 

then these vessels will be laid-up until rates recover. 

A "positive" connection between laid-up tonnage and 

freight rates is seen to exist because the laying-up process 

reduces the available supply of capacity operating in the 

market and hence a positive pressure is exerted on the freight 

level. The influence diagram of Fig. 4.8 illustrates the 

process by which the laying-up takes place, showing that 

the relationship produce a negative feedback loop. 

Lay-Up Rate 

Freight Rates Laid-Up Tonnage 

Supply of Tonnage 

Figure 4.8 : The Lay-Up Process 

Thus, a rise in freight rates produces a fall in the 

lay-up rate which increases the number of ships in service 

and hence increases competition. This, in turn, has a 

negative influence on the level of the freight rates. In 

the wider context of the whole system the chain of events 

will be as described but the effects of the various influences 

may not be easily discernable' since other factors affecting 

the variables of Figure 4.8 will be changing simultaneously, 

and masking of the simple behaviour of this feedback loop 

can easily occur. 
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4.3.1.4 Variations in Scrapping Rates 

The decision to scrap a vessel is closely allied to 

the decision to lay-up a vessel, and the former may be 

considered an extreme case of the latter. An owner is un- 

likely to scrap a vessel during periods of high freight rates 

when. it is possible for old, relatively uneconomic, vessels 

to be profitable. As long as the owners expectations remain 

high he will keep the vessel active. At lower expectations 

the vessel may be laid-ups and when the future rates are 

expected to be below the operating costs of the vessel, 

for a period exceeding the remaining life of the vessel, 

the owner will resort to scrapping. 

Figure 4.. 9 shows historical scrapping rates for 

dry cargo vessels and tankers on a world basis, as well as 

prices offered for scrap in the Far East shipbreaking market. 

It will be seen that the prices offered vary in line with 

the freight rates, which are also shown in Figure 4.91 and 

inversely with the quantities of scrap. 

The major influences on the scrapping rate are 

thus the current and expected levels of the freight'rates, 

and the shipowner is in a position where he is constantly 

assessing the economic life of his vessel(s). This situation 

is illustrated in Figure 4.10. 

Economic Life. 
I(Average for.. industry) 

Freight Rates Scrapping 
Rate 

Supply of 
Tonnage 

Figure 4.10 : Feedback loop based on Economic Life of Vessels 
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The effect of a change in freight rates is again seen to 

work its way through the system by way of another feedback 

loop. 

4.3.1.5 Variations in Chartering Activity 

The alternatives open to a charterer are to take 

vessel on a voyage basis or a time basis. He is thus 

always sensitive to the possibilities of future changes in 

the spot-rate and the time-charter rate, and is analagous 

to the buyer of commodities who must make decisions on 

purchases in the spot market or the futures market. 

When rates rise to. high levels both charterer and 

owner have a strong desire to time-charter vessels; the 

owner because of his desire to profit from the high rates, 

and the charterer because of his fear that rates will rise 

even further. At other levels of the freight-rate the owners 

and charterer will be in opposition in their preferences, if 

they agree in the area of future expectations; if freight 

rates appear to be increasing the owner will prefer to 

spot-charter in the short term and time-charter at a later 

time when rates are higher; the charterer will prefer the 

reverse of this. In the event of falling expectations 

their preferences will be completely reversed, and the 

charterer will prefer to "wait and see". As empirical 

evidence of this behaviour consider Figures 4.11,4.12 and 

4.13 which show, for both the dry cargo and tanker markets, 

the amounts of activity in period chartering. 

With regard to the period chartering of tankers it 

can be seen from Figure 4.11 that the time between contract 
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and delivery increases as the amount of activity increases, 

the activity itself varying in line with the freight rate. 

The play-off between voyage charters and period 

charters is illustrated in Figure 4.12 for the tanker market, 

and Figure 4.13 for the dry cargo market. The high rates 

of period chartering coincide with the rise in the trip/ 

voyage charter rates, and in the case of the tanker market 

the peak in period chartering actually occurs after the 

tanker freight rates have reached their peak. The effect 

of the increase in period chartering is to reduce the supply 

of tonnage readily available on the open market so that the 

demand, or perceived demand, is then concentrated on a 

smaller supply. There is then further upward pressure on 

the level of freight rates. This situation is represented 

in Figure 4.14. 

Period Chartering -. 0. 
Proportion Period CharterinDemand 

Freight (Delay) 
Rates 

, ý. 

Short Term Supply Perio Charter 
of Tonnage ý_. Expiries 

Figure 4.14 : Feedback Structure in Period Chartering 

There are t': us two basic feedback loops in the area of 

period chartering, one positive and one negative. The former 

acts quickly with little delay between the decision to 

charter and the effects of the decision on the freight rates. 

The effects of the negative loop take some time to be felt 

since the delay arising from the length of the period 

it 
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charters is considerable. This structure, involving the 

two types of feedback loops, may well :; o some way towards 

explaining the production of the sharp rises and falls in 

the freight rates. 

Voyage chartering, similarly, comprises a pair of 

feedback loops, the postive loop being based, this time, on 

the charter expiries. This arises since the link from 

Period Chartering Proportion to Voyage Chartering is 

negative. The dynamic effects of the voyage charter feed- 

back structure would not be expected to be as great as those 

arising from period chartering as the delay involved in 

voyage charter expiries is very small compared with the 

period charter delay. 

It is to be noted that the demand for shipping 

capacity makes an appearance in Figure 4.14, since it is in 

the area of chartering that the demand arises. 

4.3.2 Interactions between the Bulk Markets 

The markets for dry bulk cargo and crude oil are not 

totally independent because of the ability of tankers to 

carry certain dry cargoes (usually grain) and because of the 

existence of combined carriers which have been designed to 

operate in either market. The combined carrier fleet, 

consisting of oil/ore ships and oil/bulk/ore (O. B. p. ) ships, 

was developed on the basis on the concept that such vessels 

could operate in triangular trades' carrying dry bulk cargo 

on the return leg of an oil-carrying journey. In fact, 

combined carriers have tended to operate in either the dry 

cargo market or the crude oil market, but not both, and the 

0 
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proportion of the fleet in the dry cargo market has been 

very sensitive to the relative profitability of this market. 

Figure 4.15 shows this proportion as it has varied over a 

number of years, together with the ratio of the dry cargo 

freight index to the (tanker) worldscale index. Hence, as 

the dry cargo market becomes relatively more profitable the 

proportion of the combined carrier fleet operating in this 

market increases. The effect of this iss of course, to 

increase the competition on the dry cargo market, and this, 

in turn, has a negative influence on the freight rates. 

Quite the opposite is then occuring in the crude oil market 

since the movement of combined carriers out of the market 

decreases the competition, and the worldscale index 

experiences a positive influence. 

In a similar fashion, the movement of some of the 

tanker fleet into the grain trade takes place and this is 

illustrated in Figure 4.16. It will be noted that the 

proportion of the tanker fleet in grain trading dropped 

dramatically over 1971 in line with the drop in dry cargo 

freight rates. The 'grain-tankers$ then moved back into 

the relatively more profitable tanker market where it was 

possible to operate more efficiently. 

The "switching" process for combined-carriers and 

tankers may, be represented by the influence diagram of 

Figure 4.17. 
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Proportion of .,, ý_.. 
Tankers in Grain 

Relative Profitability of, ýý Dry Cargo Market "f' 

Tanker Freight Dry Cargo + 

Rates Freight Rates 

Proportion of Combined Fleet 

Q 
in Dry Cargo 

Competition in) Competition in 
Tanker Market Dry Cargo Market 

Figure 4.17 : The Switching Process between Dry Cargo and 
Oil Markets 

There are four negative feedback loops in this 

switching process. The effect of these is to reduce the 

profit-gap between the two markets and the larger the size 

of the combined-carrier fleet the faster this will be 

achieved. In practice the influence of the switching of 

tankers is relatively small because only few owners accept 

the inefficiency of such vessels in the loading and unloading 

of grain and the subsequently higher stevedoring costs 

involved. 

4.3.3 The System as a Whole 

The previous parts of this section have concentrated 

on various areas of the bulk markets in an attempt to 

identify relationships of the type which indicate that the 

System Dynamics approach to the modelling of the markets is 

a feasible proposition. The level of the analysis has been 

such that the general patterns of behaviour in the market 
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sectors have been examined, without losing perspective in 

a mass of highly detailed relationships. The influence 

diagrams presented have not been fully explicit causal- 

loop diagrams showing all of the intermediate and auxiliary 

variables. Such diagrams are, of course, necessary for 

the development of a System Dynamics model and full details 

are given later. 

Combining the various parts of the system Figure 

4.18 gives an overall picture of the relationships in, and 

between? the tanker and dry cargo markets. This "model" is 

a model of the supply of shipping capacity with the demand 

for such capacity being exogenous. 

In summary, it appears that the shipping freight 

markets comprise a number of inter-related feedback loops 

and so in principle it should be possible to construct a 

quantitative model of the System Dynamics type. A higher 

level of analysis of the various relationships is described 

in the next chapter where the'aim is to obtain quantification 

of the relationships. Following this, a complete model of 

the freight market system is presented in Chapter 6. 

0 
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CHAPTER 5 

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF SHIPPING FREIGHT MARKET BEHAVIOUR 

- the determination of relationships basic to a system model 

5.1 Chapter Summary and Introduction 

The previous chapter considered some aspects of 

the world shipping industry with the aim of examining the 

feasibility of applying System Dynamics to the modelling 

of certain behaviour in freight markets. The aim of the 

present chapter is to examine, in much greater detail, 

the relationships highlighted in Chapter 4l and to obtain 

quantifiable formulations for these relationships. These 

formulations will then form the basis of a model of market 

behaviour which will be described in the following chapter. 

5.2 Freight Rate Formation : Spot Charter Rates 

In Chapter 4 it was argued that a relationship 

exists between the degree of competition and the level of 

the freight rates. Sturmey (1965) argues likewise and 

with a somewhat deficient demand/supply indicator, 

calculated by dividing worldseaborne Trade in Dry Cargo 

(million metric tons) by World Non Tanker Tonnage (in 

gross tons) excluding the U. S. Reserve Fleet, he shows 

that, generally, rising values of the indicator (falling 

competition between shipowners) are associated with 

rising dry cargo freight rates. 

9 
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In the context of the present work this analysis 

is useful in verifying the overall macro-behaviour which 

one would expect from economic theory. However, it does 

no more than that, and for the purpose of the present 

research it is not suitable for inclusion in the formulation 

of a market-model. The mechanism of the formation of the 

spot charters rate in the shipping freight markets must be 

sought elsewhere. 

At any given time it is possible to consider the 

existence of instantaneous levels of shipping supply and 

demand. To one extent or another the supply of tonnage 

usually exceeds the long-term demand, the difference 

constituting the spot market - that iss that tonnage which 

is available for immediate chartering. It is this spot 

market tonnage which appears to have the controlling 

influence on the spot charter freight rates. By considering 

the ratio of the actual tonnage on the spot market to the 

total fleet tonnage it is possible to examine the relation- 

ship between the relative supply of spot tonnage at a 

given time and the freight rate existing at the same time. 

Since this relative supply is a variable which should 

behave in accordance with the dynamics of the system, then 

if a clear relationship between the supply and the freight 

index does exist, it will provide a method for determining, 

within a model of the system, the value of the spot 

market freight index. 

For the tanker market empirical evidence on the 

relationship between the relative amounts of tonnage on 

9 
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the spot market and on voyage charters and the freight 

rate (worldscale index) for the route Persion Gulf - 

West, for tankers in the range 40,000 - 99,999 dwt. is 

shown in Figure 5'. l. A clear relationship does exist 

between these two parameters, conforming to the theoretical- 

pattern expected from economic theory, the non-linearity 

of the relationship being characteristic of economic 

behaviour in competitive markets. 

If for the purposes of this present work we re- 

define the spot market as comprising not only tonnage 

available for immediate charters but also that tonnage 

which is currently on voyage charters, then it is possible 

to say that a clear link exists between spot market 

supply and the freight index, in the tanker sector of 

the industry. (The re-definition allows the term "spot- 

market" to encompass an amount of tonnage, data for which 

can be derived from published statistics). 

Thus from the point of view of constructing a 

dynamic model of freight market behaviour the level of 

the freight index can clearly be related to variables 

available within the model. Given the initial tonnage of 

tankers in the (redefined) spot-market, changes in this 

level variable can be computed period by period. The 

total tanker fleet is also computed within the model so 

that the proportion of the total. fleet in the spot market 

can easily be calculated. 

The characteristic of the spot market supply - 

ý, 
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freight index relationship for the tanker sector, as 

shown in Figure 5.11 is the location of the "turning point" 

at approximately 10/ spot market supply. Above this point 

the relationship is relatively inelastic so that the 

freight index is not very sensitive to small changes in 

the supply of tonnage. On the other side of the turning 

point, however, the relationship is very elastic, a small 

change in supply producing relatively large changes in 

the freight index. The turning point as indicated 

empirically corresponds to the accepted belief in the 

tanker market, generally, that the "normal" fraction of 

the fleet on the spot market is in the region of ten 

percent, coinciding with the "normal" freight index of 

worldscale 100. 

For the dry. cargo market no data exists for the 

examination of the supply-freight index relationship in 

that market. However, two pieces of information are use- 

ful in "estimating" the form of the relationship, if a 

usable relationship does exist. Firstly, the dry bulk 

cargo market is continually moving closer and closer 

toward the tanker market, with the use of large vessels, 

large cargoes and long routes. An increasing proportion 

of dry bulk cargo is carried by vessels operating in 

consortiums or by private merchant owners, the total 

tonnage in this form of use being analogous to the tanker 

tonnage owned by the oil companies. All of this indicates 

that the tanker and dry bulk markets are similar with 

respect to behaviour so that empirical evidence of a 

I' 
I -- .a 
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particular aspect of behaviour in one market should be a 

good indicator of the empirical evidence which should be 

expected from the other market. Thus in the present 

context of spot market supply versus freight index we 

should expect that the dry cargo relationship would be of 

the same form as that found in the tanker market. Having 

argued that the form of the relationship is now known, 

the second piece of information indicates the position of 

the "turning point" from elastic to inelastic. This iss 

that there is approximately twenty percent of the dry 

cargo bulk fleet in the spot market, at any time. If 

this is taken as the "normal" fraction then it can be 

used to position the turning-point. 

At this stage it is possible to consider the 

difference between the tanker market and the dry cargo 

market in order to shed more light on the form of the 

dry cargo supply-freight index relationship: the major 

important difference between the two markets lies in 

the mix of vessels and routes in the two markets. The 

large number of routes and wide range of vessels sizes 

in dry cargo leads to a market which, in general, is much 

less sensitive to changes in supply than the tanker 

market. Hence it would be expected that the tanker 

supply-freight index relationship would exhibit greater 

elasticity below the turning.. point; this provides further 

assistance in estimating the shape of the dry cargo 

relationship. 

The approximations to the tanker and dry cargo 
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spot-market supply versus freight index curves used in 

the model are given in the following chapter, when the 

various relationships in the model are described in 

quantitative terms. 

5.3 Build Orders and Cancellations 

5.3.1 Build Orders 

The various factors influencing the rate at which 

orders for new vessels are placed have been discussed in 

the previous chapter where it was seen that the major 

underlying motive force is the value of the freight rate. 

As freight rates rise so too do the expectations of 

shipowners, the result of which is an increase in new 

orders. The relationships between the order rates and the 

freight levels for the dry cargo and tanker markets are 

shown, respective-lyl in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. At high 

levels of the freight income the order rates are seen to 

decrease, and this appears to be inconsistent with the 

former hypothesis of order rate/freight level relation- 

ship. In fact, this fall-off in order rate is produced 

by the cumulative effects of previous high ordering rates, 

the manifestation of which is the length of delivery 

delay. As this delivery delay reaches "unacceptable" 

levels it has a negative influence on the order rate 

which then begins to decrease. 

If (for the moment) the effects of this delivery 

delay are excluded from the pattern of Figures 5.2 and 

ý. ` 
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5.3 then a linear relationship fits the behaviour of the 

shipowners for freight indexes of 100 or over. That iss 

we have 

(i) Dry Cargo Order Rate = 0.02 x (Dry Cargo Freight 
Dry Cargo Normal Order Rate Index - 100) + 1.0 

(ii) Tanker Order Rate = 0.06 x (Tanker Freight 
Tanker Normal Order Rate Index - 100) + 1.0 

For freight indexes below 100 the relationships of 

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 are non-linear increasing, involving, 

perhaps, some power of the freight index or being 

exponential in form. Fortunately the exact nature of these 

non-linearities does not cause problems here since they do 

not need to be known for any other part of this analysis, 

and in the modelling of the system piece-wise linear 

approximations can be used by means of TABLE functions. 

(See Appendix K) 

The 'Normal' ordering rates are taken as values 

which have appeared to be 'typical' historically, and 

for dry cargo and tanker ordering respectively these are 

0.5 million deadweight tons per month and 3.0 million 

deadweight tons per month. 

Returning to the effects of the delivery delay, 

comparison of delivery delay with total quarterly order 

rate for bulk vessels shows that a steady rise in the 

former eventually exerts a negative pressure on order rate 

when it (the delivery delay) reaches higher than-normal 

levels. This is illustrated in Figure 5.4. 
. 
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Further, it can be seen from Figure 5.5 that the 

steep rise in delivery delay throughout 1973/74 produced 

a lowering of the tanker order rate which would otherwise 

have occured. This is measured by the ratio of the actual 

order rate to the "theoretical" order rate, the latter 

being calculated on a linear basis from the level of the 

freight index as discussed earlier. The lower values of 

delivery delay coincide with a range of values for the 

ratio, but at higher delays there is a clearly observable 

decreasing relationship between the delay and the order 

ratio. 

5.3.2 Cancellation of Orders 

Following a run of orders there iss naturally, a 

large backlog of orders not yet commenced. When the 

favourable conditions for investment in vessels cease to 

exist, and the freight rates decrease rapidly there is 

then a situation of over-ordering and some of the back- 

log is reduced by cancellations. This occured, to a 

minor extent, in 1971/72 with cancellations of dry cargo 

tonnage, and, to a very large extent, in the period 

following the extreme drop in tanker freight rates after 

the 1973 October War in the Middle East. From August 1974 

to February 1976 a total of 49.5 million dwt of tanker 

orders had been cancelled and a further 4.7 million dwt 

were postponed and/or under renegotiation. The effect of 

such massive cancellations was to reduce the tonnage of 

tankers on order, but not yet commenced, from 80.7 million 
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gross tons (at the end of the first quarter 1974, at 

the peak of the "order boom") to 13.9 million gross tons 

at the end of the second quarter 1976. This large decrease 

in order book also contains the effect of the greatly 

reduced ordering rate. 

Table C5 in Appendix C gives details of cancelled 

tanker orders in various size categories and Figure 5.6 

illustrates the rate at which cancellations have been 

made. The average tonnage cancelled per month is 

approximately 2.5 million dwt. 

x"3.3" Shipbuilding Capacity 

Taking the amount of tonnage under construction 

as a measure of shipbuilding capacity the data of Table Cl 

(Appendix C) indicates that, for the period 1967 to 1976, 

shipbuilding capacity has changed at such a rate so as to 

keep the overall delivery delay (time in the orderbook) 

constant. The statistical correlation between the tonnage 

under construction and the orderbook has a maximum value 

of 0.976 at a lag of fifteen months (or five "quarters"). 

That iss the tonnage under construction lags the order- 

book by fifteen months. Figure 5.7 shows the relation- 

ship between these two factors, as well as the relationship 

between the rate at which new vessels are commenced and the 

orderbook. 

The approach used here to the modelling of ship- 

building capacity iss thus, that a "target" shipbuilding 

0 
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capacity exists for any level of orderbook. This target 

level is taken as one third of the orderbook value, this 

being an historical average value for the ratio of the 

tonnage under construction and the orderbook. The delay 

involved in acquiring the additional capacity is of the 

order of fifteen months. 

5.4 Scrapping of Vessels 

Zannetos (1966) showed that for the period 1947 - 

1958 there was a positive correlation between the average 

age of the tankers scrapped and the tanker spot freight 

rates; this is illustrated in Figure 5.8. However, the 

tanker market has changed considerably since then and 

this simple relationship is no longer applicable due to 

the changing age-structure of the tanker fleet. Recent 

data on average ages of tonnage scrapped shows that the 

range of ages of scrapped tonnage are now considerably 

lower and lie within a much narrower range of values. This 

is shown in Table 5.1 and the age-freight rate relationship 

is illustrated in Figure 5.9, for both tanker and non- 

tanker tonnage. 

For tankers there is a positive correlation between 

the average age of tonnage scrapped (this is the average 

age of tonnage, which is not necessarily the same as the 

average age of ships scrapped}and the value of the freight 

index. For the non-tanker sector such a relationship is 

not apparent, due to the very great variety of vessels which 

are classed as "non-tankers". However, dry bulk carriers, 
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and the dry bulk market are moving ever closer to the 

behaviour of the tanker sector and so it can reasonably 

be assumed that for dry bulk vessels an age-freight rate 

relationship also exists. 

QUANTITIES 106 GRT. AGES : YEARS/-ftftV. 

YEAR 
TANKER TAIýION-KE TOTAL TANKER TANKER 

NON- 
TOTAL 

1963 0.91 1.56 2.47 19.6 22.9 21.9 

1964 0.67 1.13 1.80 20.6 23.7 22.7 

1965 0.53 1.24 1.77 20.2 23.7 22.8 

1966 0.45 1.48 1.94 24.0 23.8 23.8 

1967 0.37 2.85 3.22 21.9 24.9 24.6 

1968 0.34 2.54 2.88 21.8 25.8 25.5 

1969 0.79 2.89 3.68 20.7 27.1 26.0 

1970 0.46 2.82 3.28 20.9 27.0 26.4 

1971 0.23 3.25 3.48 24.6 27.3 27.2 

1972 1.00 2.88 3.88 22.6 27.0 26.2 

Note : excludes vessels below 6000 GRT 

Source : H. P. Drewry (1973) 

TABLE 5.1 : SCRAPPED QUANTITIES AND AVERAGE AGE (YEARS/GRT) 

The rate at which tonnage is broken-up depends 

upon not only the "nominal" scrapping age of tonnage but 

v 
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also upon the age-distribution of the fleet. A very young 

fleet will have less tonnage scrapped in a given time 

period than an older fleet. Hence the average age of the 

fleet tonnage can be used as an indicator of potential 

scrapping rate, as shown in the next chapter. 

Table 5.2 shows the age distribution of the tanker 

fleet and the ore carrier/bulk carrier fleet, as at 

December 31st 1973. The average ages of these fleets are 

7.36 years and 6.10 years respectively, reflecting the 

effects on overall fleet age of high levels of deliveries, 

in recent years. 

Ore-Carriers 
Age 

Tankers Bulk carriers 
(years) % of Fleet / of Fleet 

0- 3 32.2 30.5 

3- 8 32.1 42.1 

8-13 16.9 19.7 

13-18 12.6 6.7 

18-23 4.8 0.8 

23-28 0.7 0.1 
Over 28 0.7 0.1 

100 % 100 % 

Average 
Age 7.36 6.1 

Source : Derived from "Shipping Statistics & 
Economics" (H. P. Drewry) 

TABLE 5.2 AGE DISTRIBUTION OF TANKER AND DRY 
BULK FLEETS AT 31ST DECEMBER 1973 
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5.5 Lay-Up. Rates 

The amount of tonnage laid-up for lack of employ- 

went is very dependent on the value of the freight income. 

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the ways in which dry cargo 

laid-up tonnage and tanker laid-up tonnage respectively 

have reacted to changes in freight levels. The pro- 

portion of each fleet in the inactive state is seen to be 

very sensitive to low levels of freight income and a change 

in this income at the critical level can send the pro- 

portion soaring to high values or tumbling to low values. 

It is to be noted that the tanker sector follows, in 

general, a slightly different behaviour pattern to that 

of the dry cargo sector, the shapes of the two curves in 

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 illustrating this. Such is to be 

expected considering the vessels and goods transported, 

since the tanker sector is very much more homogeneous 

than the dry cargo sector in which there are a large 

number of vessel types and sizes as well as a great number 

of routes and cargoes. 

Hence, given the values of the freight rates it 

is possible to estimate the proportions of the fleets which 

are in lay-ups, the actual modelling process being described 

in the next chapter. 

5.6 Chartering 

It was shown in Chapter 4 that variations in the 

I, 0 
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freight rates affect certain aspects of chartering, 

namely the proportion of business taken on a period 

basis (rather than a voyage basis), and the average 

length of period charters. Also affected is the time 

between the agreement of terms and conditions of charter 

and the actual presentation of the vessel. This reflects 

the amount of forward chartering which is induced by 

expectations of rising freight rates. Details of 

chartering activity in both tanker and dry cargo markets 

are given in Appendix F. 

The proportion of chartering business taken on a 

period basis increases. with increasing freight index. 

Figures 5.12. and 5.. 13: illustrate this for the dry cargo 

and tanker markets respectively. The relationship does 

not appear to be clear for dry cargo until the pattern 

is followed for a length of time over which the freight 

rate has continuously increased. In 1973, for example, 

this was the case, and as the freight level rose so too 

did the proportion of period charters; the proportion 

continued to rise with the freight level up until 

November of the year when rising freight rates did not 

sustain high levels of period chartering and this latter 

decreased rapidly. Two months later at the beginning 

of 1974 period-chartering activity had been renewed and 

was again following the "theoretical pattern". The reason 

for the behaviour at the end of 1973 was due to the fall 

in period-chartering activity in the tanker market, 

produced by the fall in tanker freight rates during 
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November of that year. 

The average'length of period-charters taken by 

charterers is sensitive to the "price" of the charter, as 

illustrated in Figure 5.14 and 5.15. A fairly complex 

relationship operates here whereby ownerst and chartererst 

expectations about freight rates combine so that at both 

low and high freight rates either one party or the other 

is unwilling to accept charters for long periods. Hence, 

at "intermediate" values of freight rates the length of 

charter accepted by both parties reaches a peak. 

In the case'of the behaviour of charterers it iss 

therefore, possible to determine, given the freight rate, 

not only the amount of period chartering which is taken 

at any time, but also the average length of the period 

charters. 

5.7 Trade Change 

5.7.1 Combined Carriers 

The previous chapter showed that the proportion 

of the working combined carrier fleet which was operating 

in the dry cargo market appeared to fluctuate in sympathy 

with the profitability of the dry cargo market relative 

to the tanker market. This relative profitability is 

measured as the ratio of the freight indices for the two 

markets sectors. The degree of sympathetic fluctuation 

can be seen more clearly in Figure 5.16 where the 
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proportion of the combined fleet in dry cargo is seen to 

be linearly related to the profitability of dry cargo 

trading. (Data relating to the trading activity of 

combined carriers is given in Appendix D). The relation- 

ship between these two factors can be expressed in the 

following equation. 

Proportion of Combined Carrier 
Fleet Operating in the Dry 
Cargo Market in a given month 

(Dry 
Cargo Freight Index) 

0.12 * 
(Tanker Freight Index 

5.7.2 Grain Tankers 

When conditions are acceptable to some tanker 

owners they switch operation from the crude oil trade to 

the dry cargo trade, specifically to take cargoes of 

grain. The proportions of such "grain tankers" operating 

in the dry bulk market is small, usually being no more 

than a maximum of about one percent of the total tanker 

fleet (including combined-carriers), but it-does vary in 

line with market conditions. As with the proportion of 

the combined fleet operating in dry cargo this proportion 

varies with the relative profitability of the dry bulk 

market. Figure 5.17 illustrates the historical dependence 

of this proportion on the profitability ratio, and it can 

be seen that as the ratio increases the proportion of 

tankers in grain-trading also increases. This is shown 

very clearly by the variations within any particular 

year. 

Although there are significant variations in the 

proportion for any particular value of the profitability 

ratio, the relationship can reasonably be described by 
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the following: - 

Proportion of Tankers = 0.56 (Profitability Ratio - 0.5) 

Trading in Grain 

For values of the profitability ratio below 0.5 

the proportion of grain-tankers is zeros reflecting the 

undesirability of incurring additional cargo-handling 

costs in dry-cargo when the market is not very profitable. 
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CHAPTER 6 

A MODEL OF SHIPPING FREIGHT MARKETS 

6.1 Chapter Summary and Introduction 

Chapters 4 and 5 have examined the tanker and dry 

(bulk) cargo freight markets, and the possibility of 

constructing a dynamic model of this freight market system. 

The present chapter describes the details of such a model, 

the fundamental relationships within the model being based 

upon the previous analyses. The model is described firstly 

in general terms-in order to provide an overall view of 

its structure, and then, in the remainder of the chapter, 

each model sector is considered in detail. 

The model was programmed in the FORTRAN language, 

but the equations as presented in this chapter are 

written in the DYNAMO syntax which is standard in System 

Dynamics work. For each of the model sectors described 

in this chapter only the equations relating to either the 

tanker part or the dry cargo part of the sector are 

presented; in this way duplication is avoided as, in most 

cases, the tanker and dry cargo equations are identical in 

form. A complete FORTRAN listing of the program is given 

in Appendix J. 

In the equations which follow there are references 

to certain functions or macros such as SMOOTH, DELAY 36, 

DELAY 48, DELAY 3, TABLE and TABHL: the last three of these 

are standard macros in the DYNAMO compiler, whereas the 

0 
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others have been written by the present researcher for the 

work in hand. SMOOTH is a function which averages a series 

of values using exponential smoothing, based on a given 

average "smoothing time", so that, for example, "average 

monthly delivery rates" may be obtained by "smoothing" 

the delivery rates produced each time interval, over a 

smoothing-time of one month. DELAY 36 and DELAY 48 re- 

present 36th and 48th order delays, respectively, in the 

same way that DELAY 3 represents a 3rd order delay, as 

described in Appendix K. In some System Dynamics work high- 

order delays are obtained by cascading a number of 3rd order 

delays: in the present work DELAY 36 and DELAY 48 are 

programmed as individual macros. Details of these functions, 

SMOOTH, and'the equivalent FORTRAN formulation of TABLE/TABHL, 

as used in the model, are given in Appendix K. 

The time increment DT. used in the difference 

equations is taken to be 0.05 months, so that twenty iterations 

are performed for each simulated month. This value of DT is 

consistent with tht arguments given in Coyle (1977) concerning 

the delays in the model and the choice of solution interval. 

The results of the various model runs are obtained 

in tabular and graphical form, the latter being very important 

in the analysis of model behaviour due to its visual impact. 

The FORTRAN subroutines used in the present work, GRAPH and 

GRAPH 61 are described in Appendix K. 

6.2 Overview of the Model 

In Figure 6.1 is shown an overall schematic diagram 

0 
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of the model of shipping freight markets - the "Market 

Model". A comprehensive influence diagram has not been 

given since for this model such a diagram is very complex 

and does not provide a useful overall picture of the 

modells structure. For this reason Figure 6.1 shows the 

individual sectors of the model, divided between tanker 

and dry cargo activities, together with the fundamental 

connecting links: the link between any two sectors A and 

B, in the direction A-B, is to be interpreted as meaning 

that Sector A has an effect on sector B. Detailed 

influence diagrams for the seperate sectors are given in 

the remaining sections of the chapter so that it is possible 

to appreciate not just the overall relationships between 

sectors but also the detailed relationships within sectors. 

The sectors of the model, in the order in which 

they are described in this chapter, are as follows: 

1. Freight Rate Formation 

2. Ordering and Building 

3. Scrapping 

4. Lay-Up 

5. Chartering 

6. Trade Change 

7. Supply 

8. Demand 

In the equations used to model these sectors any reference 

to "tankers" is also meant to cover "combined-carriers", 

since these latter vessels, in general, force part of the 

0 
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tanker market. 

Before proceeding to the next section of the chapter 

and the description of the Freight Rate Formation Sector it 

is useful to consider the indication that Figure 6.1 provides 

with regard to the loop structure of the model. Negative 

feedback loops are seen to exist around each of the 

Ordering, Scrapping, Lay-Up and Trade Change sectors, as 

well as-the Voyage Chartering sub-sector, and a positive 

loop is based on the Period Chartering sector. Each of 

these loops has the structure 

Freight Rate --- "Sector" --- Supply --- Freight Rate 

where "sector" represent. any of the sectors just listed. 

The large number of negative loops, compared with 

the number of positive loops, implies that the system may 

have a tendency to be goal-seeking --- following any alteration 

to an existing state of equilibrium (which may, of course-, be 

merely temporary) the negative loops tend to force the system 

back to its previous state. On the other hand, the positive 

loop in each market sector would perhaps be expected to have 

something of an "upsetting" effect on system behaviour. 

Thus, during a period of relatively stable demand for shipping 

services, any temporary imbalance in the Freight Rate Sector, 

will have two effects --- an attempt by the negative loops 

to damp out the disturbance and an attempt by the positive 

loop to increase the effect of the disturbance. This 

interplay between the two types of feedback loops, to- 
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gether with the effects of the various time delays in the 

loops, characterises the behaviour of the system. The 

time delays are obviously of importance since a slow 

reaction to a disturbance can mean that the behaviour of 

the system is being affected some considerable time after 

cessation of the force producing the disturbance. The 

loop based on "Ordering" is an example of this since the 

average delay for shipbuilding is in the region of 

eighteen months. 

The dynamic nature of the system's structure is 

also demonstrated by the connection between the tanker and 

dry cargo markets, via the Trade Change sector. Thus, 

during a period of falling freight rates in one market some 

of the combination tonnage in that market will leave, and 

enter the other market. The effect of this is that the 

decrease in shipping supply in the first market exerts a 

positive pressure on that market's freight rates; in the 

"new" market the freight'rates experience a downward, 

negative pressure due to the increase in shipping supply. 

The quantitative effects of these feedback loops 

are examined in Chapter 7 where an extensive discussion 

of model behaviour is presented. 

6.3 Freight Rate Formation'Sector 

The freight rate in the "spot market" at any time 

is determined by the level of shipping supply which is 

available for immediate chartering. This immediate supply 

0 
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derives from the total supply of shipping and the current 

demand for shipping services so that it is a joint measure 

of supply and demand. As argued in the previous chapter 

the proportion of the total supply which is available for 

immediate chartering is an indicator of the level of the 

spot market freight rate. The broad relationship between 

the freight rate sector and the other sectors of the model, 

is shown in Figure 6.1, and an influence diagram showing 

the relationship within the tanker part of the freight 

rate sector is shown in Figure 6.2. The equations 

corresponding to the diagram of Figures 6.2 are as follows: - 

FTSUPP. K = TSUPP. K/(CTF. K + ITF. K) 6.1 A 

TFI. K = TABHL(TTFI, FTSUPP. K, 0.0,0.25,0.05) 6.2 A 

TTFI = 1000.0/400.0/100.0/75.0/50.0/35.0 6.3 T 

TFIS. K = SMOOTH (TFI. K, STIMEI, TFIS. J) 6.4 L 

STIME1 = 1.0 

TEFII. K = TABHL (TTEFII, TFI. K, 100.0,400.0,50.0) 6.5 A 

TTEFII = 100.0/200.0/300.0/400.0/400.0/250.0/100.0 6.6. T 

TEF12. K = TABHL (TTEFI2, TFI. K, 0.0,300.0,50.0) 6.7 A 

TTEFI2 = 100.0/30.0/100.0/100.0/100.0/100.0/100.0 6.8 T 

TEFI. K = CLIP ( TEFI1: K, TEr12. K, ' TFI. K, -. TFIS. K ) 6.9 A 

Where FTSUPP : Fractional Tanker Supply (on the Spot Market) 

TSUPP : Tanker Supply on the Spot Market (dwt) 

CTF : Company-owned Tanker Fleet (dwt) 

ITF : Independently-owned Tanker Fleet (dwt) 

TFI : Tanker Freight Index 

TTFI : Table of values for TFI 

TFIS : Tanker Freight Index Smoothed 

0 
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STIME1 : Smoothing Time (months) 

TEFI1 : Expected Tanker Freight Index when TFI is 

increasing 

TEFI2 : Expected Tanker Freight Index when TFI is 

decreasing 

TEFI : Tanker Expected Freight Index 

Thus, as the relative supply of tanker tonnage on the spot 

market increases the level of the freight index decreases, 

as computed via the table-function TTFI, which is 

illustrated in Figure 6.3 (a). The level of the freight 

index is used to indicate the expectations of decision- 

makers in the market. A rising freight index generally 

induces rising expectations, the exceptions to this being 

at high or low freight levels : at levels below tnormalt 

it is expected that the normal rate will prevail, and at 

very high levels it is expected that freight rates must 

fall : when freight rates are falling from above-normal 

levels the expectation is that they will drop to the normal 

level; when they fall below the normal level the expected 

value also falls until a point is reached when a 'recovery' 

is expected. Figure 6.4 illustrates this process. 

The linkages of Figure 6.2 which are additional to 

those modelled by the given equations are included to 

illustrate the "non-independence" of the freight rate sector 

and the dynamic nature of the whole system. The level of 

freight rate expectations has feedback connections with 

other activities in the market, these activities themselves 

0 
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being connected with the very factors which determine the 

freight. rates. 

For the dry cargo part of the freight rate sector 

the modelling approach is similar to that shown for tanker 

tonnage. The relationship between the Fractional Dry 

Cargo Supply, FDCSUP, and the Dry Cargo Freight Index, 

DCFI, is shown in Figure 6.2 (b), and it can seen how this 

curve reflects the similarities and differences between 

the tanker and dry cargo markets, as argued in Chapter 

6.4 Ordering and Building Sector 

The tanker part of this sector is shown in Figure 

6.5, a similar, but not identical, set of relationships 

being used to represent the dry cargo market. At several 

points the tanker and dry cargo parts of the Ordering 

and Building Sector interact with one another; these 

instances will be described in the present section of the 

chapter by reference to the. relevant equations. 

6.4.1 Ordering 

The ordering decision is based upon the level of 

the expected freight rates and the magnitude of the total 

delivery delay, taken as the expected time from placing an 

order to receiving delivery of the vessel. Of the total 

orders received at any time by the shipyards there is a 

fraction corresponding to those orders placed by independent 

shipowners. In the model this fraction, FTOI, is computed 
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via a tab? --function with the expected freight index as 

the input variable. As the freight index rises so too 

does the fraction of total orders which are "independent". 

When this fraction is applied to the overall total order 

rate it is possible to obtain an order rate for independent" 

tonnage and for "company" tonnage. Thus we have: - 

ATBOR. K w SMOOTH (CTBOR. JK+ITBOR. JK, TAOR, ATBOR. J) 6.10 L 

TAOR - 1.0 6.10aC 

CTBOR. KL = (1.0-FTOI. K) * TBORM. K * TBORN 
(1.0 - DDRF2. K) 6.11 R 

ITBOR. KL : FTOI. K * TBORM. K * TBORN * (1.0-DDRF 2. K) 6.12 R 

TBORM. K = TABHL (TTBORM, TEFI. K, 0.01 250,25.0) 6.13 A 

TTBORM : O. 0/0.1/0.2/0.45/1.0/2.5/4.0/5.5/7.0/ 
8.5/10.0 6.14 T 

FTOI. K = TABHL (TFTOI, TEFI. K, 0.01 250.0,50.0) 6.15 A 

TFTOI = 0.0/0.30/0.50/0.65/0.80/0.95 6.16 T 
TBORN - 2000000.0 

DDRF2. K - TABHL (TDDRF2, PDEL. K, 30.0,90.0,15.0) 6.17 A 

TDDRF2 = 0.0/0.1/0.5/0.6/1.0 6.18 T 

Where ATBOR : Average Tanker Build Order Rate (dwt/mth) 

CTBOR : Company Tanker Build Order Rate (dwt/mth) 

ITBOR : Independent Tanker Build Order Rate(dwt/mth) 

TAOR : Averaging Time for Order Rate (months) 

FTOI : Fraction of Tanker Orders Independent 

TBORM : Tanker Build Order Rate Multiplier 

TBORN : Tanker Build Order Rate Normal (dwt/mth) 

DDRF2 : Delivery Delay Reduction Factor 

TTBORM : Table of Values for TBORM 
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TFTOI : Table for Values for FTOI 

PDEL : Perceived Delivery Delay (months) 

TDDRF2 : Table of Values for DDRF2 

The value of the order-rate multiplier, TBORM, re- 

fleets the rate of ordering - either above or below the 

normal rate, TBORN, and the fraction FTOI divides this order 

rate into "independent" and "company" orders. It can be seen 

from the equations that the order rates for company and in- 

dependent tonnage are modified by the level of the delivery 

delay via the factor DDRF2. Overall average monthly orders 

are computed as the value ATBOR. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 

illustrate the determination of TBORM and DDRF2. 

The delivery delay is computed as the time required 

for the total orderbook (OB) to be reduced to zero, given 

the current average newbuild start rate (ABSR). That iss 

PDEL. K = SMOOTH (DDEL. K, DDPT, PDEL. J) 6.19 L 

DDEL. K = OB. K/ABSR. K 6.20 A 

DDPT = 1.0 6.21 C 

Where OB : Orderbook (dwt) 

ABSR: Average Build Start Rate (All vessels) (dwt/mth). 

PDEL: Perceived Delivery Delay (months) 

DDPT: Delivery Delay Perception Time (months) 

The perceived delivery delay is a smoothed value of 

the actual delivery delay, the smoothing process reflecting 

the information delay in the system. 

The order rate for combined-carriers is included in 

the computation of the tanker order rate, but since the 

level of the combination-fleet. is required at a later part 

of the model it is necessary to determine a specific value 

for the combined-carrier order rate. This is carried-out 

by means of a fraction, CCOR, which is the fraction of all 

"tanker" orders which correspond to combined-carrier tonnage. 

0 
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Thus we have: - 

ACCBOR. K = SMOOTH (CCBOR. JK, TAOR, ACCBOR. J) 6.22 L 

CCBOR. KL = CCOR * TBORM. K * TBORN * (1.0-DDRF2. K) 6.23 R 

CCOR = 0.10 6.24 C 

Where ACCBOR : Average Combined-Carrier Build Order Rate(dwt/mth) 

CCBOR : Combined-Carrier Build Order Rate (dwt/mth) 

CCOR : Combined-Carrier Order Ratio 

The historical values of CCOR have varied considerably 

from month to month and no firm policies regarding the ordering 

of such vessels have yet materialised in the market. For 

this reason the value used in the model is an average of 

recent values. There iss of course, some scope here for the 

testing of the effects of various ordering policies, and this 

will be considered in the next chapter when the model's 

behaviour is analysed. 

The flow of tanker orders (including combined-carrier 

orders) is accumulated in the order backlog, TBLOG, and also 

in the total overall orderbook, OB. As a release mechanism 

for a very high tanker backlog - and a long delivery delay - 

the tanker "build - cancellation rate", TBCAR, is computed 

to allow the backlog to be reduced to more "reasonable" levels. 

The cancellation rate is itself determined by the level of the 

freight index, as shown in Figure 6.89 the equations used in 

the model being: 

CTBCAR. KL = TBCAF. K * CTBLOG. K 6.25 R 

ITBCAR. KL = TBCAF. K * ITBLOG. K 6.26 R 

TBCAF. K = TABHL (TTBCAF, TEFI. K, 0.0, 
80.0,20.0) 6.27 A 

TTBCAF = 1.0/0.1/0.075/0.05/0.0 6.28 T 

Where CTBCAR : Company Tanker Build Cancellation Rate 
(dwt/mth) 

ITBCAR : Independent Tanker Build Cancellation 
Rate (dwt/mth) 

0 
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TBCAF : Tanker Build Cancellation Fraction (/month) 

TTBCAF : Table of Values for TBCAF 

CTBLOG : Company Tanker Backlog (of orders) (dwt) 

ITBLOG : Independent Tanker Backlog (of orders) (dwt) 

6.4.2 Shipbuilding 

The rate at which tanker newbuildings are started 

depends upon the size of the tanker order-backlog and 

the amount of shipbuilding capacity allocated to tanker 

construction: the newbuild start rate derives from the 

is 
minimum of these. The fraction of tanker orders 

independent, FTOI, is again used to differentiate between 11 

company and independent tonnage. In this case however a 

smoothed value of this fraction is used since the time of 

starting newbuildings is seperated from the time of ordering 

by the length of the ordering backlog. Similarly, at any 

time we need to differentiate between the fraction of orders 

which are for tankers and the fraction of newbuild starts 

which are for tankers: this is done in the model by the 

use of an order ratio, BRAT1, and a smoothed order ratio, 

SBRATI, the smoothing being performed over the period 

corresponding to the length of the total order-backlog 

(tanker and dry cargo). 

We have: 

BRAT1. K = ADBOR. K/(ADBOR. K + ATBOR. K) 

SBRAT1. K = SMOOTH (BRAT1. K, ATBR1. K, SBRAI. J) 

SFTOI. K = SMOOTH (FTOI. K, ATBR1. K, SFTOI. J) 

ATBR1. K = (CDBLOG. K + IDBLOG. K + CTBLOG. K 
+ ITBLOG. K)/ABSR. K 

6.29 A 

6.3p L 
6.. 3'i L 

6. "32 A 
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Where BRAT1 : Build Ratio of Dry Cargo Orders (dimensionless) 

SBRAT1 : Smoothed value of BRAT1 

ADBOR : Average Dry Cargo Build Order Rate (dwt/mth) 

ATBOR : Average Tanker Build Order Rate (dwt/mth) 

SFTOI : Smoothed Fraction of Tanker Orders Independent 

ATBR1 : Averaging Time for BRAT1 (months) 

CDBLOG : Company Dry Cargo Backlog (of orders) (dwt) 

CTBLOG : Company Tanker Backlog (of orders) (dwt) 

IDBLOG : Independent Dry Cargo Backlog (of orders) (dwt) 

ITBLOG : Independent Tanker Backlog (of orders) (dwt) 

ABSR : Average Build Start Rate (dwt/mth) 

These computations are necessary to determine the allocation 

of shipbuilding capacity to dry cargo and tanker orders: 

as shipbuilding capacity becomes available - from newbuild 

deliveries and the expansion of shipbuilding facilities - 

it must be allocated to the construction of dry cargo or 

tanker tonnage in accordance with the ratio of these two 

types of vessels at the front of the order-backlog queue. 

This ratio is the value SBRAT1, described above. Hence in 

equations we have: 

TABSR. K = SMOOTH (ITBSR. JK+CTBSR. JK, TASR, TABSR. J) 6.33 L 

ITBSR. KL = AMIN1(SFTOI. K*(1.0 - SBRATI. I*((SBC. K-BUC. K) 

/ATBSR + ADBDR. K+ ATBDR. K), TTBLOC. K/ATBSR) 6.34 R 

CTBSR. KL = AMIN1 ((1.0 - SFTOI. K)* (1.0 - SBRATI. K)*((SBC. K-BUCK. 
/ATBSR + ADBDR. X+ATBDR, K), CTBLOG. K/ATBSR) 6.35 R 

TASR = 1.0 6.36 C 

ATBSR = 1.0 6.37 C 

Where TABSR : Tanker Average Build Start Rate (dwt/mth) 

TASR : Time for Averaging Start Rates (months) 

ITBSR : Independent Tanker Build Start Rate 
(dwt/mth) 

0 
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CTBSR : Company Tanker Build Start Rate (dwt/mth) 

SBC : Shipbuild Capacity (dwt) 

BUC : Builds Under Construction (dwt) 

ADBDR : Average Dry Cargo Build Delivery Rate(dwt/mth 

ATBDR : Average Tanker Build Delivery Rate (dwt/mth) 

ATBSR Adjustment Time for Build Start Rate (months) 

It can be seen from these equations that if the backlog of 

orders falls below the available capacity of the shipyards 

then the start rate is determined by the backlog alone. It 

can also be seen here how the tanker and dry cargo parts of 

the system are connected at this point - the allocation of 

shipbuilding capacity depends upon the delivery rates of 

both types of tonnage. 

The rate at which combined-carrier tonnage is started 

is calculated from the average tanker start rate, TABSR, and 

the smoothed value of the combined-carrier order ratio, CCOR. 

The value of CCOR is smoothed over the period corresponding 

to the time taken to reduce the tanker order-backlog to zero 

given the current average rate at which tonnage is started. 

Thus we have 

SCCOR. K w SMOOTH (CCOR. K, ATSCR. K, SCCOR. J) 6.38 L 

ATSCR. K = TBLOG. K/TABSR. K 6.39 A 

CCBSR. KL = SCCOR. K * TABSR. K 6.40 R 

Where SCCOR : Smoothed Combined-Carrier Order Ratio 

ATSCR : Averaging Time for SCCOR (months) 

TBLOG : Tanker Backlog (of orders) (dwt) 

CCBSR : Combined-Carrier Build Start Rate (dwt/mth) 
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Deliveries of tonnage are computed as delayed 

build-start rates using 36th-order exponential delays. 

The order of the delay is calculated using the method 

given in Coyle (1977) : the average delay for shipbuilding 

is taken as eighteen months and practically all vessels 

are completed within the period 12 to 24 months. Taking 

this range as corresponding to approximately four standard 

deviations of the variation in construction time the order 

of the delay is given by 

n- (Average Delay)2 = 182 36 
Variance 7 

This order of delay may be obtained by cascading twelve 

3rd-order delays or by direct access to a DELAY 36 macro, 

the latter method being used in the present work. The 

equations for the delivery rates are as follows: 

ATBDR. K = SMOOTH (ITBDR. JK+CTBDR. JK, TABDR, ATBDR. J) 

ITBDR. KL = DELAY36 (ITBSR. JK, BT) 

CTBDR. KL = DELAY36 (CTBSR. JK, BT) 

CCBDR. KL a DELAY36 (CCBSR. JK, BT. ) 

TABDR = 1.0 

BT = 18.0 

6.41 L 

6.42 R 

6.43 R 

6.44 R- 

6.45 C 

6.46 C 

Where ATBDR : Average Tanker Build Delivery Rate (dwt/mth) 

TABDR : Time for Averaging Build Delivery Rate(months) 

ITBDR : Independent Tanker Build Delivery Rate 
(dwt/mth) 

CTBDR : Company Tanker Build Delivery Rate (dwt/mth) 

CCBDR : Combined-Carrier Build Delivery Rate(dwt/mth) 

BT : Build Time (months) 
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The total tanker tonnage under construction is calculated 

from the flows of build starts and deliveries: - 

CTBUC. K = CTBUC. J + DT * (CTBSR. JK - CTBDR. JK) 6.47 L 

ITBUC. K = ITBUC. J + DT * (ITBSR. JK - ITBDR. JK) 6.48 L 

Where : CTBUC : Company Tanker Builds Under Construction 
(dwt) 

ITBUC : Independent Tanker Builds Under 
Construction (dwt) 

Shipbuilding capacity is modelled by the following 

equations which show that the actual shipbuilding capacity 

is continually being compared with the target, or desired, 

capacity, the latter being, itself, a constant fraction of 

the total orderbook. This formulation allows for the 

adaption of capacity to compensate for changes in the total 

orderbook, the basis of the adaptives process being that 

the overall delay for orders in the orderbook queue should 

remain approximately constant. 

SBC. K = SBC. J + DT * SBCAR. JK 6.49 L 

SBCAR. KL = (DSBC. K - SBC. K)/CADEL 6.50 R 

DSBC. K = DOBF * OB. K 6.51 A 

DOBF = 0.333 6.52 C 
CADEL = 15.0 6.53 C 

Where SBC : Shipbuilding Capacity (dwt) 

SBCAR : Shipbuilding Capacity Acquisition Rate 
(dwt/mth) 

DSBC : Desired Shipbuild Capacity (dwt) 

OB : Orderbook (dwt) 

DOBF : Desired Orderbook Fraction 

CADEL : Capacity Acquistion Delay (months) 

0 
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6.4.3 Overall Summary Measures 

Certain state variables are computed from those 

given earlier for the tanker part of the ordering and 

building sector, and others are computed from both tanker 

and dry cargo variables. Taking firstly the tanker area 

we have: 

CTBLOG. K = CTBLOG. J + DT* (CTBOR. JK-CTBCAR. JK 
-CTBSR. JK) 6.54 L 

ITBLOG. K = ITBLOG. J + DT* (ITBOR. JK-ITBCAR. JK 

-ITBSR. JK) 6-. 55 L 

TOB. K = TOB. J + DT* (CTBOR. JK + ITBOR. JK 

- CTBCAR. JK - ITBCAR. JK 
- CTBDR. JK - ITBDR. JK) 6.56 L 

Where CTBLOG : Company Tanker Backlog (dwt) 

ITBLOG : Independent Tanker Backlog (dwt) 

TOB : Tanker Orderbook (dwt) 

The "backlog" comprises only orders which are not 

yet commenced, whereas the "orderbook" comprises not only 

these orders but also those which are already commenced. 

A similar set of equations is used for the dry cargo tonnage. 

In combination with dry cargo activity we have 

BLOG. K = CTBLOG. K + ITBLOG. K + CDBLOG. K+IDBLOG. K 6.57 L 

OB. K = TOB. K + DOB. K 6.58 L 

BUC. K = CTBUC. K + ITBUC. K + CDBUC. K + IDBUC. K 6.59 L 

Where BLOG : Overall Backlog of Orders (dwt) 

OB : Overall Orderbook (dwt) 

BUC : Builds Under Construction (dwt) 

These last three equations, even though they 

represent "level" variables, are written in the form usually 
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reserved for "supplementary" variables - variables which 

provide information about the system but which are not 

used in the various computations. This is done so as to 

illustrate the simple connection between the dry cargo 

and tanker parts of this sector - the more usual form of 

the equations would provide the same numerical values 

but would appear needlessly complicated. 

6.5 Scrapping Soctor 

The rate at which tonnage is broken up for scrap 

depends upon the ago structure of the fleet and the average 

economic life of vessels within the float. The economic 

life of vessels in the float is determined by the current 

expectations of the freight index, and in the model a 

table-function, TTASAG, is used to determine the scrap 

ago of tankers at any time. Figure 6.9 shows this table. 

function for both tanker and dry cargo tonnage. 

The overall relationships in this sector of the 

modal are illustrated in Figure 6.10, and by the following 

equations: 

CTAFAG. K   (CTAFAG. J + DT/12.0) " (CTF. K-DT " CTSCR. JK) 
/(CTF. K + DT " (CTDDR. JK-CTSCR. JK)) 6.60; L 

ITAFAG. K - (ITAFAG. J + iDT/12.0) " (ITF. K-DT " ITSCR. JK) 
/(ITF. K + DT " (ITDDR. JK - ITSCR. JK)) 6.61 L 

TASAGE. K - TAMIL (TTASAG, TEFI. K, 50.0,200.0,25.0) 6.62 A 

TTASAQ - 18.0/21.0/29.0/25.0/26.5/28.0/28.25 6.63 T 

CTSCR. KL   (CTF. K/(12.0 " TASAGE. K)) " (CTAFAQ. K 
/TASAGE. Kc 0.5) 6.64 R 

ITSCR. KL . (ITF. K/(12.0 " TASAGE. K)) " (CTAPAG. K 
/TASAGE. K! 0.5) 6.65, R 

CCSCR. KL   (CCF. K/(12.0 * TASAGE. K)) " (ITAFAG. K 
/TASAGE. K* 0.5) 6.66. R 
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Where CTAFAG : Company Tanker Average Fleet Age (years) 

CTF : Company Tanker Fleet (dwt) 

CTSCR : Company Tanker Scrap Rate (dwt/mth) 

ITAFAG : Independent Tanker Average Fleet Age (years) 

ITF : Independent Tanker Fleet (dwt) 

ITSCR : Independent Tanker Scrap Rate (dwt/mth) 

TASAG. E : Tanker Average Scrap Age (years) 

TTASAG : Table of Values for TASAGE 

CCSCR : Combined Carrier Scrap Rate (dwt/mth) 

CCF : Combined Carrier Fleet (dwt) 

The scrapping rate for company or independent tonnage is 

not calculated simply as the ratio of the fleet tonnage to 

the scrapping age since this assumes a uniform age- 

distribution within the fleet. The formulation used in 

the model considers the average age of vessAis and modifies 

the "simple scrapping rate" by the ratio of the average 

fleet age to the average scrapping age. This means 

that a decreasing fleet age generally leads to a 

decreasing rate of scrapping. The average fleet age is 

updated every time period to take into account the length 

of the time period, the deliveries to the fleet and the 

scrap rate. For combined-carriers the scrap rate is 

computed using the average fleet age of independent tanker 

tonnage since most combination tonnage is owned by 

"independent" companies. 

6.6 Lay-Up Sector 

Increasing freight income leads to a decreasing 
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level of laid-up tonnage for both dry cargo and tanker 

markets. The relationships used in the model to describe 

this behaviour are based on the patterns of Figure 6.10 

and 6.11, which show the proportions of the respective 

fleets laid-up as functions of the freight rates. In the 

model these proportions indicate "desired" levels of laid- 

up tonnage, and by comparing the "desired" and "actual" 

values the rate at which tonnage is either laid-up or re- 

commissioned is determined. The time taken to adjust the 

actual level of lay-ups is either the lay-up delay (LUDEL) 

or the recommission delay (REDEL). Figure 6.11 illustrates 

this formulation for the dry cargo market by means of an 

influence diagram, which may be compared with the equations 

which follow: 

DCLUT. K - DCLUT. J + DT * (DCLUR. JK-DCRER. JK) 6.67 L 

DCLURF. K - TABHL (TDCLUR, DCFI. K, 0.0,250.0,50.0) 6.68 A 

TDCLUR = 1.0/0.05/0.03/0.015/0.0075/0.005 6.69 T 

DCDLUT. K x DCLURF. K * DCF. K 6.70 A 

DCLUR. KL - CLIP ((DCDLUT. K - DCLUT. K)/LUDEL, 0.01 
DCDLUT. K, DCLUT. K) 6.71 R 

DCRER. KL = CLIP (0.0, (DCLUT. K - DCDLUT. K)/REDEL, 
DCDLUT. K, DCLUT. K) 6.72 R 

LUDEL = 1.0 6.73 C 

REDEL = 1.0 6.74 C 

Where DCLUT : Dry Cargo Laid-up Tonnage (dwt) 

DCLUR : Dry Cargo Lay-up Rate (dwt/mth) 

DCRER : Dry Cargo Re-Commission Rate (dwt/mth) 

DCDLUT : Dry Cargo Desired Laid-Up Tonnage (dwt) 

0 
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DCLURF : Dry Cargo Lay-Up Rate Fraction 

TDCLUR : Table of Values for DCLURF 

LUDEL : Lay-Up Delay (months) 

REDEL : Re-commissioning Delay (months) 

The tanker market is modelled in a similar fashion the 

lay-up fraction, TLURF, being illustrated in Figure 6.12, 

together with the corresponding relationship for the dry 

cargo market. Combined-carrier tonnage in lay-up is 

included in the level of tanker tonnage laid-upi and the 

former is calculated as a fraction of the latter, this 

fraction being the ratio of the respective fleet sizes. 

That is 

CCLUT. K =(CCF. K/TF. K) * TLUT. K 6.75 S 

Where CCLUT : Combined Carrier Laid-Up Tonnage (dwt) 

CCF : Combined Carrier Fleet (dwt) 

TF : Tanker Fleet (dwt) 

TLUT : Tanker Laid-Up Tonnage (dwt) 

The values for the laying-up and re-commissioning delays 

are taken from information in the shipping press (see 

Naval Architect (1975)), and in the model one month is 

used for both delays. 

6.7 Chartering Sector 

This sector is concerned with the period chartering 

of tanker and dry cargo tonnage, an influence diagram for 

the relationships within the tanker part of the sector 

being given in Figure 6.13. As freight rate expectations 

rise so too does the fraction of charters taken on a 
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period basis, until at very high freight levels the fraction 

decreases as charterers refuse to pay high rates over the 

length of a time-charter. Figure 6.14 illustrates this 

relationship as it is used in the model. 

The length of period charters also rises with 

increasing freight levels the relationship being illustrated 

in Figure 6.15. This charter-period affects the expiry rate 

of period-chartered tonnage so that the time-average or 

smoothed length of period charter, TSPCH, is used as the 

delay over which tonnage on period charters is absent from 

the spot market. 

Voyage charters are complementary to period charters 

such that, for a given level of demand and supply, the 

fraction of all charters taken on a voyage basis generally 

decreases with rising freight rates. 

The equations used to model both forms of chartering 

are as follows: 

TPCHL. K - TPCHL. J + DT* (TPCHSR. JK - TPCHER. JK) 6.76 L 

TVCHL. K = TVCHL. J + DT* (TVCHSR. JK - TVCHER. JK) 6.77 L 

TSPCH. K = SMOOTH (TAPCH. K, TNPCH, TSPCH. J) 6.78 L 

TNPCH = 50.0 6.79 C 

TPCHF. K = TABHL (TTPCHF, TEFI. K, 0.0,500.0,50.0) 6.80 A 

TTPCHF = O. O/0.10/0.15/0.20/0.30/0.40/0.50/ 
0.35/0.20/0.10/0.0 6.81 T 

TAPCH. K = TABHL (TTAPCH, TEFI. K, 0.0,600.0,50.0) 6.82 A 

TTAPCH = 0.0/25.0/35.0/40.0/45.. 0/50.0/53.3/ 
56.7/6a. 0/62.5/65. o%67.5/70.0 6.83 T 

TAVCH = 3.0 6.84 C 

TTREQ. K = AMIN1 ((CTF. K + ITF. K - TLUT. K), 
TDWTD. K) 6.85 A 
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TTOCH. K a (CTF. K + TPCHL. K + TVCHL. K)*TSSF 6.86 A 

TSSF = 1.0 6.87 C 

TPCHSR. KL = AMAX1 (0.0, TPCHF. K* ((TTREQ. K 

- TTOCH. K)/ATCHS)) 6.88 R 

TVCHSR. KL = AMAX1 (0.0, (1.0 - TPCHF. K)*((TTRE(Z. K- 
TTOCH. K)/ATCHS)) 6.89 R 

ATCHS = 1.0 6.90 C 

TPCHER. KL = DELAY 48 (TPCHSR. JK, TSPCH. K) 6.91 R 

TVCHER. KL = DELAY 3 (TVCHSR. JK, TAVCH) 6.92 R 

Where TPCHL : Tanker Period Charter Level (dwt) 

TVCHL : Tanker Voyage Charter Level (dwt) 

TPCHSR : Tanker Period Charter Start Rate(dwt/mth) 

TVCHSR : Tanker Voyage Charter Start Rate(dwt/mth) 

TPCHER : Tanker Period Charter Expiry Rate(dwt/mth) 

TVCHER : Tanker Voyage Charter Expiry Rate(dwt/mth) 

TSPCH : Tanker Smoothed Period Charter (months) 

TNPCH : Tanker Normal Period Charter (months) 

TPCHF : Tanker Period Charter Fraction 

TTPCHF : Table of Values for TPCHF 

TAPCH : Tanker Average Period Charter (months) 

TTAPCH : Table of Values for TAPCH 

TAVCH : Tanker Average Voyage Charter (months) 

TTREQ : Tanker Tonnage Requirements (dwt) 

TLUT : Tankers Laid-Up (dwt) 

TDWTD : Tanker DWT Demand (dwt) 

TSSF : Tanker Slow-Steaming Factor 

TTOCH : Tanker Tonnage on Charter (dwt) 

From these equations it can be seen that the rate at 

which tonnage is taken on period or voyage chargers depends 

upon the fraction TPCHF and the difference between the tonnage 

required, TTREQ, and the tonnage which is currently un- 
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available by virtue of its present employment, TTOCH. 

The tanker tonnage required iss itself, the minimum of 

the total working fleet and the tonnage which is demanded. 

Because the latter is usually, to a greater or lesser degree, 

lower than the former the tanker charter start-rates are 

thus usually determined by the demand. TSSF, the slow 

steaming factor, allows for a reduction in effective supply 

by a speed reduction, and a base value of 1.0 is used in 

the model. 

Delayed values of the charter start rates are used 

to provide values for the charter expiry rates. In the 

cases of period charters a 48th order exponential delay is 

used since the average or normal length of charter is 

approximately fifty months and most charters fall in the 

range 35 months to 65 months. Voyage charter expiries 

are computed using a third order delay and an average delay 

of three months, the latter being an approximate average for 

the time required on a single voyage. The third-order delay 

allows for the dispersion found in the real system where 

there is considerable variation between the extremes of 

voyage charters. 

For the chartering of dry cargo tonnage the approach 

is similar, the differences arising in the values of the 

chartering fraction DCAPCH (See Figure 6.14), the period 

charter length DCAPCH (See Figure 6.15) and the order of the 

delay used to compute period charter expiries. A 36th order 

delay is used for dry cargo period chartering being based on 

an average charter length of fifteen months and a range of 

ten to twenty months for the majority of all period charters. 
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6.8 Trade Change Sector 

The ratio of the two freight indexes, dry cargo and 

tanker, is used to determine the "desired" levels of combined- 

carriers and grain-tankers in dry cargo trading. Comparison 

of the desired levels with the actual levels leads to the 

discrepancy being corrected over the period of time taken to 

change from one market to the other: these "correction" are 

the rates of movement of the combined-carrier and grain- 

tanker tonnage into and out of the two markets. The influence 

diagram for this sector is shown in Figure 6.16, and in 

Figure 6.17 are shown the relationships between the freight-' 

index ratio, PRATIO, and the desired fractions of combination 

and grain-tanker tonnage in dry cargo trading. 

The equations used for this sector are as follows: - 

ACCDC. K = ACCDC. J + DT * CCCHR. JK 6.93 L 

PRATIO. K = DCEFI. K/TEFI. K 6.94 A 

CCCHF. K - 0.12 * PRATIO. K 6.95 A 
DCCDC. K = CCCHF. K * (CCF. K - CCLUT. K) 6.96 A 

CCCHR. KL = (DCCDC. K - ACCDC. K)/MCHDEL 6.97 R 

MCHDEL = 1.0 6.98 C 

ATIG. K = ATIG. J + DT* (GTR. JK) 6.99 L 

GRTF. K = TABHL (TGRTF, PRATIO. K, 0.0,3.0, 0.5) 6.100 A 

TGRTF = 0.0/0.0/0.0028/0.0056/0.0084/ 
0.0112/0.014 6_in] T 

DTIG. K = GRTF. K * TF. K 6.102 A 

GTR. KL = (DTIG. K - ATIQ)/MCHDEL 6.103 R 

Where : ACCDC : Actual Combined Carriers in Dry Cargo(dwt) 

CCCHR : Combined Carrier Change Rate (dwt/mth) 

PRATIO : Ratio of Expected Freight Indexes 

CCCHF : Combined Carrier Change Fraction 

6 
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DCCDC : Desired Combined Carriers in Dry Cargo (dwt) 

MCHDEL : Market Change Delay (months) 

ATIG : Actual Tanker in Grain-Trading (dwt) 

GTR : Grain Tanker Change Rate (dwt/mth) 

GRTF : Grain Tanker Fraction 

DTIG : Desired Tankers in Grain Trading (dwt) 

The relationships used to calculate the fractions of the 

combined fleet and tanker fleet operating in dry cargo 

trading are derived from the analysis of the previous 

chapter and are thus based upon empirical evidence of 

market behaviour. The fraction CCCHF is applied not to the 

total combined carrier fleet but to the "working" combination 

tonnage - that iss the total fleet net of tonnage in lay-up. 

6.9 Supply Sector 

This sector summaries the various changes in the 

supply of tanker and dry cargo tonnage during each of the 

solution intervals DT. For tankers the supply of tonnage 

on the spot market is given by 

TSUPP. K = TSUPP. J + DT* (ITBDR. JK + TPCHER. JK + TVCHER. JK 

+ TRER. JK - TPCHSR. JK - TVCHSR. JK - 

TLUR. JK - CCCHR. JK - QTR. JK - 
ITSCR. JK) 6.104 L 

With the exception of TSUPP the variables in this 

equations have all been defined previously. Thus TSUPP is an 

updated value for spot-market tonnage taking into account 

deliveries, chartering, scrapping, trade changing and laying- 

0 
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up. It is'assumed that the deliveries of company-owned 

newbuilds do not come onto the spot market so that rather 

than increasing the supply of tonnage competing for charters 

they reduce directly the level of tonnage required from the 

spot market. 

For the dry cargo tonnage a similar formulation is 

used, although the total fleet is not so easily definable 

as comprising independent and non-independent tonnage. The 

majority of the fleet is owned by independent operators but, 

because a large proportion of the bulk fleet is operated 

within consortia or pools of one sort. or another this 

effectively reduces the tonnage in what has been defined 

as the tramp/spot market. In this sense tindependentt 

implies a freedom to operate in the spot market. The supply 

of tonnage'on the dry bulk spot market is thus 

DCSUPP. K = DCSUPP. J + DT* (IDBDR. JK + DCPCHE. JK + DCVCHE. JK 

+ DCRER. JK + CCCHR. JK + GTR. JK 

- DCPCHS. JK - DCVCHS. JK - DCLUR. JK 

- IDSCR. JK) 6.105 L 

Where DCSUPP : Dry Cargo Supply (on tramp/spot market)(dwt) 

IDBDR : Independent Dry Cargo Build Delivery Rate 
(dwt/mth) 

DCPCHE : Dry Cargo Period Charter Expiry Rate(dwt/mth) 

DCVCHE : Dry Cargo Voyage Charter Expiry Rate(dwt/mth) 

DCPCHS : Dry Cargo Period Charter Start Rate(dwt/tnth) 

The total tanker, dry cargo and combination fleets are also 

updated, by the following equations: 

ITF. K = ITF. J + DT* (ITBDR. JK - ITSCR. JK) 6.106 L 

CTF. K = CTF. J + DT* (CTBDR. JK - CTSCR. JK) 6.107 L 
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CCF. K CCF. J + DT* (CCBDR. JK - CCSCR. JK) 6.108 L 

IDF.. K IDF. J + DT* (IDBDR. JK - IDSCR. JK) 6.109 L 

CDF. K = CDF. J + DT* (CDBDR. JK - CDSCR. JK) 6.110 L 

TF. K = ITF. K + CTF. K 6.111 L 

DCF. K = IDF. K + CDF. K 6.112 L 

Where ITF : Independent Tanker Fl eet (dwt) 

CTF : Company Tanker Fleet (dwt) 

CCF : Combined-Carrier Flee t (dwt) 

IDF : Independent Dry Cargo Fleet (dwt) 

CDF : Company Dry Cargo Fle et (dwt) 

TF : Tanker Fleet (dwt) 

DCF : Dry Cargo Fleet (dwt) 

6.10 Demand Sector 

This sector computes the demand profile for tanker 

and dry cargo tonnage. Demand is taken to be in deadweight 

tons and represents the instantaneous level of shipping 

requirements covering company-owned tonnage and independently- 

owned tonnage with the surplus supply constituting the spot 

market. Initial values for demand in the two markets coincide 

with the initial deployment status of the fleets, and the 

ensuing demand profiles are determined by exogenous growth 

rates. Various demand profiles may be generated in isolation 

or in combination. For example, the basic profiles used in 

running the model include 

(a) Stationary Demand 

(b) Exponentially, Increasing Demand at a given 

,,. 
fractional change per annum 

(c) Oscillatory Demand with given amplitude and period 

(d) Stationary or Exponentially Increasing Demand 

with step-changes at given points 
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For oscillatory demand and for the imposition of step- 

changes on a particular profile the Macros SINOSC and STEP, 

respectively, are used. Programming details are given in 

the Appendix. For exponentially-increasing demand the 

following equations are applicable: - 

DCDWTD. K = DCDWTD. J + DT* (DCDGR. JK/12.0) 6.113 L 

DCDGR. KL = DCDWTD. K * DCDGF. K 6.114 R 

DCDGF. K = Input 6.115 A 

Where DCDWTD : Dry Cargo DWT Demand (dwt) 

DCDGR : Dry Cargo Demand Growth Rate (dwt/year) 

DCDGF : Dry Cargo Demand Growth Fraction (/year) 

The growth fraction, DCDGF, may be constant or a function of 

time. In the model the growth in demand is taken as being 

exogenous in the belief that the long term changes in demand 

are not determined within the shipping freight market system. 

0 
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CHAPTER 7 

ANALYSIS OF THE FREIGHT MARKET MODEL 

7.1 Summary and Introduction 

Previous chapters have examined the world shipping 

freight markets and the construction of a dynamic model of 

market operations. The present chapter is concerned with 

an analysis of the model: the first part of the analysis 

considers the feedback structure and the information re- 

garding model behaviour which can thereby be obtained. 

Following this the model is'tested for its fundamental 

behaviour and for its "settling-time"; the final part of 

the chapter considers a form of sensitivity testing whereby 

the model's sensitivity to parameters is investigated. 

7.2 Analysis of Feedback Loops 

Identification of the various feedback loops and 

the elements of the loops - gain factors, delays, integrations 

- is extremely useful in the initial analysis of model 

behaviour. By determining the behaviour characteristics of 

the loops and identifying which of the loops are dominant 

it is possible to gain insight into the type of behaviour 

to be expected from the model as a whole. Also, it is 

possible to identify which of. the loop elements may be 

fundamental to the behaviour so that tuning or redesign of 

the system, in order to obtain a desired form of behaviour, 

is not merely a matter of guesswork or trial-and-error. 

In simple systems - those with few non-linearities 

0 
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and which do not have complex structures involving the feed- 

back or feed-forward of information within loops - the 

identification of each individual feedback loop is a 

practical proposition. In such systems, even though the 

loops will not be independent of each other, it is possible 

to obtain full details of loop components and a good 

indication of loop behaviour and its effects on the system 

as a whole. The re-design of such 'simple' systems is not 

so straightforward however (See Chapter 8 in Coyle (1977)) 

but the point here is that much information can be obtained 

by what may be called a "full loop-analysis". 

The shipping freight market, however, is not a simple 

system and neither is the model of this system which is 

described in the previous chapter. The number of feedback 

loops alone is very large, and further complications and 

complexities arise with the variable delays which are 

experienced in some of the loops: the expiry rate of charters, 

for example, depends upon the average length of period 

charters and this average length varies with freight market 

conditions (at low freight rates short period charters 

predominate and as freight rates rise the average charter 

period also rises). It is still possible, however, to obtain 

some valuable information about model structure and behaviour 

by considering the "major" loops in the model. In the order/ 

delivery sector, for example, it is not feasible to examine 

every single feedback loop but it is useful to examine a 

simplified version of the sector where the finer'aspects of 

modelling may be omitted. 

Before investigating the loops which exist within 

a 
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the sectors the overall model structure may be examined. 

At the very highest level of aggregation the feedback 

structure of the model is as shown in Figure 7-1-(Reproduced 

from Chapter 6) Here it can, be seen that negative feedback 

loops exist around the following sectors: 

Orders/Delivers 

Scrapping 

Lay-Up 

Trade Change 

Voyage Chartering 

A positive loop centres on the Period Chartering sector, and 

since the freight market system exists for the regulation 

of shipping supply to meet demand -a goal-seeking system - 

this positive loop is unconformable and may well be a 

fundamental cause of the large fluctuations observed in the 

system's state variables. The negative loops based on 

scrapping and lay-up act as release mechanisms for excess 

tonnage when the freight market is depressed. The trade- 

change loop-tends to negate the effects of freight rate 

rises in one of the markets by channelling shipping capacity 

into that market and subsequently producing a negative 

influence on the rising freight rate. The availability of 

vessels capable of switching markets could therefore play 

a large part in the damping of freight rate fluctuations. 

The negative loop based on the orders/deliveries sector 

has a goal-seeking role in that it allows orders to be 

reduced when supply is becoming too large. The response 

rates of this loop and the other loops are not identifiable 

at this level of aggregation and such information must come 

from a more detailed loop analysis. 

0 
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One final point which may be made here is that it 

can be seen from the overall model structure of Figure 7.1 

that demand for shipping capacity is injected into the 

model not at the point of ordering but at the point of 

chartering. In the real system it is at the interface of 

chartering and demand that the freight rate formation takes 

place, and only indirectly - via the freight rates - does 

the order sector respond to demand changes. The model 

represents the real system and has no direct information 

link between demand and orders, as can be seen from Figure 

7.1. The indication here is that this situation may not be 

entirely satisfactory as a method of linking supply with 

demand. 

At this stage of the analysis of the model it is 

not possible to derive any firm conclusions but these 

initial indications are useful in providing some guide to 

which factors may be important in determining model behaviour. 

More detailed analyses are now undertaken for each of the 

sectors of the model. 

7.2.1 Orders/Deliveries Sector 

Figure 7.2 shows a simplified influence diagram of 

the orders/deliveries sector for dry cargo tonnage. Details 

regarding the distinction between independent and company 

tonnage are not included here as the total order rate, 

start rate, delivery rate and.. order backlog are not affected 

by this consideration. 

Since a similar structure exists for the tanker part 

of the sector it can be seen that the whole of this sector, 

f 
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using the rates and levels corresponding to independent 

and company tonnage, is quite complex and contains a large 

number of individual loops. 

The structure shown in Figure 7.2 comprises the 

seperate loops of Figure 7.3. Certain tanker relationships 

are included for the cases where tanker and dry cargo loops 

interact. 

The elements or components of the individual loops 

of Figure 7.3 are summarised in Table 7.1 which provides 

the following information: 

(i) Loops A and B have high order delays which may 

lead to under-damping in the system. 

(ii) The long delays of loops A and B provide a 

certain amount' of damping which could 

compensate for the under damping produced by 

the high order of the delays. 

(iii) Loop A is positive and seemingly unconformable 

in a system which is essentially goal-seeking. 

Loop A iss in fact, pseudo-positive as can be 

seen from an examination of the effects of an 

increase in the gain factor DCBORM: increased 

dry cargo orders lead to a larger backlog which, 

in turn, increases the time over which new orders 

must wait in the queue. This time is used to 

smooth BRAT1 to produce SBRAT1 so that an 

increase in the time appears to produce a 

decrease in SBRAT1, which is nonsense. In fact, 

this negative link (making the loop, as a whole, 

positive) is by-passed by the positive link in 

loop B between ADBOR and SBRAT1. 

0 
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Hence loop A never acts as a positive loop. It 

can also be observed that the integration in 

loop A (at DCBLOG) would produce a phase shift 

which would "slow-down" the flow of information 

in that loop from DCBOR to SBRAT1. 

(iv) Loop C is pseudo-positive, being by-passed by the 

faster-reacting negative loop D. (loop C implies 

that an increase in cancellations leads to a 

further increase in cancellations). The cancellation 

fraction DCBCAF acts as a gain factor in loop C 

(via the table function TDBCAF) and a delay in 

loop D. 

(v) Loop E is negative and exerts a negative influence 

on the order rate as the latter increases the length 

of the delivery delay. A short loop delay in- 

dicates a relatively fast feed-back of information. 

(vi) Loops Fl and F2 relate to the dry cargo and tanker 

subsectors respectively. An increase in start 

rates produces a lowering of the backlog reduction 

time, ATBR1, which then increases the average start 

rate ABSR via loop Fl and decreases ABSR via loop 

F2. These two loops, in fact, balance one another 

both having identical delays and gain factors. 

(vii) Loops G1 and G2 balance one another in the same 

way that F1 and F2 balance. The variable SBRATI 

is used to allocate shipbuilding capacity between 

tanker and dry cargo tonnage so that any fluctuations 

in SBRAT1 can not possibly lead to either an increase 

or a decrease in the average start rate. In fact, 

even if G2 did not exist the loop Gl would never 
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operate as it would continually be by-passed 

by the shorter-delay loop E. 

(viii) Loop Hl is negative and operates so as to keep 

the shipbuilding capacity in line with the demand 

(as measured by the size of the orderbook). Both 

the delay order and the average length of the 

delay are high so that both attenuation and under- 

damping influences are present. There are three 

pure integrations which may produce a considerable 

phase-shift effect for input periodicity of three 

years or. more. 

Loop H2 operates with Hl with the purpose of 

reducing the rate of change of SBC as the latter 

moves nearer to its target, or desired, value. 

The major loops in this sector are thus seen to be loops B 

and Hl. Both of these loops act so as to reduce any increase 

in the freight index although the two loops do, in fact, have 

seperate purposes, loop B existing for the purpose of changing 

the start rate in accordance with the order rate. 

Points of interest in the existence and operation 

of these loops are: 

(a) B has the longer delay so that the effects of 

changes in the freight index will be felt via 

Hl first. That iss a rise in DCBOR produces - 

via Hl 
-a rise in SBC (and DCBSR) before 

loop B can exert its own effect on the start 

rate. The variable delay in loop B indicates 

a variable periodicity in the fluctuations of 

some of the state variables. 

(b) Loop Hl affects the start rate for both tanker 

and dry cargo tonnage whilst loop B and its 

0 
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equivalent in the tanker part of this sector, 

affect only their seperate market areas. In 

terms of the overall behaviour of the system 

via orders and deliveries of tonnage it appears 

that Hl is the most important loop. 

(c) The single pure integration in loop B and the 

three pure integrations in loop H1 can produce 

significant phase-shifts in these loops. Also, 

the delays in the loops contribute significantly 

to the total phase-shift for input periodicity 

of four years or more. The cycles of industrial 

production indices typically have periods of 

the order of five or six years (Management 

Today (1976) Commodity Analysis Ltd. (1976)) 

and the "business cycle" is generally acknowledged 

to be of the order of four years (Coyle (1977)) 

so that these cycles lead to phase shifts, via 

the loop delays, of approximately one half of 

a period. The indication here, then, is that a 

considerable phase-shift may occur so that, for 

example, delivery rates and order rates may be 

very much out of phase. 

(d) Instability may be "injected" into the model by 

the several gain factors which affect both loops, 

as well as the factor DOBF (which regulates the 

desired shipbuilding capacity in order to retain 

a fixed delivery delay) acting only on loop Hl. 

Any inherent instability may then be exacerbated 

by the under-damping resulting from the high- 

order delays in the loops. 
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Fleet Supply Fractional Freight Index Table for 
DCF DCSUPP Supply !0 DCFI f-- Index 

FDCSUP TDCFI 

Fleet Scrap Freight Index Smoothed 
Ages=Rate DCFIS 

DCAFAQ DCSCR 

Smoothing Timc 

Scrap Age - . 4. Expected Freight Indp: 
DCAS AC D CEFI 

, s1 Table for Expectations 
TDEFI 

I 
'ý. Li1, a for 

'irp, iified Iflfiuenc3 Di_. t. 'raü. . r,. .... 
' for (Dry Large Re). a: io; ýý:... r? 

.:: c" : ýý; ý.. n; Sector 

!: s_. w? 7... fied version of the scrapping s ac: tc 

dry cargo tonnage is shown in Figure 7.4l and in 

he individual feedback loops are shown separatel" 

components of these loops are given in Table 7.2. %. ý. " 

gether with Figure 7.5, shows that 

(i) Loop I is positive and thus unconformable in 

this goal-seeking sector - the purpose of this 

sector is to reduce the level of supply as 

freight rates decrease. In fact, this loop is 

by-passed by loop K and it is therefore pseudo- 

positive in the sense that it never really 

operates. (Loop K dominates loop I because 

of the interaction of DCSCR with DCF, 

0 
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DCSUPP and FDCSUP :- 

FDCSUP = DCSUPP/DCF 

When DCSUPP and DCF are both reduced by a rise 

in DCSCR there is a positive effect on FDCSUP' 

from DCF but a large negative effect from the 

reduction in DCSUPP. This is always the case as 

long as DCSUPP < DCF) 

(ii) Loop J is a long-delay negative loop which acts 

with loop K in by-passing the positive loop I. 

(iii) Loop K is the dominant loop in the overall 

scrapping sector and is negative. The low-order, 

fairly short delay means that some damping is 

present whilst the response is relatively fast - 

the response is very fast when compared with that 

of loops J, L and M. The single pure integration 

(DCSUPP) introduces the possibility of a phase- 

shift, but the short length of the delay means 

that for any input periodicity in the region of 

several years the phase-shift will be almost 

negligible. The scrapping rate will thus tend to 

be in-phase with the freight rate. 

(iv) Loop L is pseudo-positive being short-circuited 

by loop M. In fact loop L can not possibly 

operate as a positive loop because to do so 

means that a reduction in the fleet via scrapping 

produces a higher average fleet age, and this is 

obviously nonsense. Both loops have long delays 

which are of unit order. 

Thus the major loop here is loop K and its negativity 

coincides with what was expected from examining, previously, 
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the highly-aggregated structure of the overall model 

(Figure 7.1). There are no complexities here, the loop 

merely acting as a reducer of total tonnage when freight 

rates are depressed. Gains in the loop occur with the 

formation of freight rates and their expected values as well 

as the determination of the scrap age for tonnage. The 

freight index gain factors may be the most important in 

reducing system under-damping since they also occur in the 

orders/deliveries sector (and, as will be seen, in the 

other sectors of the model). 

7.2.3 Lay-Up Sector 

The lay-up sector for the dry cargo relationships 

is shown in Figure 7.6. The laying-up and re-commissioning 

of tonnage are not shown seperately here as the two 

processes are very much complementary. (In the model two 

seperate formulations are used to allow for the different 

delays in laying-up and recommissioning). The two feed- 

back loops comprising Figure 7.6 are summarised in terms 

of their loop components in Table 7.3. (Similar loops 

exist for the tanker part of the sector. ) 

Clearly loop N1 conforms to the type expected when 

the purpose of laying-up is considered. That iss it is 

negative and so allows the supply of tonnage (DCSUPP) to 

be reduced when the freight index reaches low values. The 

gain factors, particularly TDLURF, are highly non-linear, 

so that at certain points this loop can become dominant in 

the system; that iss at low values of the freight index 

(when the rate of change of DCLURF becomes very great) 

dominance may be transferred from other parts of the system 

0 
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to the lay-up sector so that the major changes in DCSUPP 

will arise via loop N,, 

Loop N2 is a straightforward negative loop connecting 

a rate variable with the level which determines the value 

of the rate. 

7.2.4 Chartering Sector 

Figure 7.7 shows the relationships in the chartering 

sector for dry cargo tonnage. The various loops comprising 

the structure of this sector are shown in Figure 7.8 and 

the loop components are summarised in Table 7.4. From the 

influence diagrams and the loop summary table the following 

information is provided: 

(i) Loops PI and P2 balance one another. In 

isolation loop Pl implies that as the freight 

index increases more tonnage is removed from 

the supply (DCSUPP) and hence the upward 

freight index movement is reinforced. Loop p2 

gives the opposite effect, and together with 

P11 it can be seen that, for a non-changing 

demand (DCDWTD) the total tonnage removed from 

the market does not depend upon the split 

between voyage and period charters. 

(ii) Loops Ql and Q2 do not balance so as to negate 

the effects of either loop. Here the positive 

loop Q2 has a very much shorter delay then the 

negative loop Q1 so that a growth effect can be 

obtained within the overall umbrella of the 

negative feedback. The high order delay of Ql 

reinforces the growth efforts of Q2 since not 
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only are the effects of Ql slow to be felt 

from the point of view of the long delay but 

also because of the low damping due to the 

delay order. The interaction of these two 

loops may well be a significant factor in the 

production of the peaked oscillations observed 

in the behaviour of the freight indexes. 

The single integration in loop Q2 will not 

produce much phase-shift if the period of 

impulse in the loop (fed in via DCDWTD or 

DCSUPP) is of the orders of years rather than 

months since the loop delay is only seven 

months. With loop Q1 there may be an 

appreciable phase-shift so-that period charter 

expiries may be significantly out of phase with 

the fluctuations in the freight index. 

(iii) Loop R is positive, acting as a reinforcer of 

the positive influence of loop Q2. However, 

the long delay of loop R and its low delay- 

order mean that it reinforces Q2 only very 

slowly, and "gain" introduced into the system 

through loop R will be quite heavily damped. 

This is completely in accord with the function 

of the loop when its details are considered: 

thus, any rise in freight rates produces an 

increase in the average length of new charters; 

this, in turn, increases the average length of 

all existing charters (DCSPCH) so that charter 

expiries gradually diminish. The effects of 

0 
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the increased charter length are, however, heavily 

damped through the long averaging time DCNPCH, so' 

that only gradually does DCSPCH change. 

(iv) Loops Sl and Tl are pseudo-positive, being continually 

by-passed by the faster-acting negative feedback of 

loops S2 and T2 respectively. 

In this sector it is seen that the major loops 

producing the behaviour of the sector are loops Ql and Q2, 

the former exerting a long-delayed negative influence whilst 

the latter produces short-term positive effects. This 

element of fast growth from Q2 is reinforced by loop R, and 

only after some time is loop Ql able to halt this growth. 

Of lesser importance in terms of highly interesting 

dynamics are loops S2 and T2 which show that at constant 

demand for shipping capacity any increase in chartering 

(introduced, perhaps-, via the gain factor TDPCHF) leads 

very quickly to a reduction in further charter starts. (that 

iss it leads to a negative influence on charter starts wich 

will then be reduced if other factors do not influence the 

start rates in larger, positive ways). 

7.2.5 Trade Change Sector 

For the market switching of combined-carriers 

Figure 7.9 shows the relationships between the variables 

and the existence of three feedback loops. The components 

of these loops are detailed in Table 7.5 which, together 

with Figure 7.91 shows that the tanker and dry cargo parts 

of the sector each have a single negative loop of short 

0 
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delay and order. The gains in the loops arise in the 

formation of the respective freight indexes and also in 

the "change fraction" CCCHF. Thus it can be seen that the 

loops here merely switch combination-tonnage from one market 

to the other in accordance with the value of PRATIO. The 

response rate is relatively high indicating that this sector 

may play an important part in the damping of fluctuations 

which arise in the values TSUPP and DCSUPP. The gain factor 

FCCCHF' being unique to the sector may easily be tested 

for its usefulness as a damping agent. 

For the trade-switching of grain-tankers a similar 

loop structure exists: the gain due to the switching decision 

is TGRTF, whilst the freight index formation gains are also 

present. 

7.2.6 Conclusions on Loop Analysis 

The detailed examination of the loops in the sectors 

confirms that the loops of Figure 7.1 represent the 

fundamental loop-structure of the model. This demonstrates 

the usefulness of drawing a simplified highly-aggregated 

influence diagram in order to obtain an overall view of 

the model's structure. 

The important results obtained from the detailed 

analysis may be summarised as follows: 

(i) Instability and under-damping can arise in the 

ordering-process whereby orders and deliveries may 

become completely out of phase: the gains due to 

freight rate formation, expectations, order rates 

and growth in shipbuilding capacity are all sources 
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of instability, whilst the high-order delay in 

the feedback effects of the ordering decision 

leads to a low level of damping. Growth in the 

supply of tonnage is via this sector. 

(ii) The Laying-Up and Scrapping sectors provide 

negative loops which help to alleviate a build-up 

of excess shipping supply in times of freight rate 

depressions. The scrap process, however, is very 

slow acting in reducing the supply due to the long 

life of the vessels, and thus the long delay in 

the negative loop. In contrast to this, the lay- 

up process is fast-acting, with the non-linear 

"lay-up fraction" providing a means for the transfer 

of loop dominance from other parts of the system 

to the lay-up sector. This dominance-shift takes 

place at low freight index values. 

(iii) A large element of instability arises via the 

chartering process where a short-delay positive 

loop produces growth in freight rates and in the 

total tonnage on period charters. The presence of 

a negative loop is insufficient to counteract the 

short term growth due to the positive loop, as the 

delay in the negative loop is long and of high order. 

When the effects of this negative loop are felt, in 

the form of decreased freight rates, the positive 

loop then acts so as to further reduce the freight 

rate. This particular sector, then, has the over- 

all effect of accentuating the peaks and troughs in 

freight rate fluctuations. 

0 
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(iv) The system encompasses one area which acts so 

as to provide stability in both dry cargo and tanker 

markets. This is the trade-change sector: the 

movement of shipping capacity between the two 

markets helps to reduce the extreme movements in 

the freight indexes, by increasing supply during 

upward freight index movements and decreasing it 

during downward movements. The loops comprising 

this sector have short delays and are of low order, 

so that a fast reaction can be expected from them. 

The overall conclusion here is that the main 

determinants of system behaviour, and the major sources of 

possible system instability appear to have been identified. 

A quantiative assessment of the various gain factors is not 

possible here, the loop analysis providing information only 

on the existence of such factors, and highlighting those 

which seem to be of most importance. 

The sensitivity of the system to these gain factors 

is examined in the final section of the chapter, following 

the next section's description of testing for fundamental 

behaviour. 

9 
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7.3 Analysis of Model Behaviour 

7.3.1 Background to Model Validation 

To this point the model has been analysed from 

what may be considered to be a theoretical viewpoint. In 

this section the actual behaviour of the model is examined 

and as it (the model) has been designed to represent the 

world shipping freight markets its behaviour ought to 

coincide to some degree with the behaviour observed in these 

markets. 

Both the market system and the model are "driven" 

by the demand for shipping capacity and it is to be expected 

that both model and system behaviour should vary for 

different demand profiles. The various simulation runs of 

the model under different demand patterns show that, even 

though the underlying behaviour is similar from run to run, 

details such as amplitudes and positions of peak and troughs 

differ. The implication of this is that only when an actual 

demand pattern is known precisely enough to use as an input 

to the model can the model output be compared exactly with 

the real systemts behaviour. In shipping, particularly on 

a world basis, only the general trends in demand are known 

with any degree of accuracy (in terms of total annual demand), 

knowledge of the fluctuations around the trend requiring more 

detailed statistical records than are currently available. 

In the context of the present model this means that 

it is not possible to compare statistically the output of 

the model with the actual behaviour of the system, but, if 
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the former follows the general pattern of the latter - and, 

for various demand profiles, the model behaves in a manner 

which would be expected of the real system under such 

demand inputs - then there is some evidence to suggest that 

the model is "valid" (in the "external", rather than the 

"internal", sense). This approach is used in reverse to 

detect "false dynamics" from a complex model (Coyle (1977))., 

whereby behaviour which is not consistent with expectations 

derived from the real system indicates the existence of 

faults in the model's structure or parameters. Even though 

the non-rejection of a hypothesis of validity does not imply 

that the hypothesis is totally accepted it does mean that if 

the hypothesis has some basis in truth then it may not be 

unreasonable to retain it. 

To apply this to the freight market model means that 

the various demand inputs can be used, firstly, to detect 

"strange" behaviour and, secondly, to provide a basis for 

the comparison of model and system behaviour. The first of 

these two aspects of validation is more easily performed 

with "standard" test' inputs than with inputs which 

approximate to "'real" patterns of demand as the latter 

produce dynamic behaviour which can easily mask the existence 

of "false" dynamics. Inputs involving step changes and 

ramps form the basis of standard tests. 

7.3.2. Test Inputs 

7.3.2.1 Standard Tests 

Table 7.6 lists the standard inputs used to test the 

model for false dynamics and to provide an indication of the 
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model's settling time and natural period. An infinite 

number of combinations of such standard inputs can be used 

but for determining whether or not the model responds 

"correctly" to basic shocks such as steps, ramps and cycles 

the inputs of Table 7.6 are sufficient. 

Average Freight Index* 
Demand Pattern 

Dry Cargo Tanker 

1. Constant 69.6 63.1 

2. Constant with a 10% step at 
month 100 72.5 84.3 

3. Constant with a single 20% 
pulse at month 100 for 
12 months 70.7 78.4 

4. Constant to month 100, 
followed by a ramp doubling 
demand by month 300 133.7 119.7 

5. Constant with a 5% 
Oscillation of. period 50 
months 75.1 79.8 

* over final 200 months of 300 month period 

Table 7.6 : Test Inputs and Average Freight Indexes 

The behaviour of the model for constant demand is 

shown in Figure 7.10. The decaying pattern observed here is 

to be expected since with the initial deliveries of new 

tonnage and the expiries of period charters continuing to 

remain at or near their initial (high) values the total 

supply of shipping capacity grows continuously whilst demand 

remains constant. The amount of tonnage on the spot market, 

therefore, increases until equilibrium is attained. The 

stored levels of tonnage under construction and on charter 

are manifestations of the "past behaviour" of the system 
(in the model this means prior to January 1970, the base 
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date for the initial conditions) and so the model should 

take some time to reach its equilibrium or stable state 

under the new conditions of demand. This means that the 

initial dynamics exhibited in Figure 7.10 are not to be 

construed as 'false" dynamics, but as correct behaviour 

which ought to be present. 

The behaviour of the model is highly damped as can 

be seen from the decay patterns of the freight indexes and 

the growth and moderate overshoot experienced by the 

factions of the fleets on the spot market. Equilibrium in 

the overall system appears to have been reached by about 

month 120, an exact pin-pointing of the time being impossible. 

As the model was not in a state of dynamic equilibrium 

initially this time period of 120 months can be taken only 

as a broad indication of the model's settling-time. However, 

by allowing the model to attain its stable state and then 

subjecting it to a shock such as a step increase in demand 

the time taken to reach a new stable state provides a good 

measure of the settling-time. Figure 7.11 shows the 

behaviour of the variables of Figure 7.10 under the effects 

of test input number two -a 10% rise in demand at month 

100. It can be seen that the freight indexes are at or about 

their stable values by month 200 - in fact, the indexes have 

reached 98% of their final values by this time - indicating 

that the settling time is in the region of 100 months. The 

supply fractions are seen to take longer than 100 months to 

reach stable values, showing that *the settling-time is some- 

thing of a subjective measure. Nevertheless, it is noted 

that the model takes in excess of eight years to settle to 

a new equilibrium following a step change in demand, showing 
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that the overall response time of the model is long, re- 

lative to the delays in the system. 

Figure 7.12 shows the rate at which voyage charters 

for tanker tonnage are started (dwt/month), for the demand 

situation of the 10% step change. It can be seen here 

that the time between peaks is of the order of 50 months, 

indicating that the model's natural period is of the same 

value. As the fluctuations are fairly heavily damped this 

figure is no more than an approximation to the actual 

natural period. A step change of 20% provides a similar 

period of damped fluctuation of about 50 months, so that 

there is some evidence that the true natural period is of 

this order. This is an important discovery as the inter- 

national business cycles tend to be of the order of this 

period, indicating that the freight market system is very 

badly attuned to its input signal (demand). In fact the 

loop analysis of the previous section has shown that for an 

input signal of this periodicity significant phase differences 

between variables can be expected. (It will be shown later 

that when the model is "run" these expected phase differences 

do occur). 

The remaining test inputs provide no further in- 

formation over and above settling time or natural period 

of the model, but they do provide additonal information on 

the basic correctness of the model's behaviour. With test 

inputs 1 and 2 the model appeared to behave correctly - 

that iss there were no obvious cases of incorrect 

dynamics. The model's behaviour, as illustrated by the 

fluctuations in several of the variables, for the remaining 

0 
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standard tests of Table 7.6 is shown in Figures 7.13 to 

7.15. These figures show that no 'odds or strange 

behaviour is observable given the forms of the inputs. 

Thus the model is seen to react as would be expected of 

the real system under the influence of the standard test 

inputs. That ist for constant demand the model produces 

decaying transients so that a stable state is attained, 

in accordance with the overall negative feedback or goal- 

seeking structure of the model. When subjected to a simple 

step increase in demand the response is such that the model 

seeks to attain a new level of equilibrium, exhibiting, 

again, decaying transients. The pulse, ramp, exponential 

and sinusoidal inputs show that the model reacts or adapts 

to a changing environment. If the model exhibited no 

adaption as the demand input changed then there would be 

errors somewhere in its structure or parameters. In fact, 

whilst the model was under development it was found that 

the behaviour of the average newbuild start rate was in- 

consistent with the demand input, and so the false dynamics 

observed in the analysis of the graphical output pointed to 

an error in the equation formulation for newbuild starts. 

Details of this are given in Appendix 0 and it is 

sufficient at this point to note that a visual analysis of 

output, coupled with a knowledge of how the model ought to 

behave, can be extremely valuable in assessing model 

performance. 

The numerical values in Table 7.6 refer to the 

average (arithmetic mean) freight indexes over the final 

200 months of the simulated period for each of the tests 

inputs, and show that for each case the model behaves 
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differently, producing different freight index profiles. 

(This 200 month period is used since the first 100 months 

of the simulation are needed for the attainment of 

equilibrium). 

7.3.2.2 Tests Based on Historical Demand 

This part of the chapter deals with the use of in- 

puts which are more realistic than the standard tests, the 

aim being to determine the pattern of the models behaviour 

under demand profiles approaching those experienced by the 

real system. As argued earlier no statistical comparison 

is meaningful between the model output, for any given demand 

profile, and an historical pattern of freight fluctuations. 

A general qualitative assessment of model behaviour is 

possible, however, by comparing the market freight indexes 

of Figure 1.1 and 1.2 (pages 3 and 4 respectively) with 

those provided by the model. The test inputs used for this 

purpose are given in Table 7.7 with the average freight 

indexes experienced in each of these cases. The number of 

such demand profiles has been limited to those of Table 7.7 

because these profiles contain the basic elements comprising 

the pattern of demand in the real system. That is, growth, 

cyclical fluctuations and step changes of some severity. 

Input number one is a simple 5% per annum growth rate, and 

with inputs 2 and 3 this is modified by the addition of, 

respectively, oscillations and a 10% step decrease. The 

period of the oscillation used here, and in the later test 

inputs, is based on the four year business cycle, and a 

value of fifty months is used. Input. number four considers 

a 10/ p. a. growth rate with superimposed cyclical 

0 
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fluctuations, and the final input is an attempt to re- 

produce something of the pattern of demand from 1970 on- 

wards, including the substantial decrease in demand at end 

of 1973 due to the Middle East Conflict and the embargo on 

oil exports. 

Average Freight Index* 
Demand Pattern 

Dry Cargo Tanker 

1. 5% p. a. Exponential Growth 164.6 139.6 

2. 5% p. a. growth with a+ 5% 
oscillations for period 
50 months 180.1 149.7 

3. 5% p. a. growth with a+ 5% 
oscillation of period 
50 months and a -10% step 
at 62 months 176.7 145.7 

4 10% p. a. growth with a+ 5% 
oscillation of period 
50 months 252.6 227.1 

5. Historical pattern (approx. ) 
for months 1- 48 followed 
by a4%p. a. growth with 
a+ 5% oscillation of 
period 50 months 181.0 159.4 

* over 300 months 

Table 7.7 : Test Inputs based on Historical Demand 
Patterns, and Average Freight Indexes 

It can be seen from the fluctuations in freight 

indexes due to these demand profiles - as shown in Figures 

7.16 to 7.20 inclusive - that the model produces freight 

index behaviour which is not inconsistent with that produced 

by the real system (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). The freight index 

prof--'? e produced by the last of the inputs is particularly 

interesting as in general, it exhibits the peaks and the wide 

depressed areas of the historical) pattern, as well as, in 

0 
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particular, the kind of behaviour observed in the real market 

after the 1973 oil embargo. That iss the dry cargo freight 

index is slower than the tanker index to fall to the low 

levels observed in both indexes by the end of 1974. This 

differing behaviour stems from the differing sensitivities 

in the two market sectors to the fractions of the respective 

fleets which are available for charter, the tanker market 

being very sensitive to supply changes at, or about, the 

"normal" level. 

Another aspect of model behaviour which is observed 

in the graphical output, and which was noted in the earlier 

section on loop analysis, is the phase difference between 

fluctuations in variables. For example, from loop analysis 

it was noted that the newbuild delivery rates should be 

almost completely out of phase with the corresponding freight 

index for input periodicity of the order of four years. 

Historical data shows that the real system behaves this way 

and so the model should also demonstrate this same behaviour. 

Figures 7.18 and 7.20 show the behaviour of the delivery 

rates and freight indexes for inputs 3 and 5 respectively, 

and it can be seen that the "predicted" phase difference 

does occur with the model. 

Examples of the fluctuations of various other model 

variables are given in Appendix L and from these and the 

examples illustrated in the present section it would seem 

that the model behaves in ways which are consistent with 

expectations based upon the structure and behaviour of the 

real system, and the structure of the model itself. 
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7.4 Sensitivity Tests 

7.4.1 The Tests: 

Testing a model for its sensitivity to all of its 

parameters and relationships is not a feasible or practical 

proposition. However, loop analysis is useful in high- 

lighting those areas of the model which may be of most 

importance in determining model behaviour, and hence overall 

model sensitivity may be investigated by examining these 

particular areas. The factors, or parameters, examined 

here were identified in section 7.2 (loop analysis) and 

are, briefly as follows: 

(i) Freight Rate Expectations: the gain elements here 

are input via table functions TDEFI and TTEFI, and 

they appear in all sectors of the model, so that 

they may be of fundamental importance in determining 

model behaviour. In the test the gain is reduced 

to 1.0 so that as the freight index is rising the 

expected values are taken as equal to the actual 

values. 

(ii) Build Order Rates: gain is transmitted via the order 

rate multipliers DCBORM and TBORM. In the test 

these are doubled in value. To an extent this test 

produces something of the opposite effect of test 

(i) where lower expectations produce lower build 

order rates. 

(iii) Lay-Up Rates: the table functions TDLURF and TTLURF 

introduce gain into the lay-up sector, and in the test 

the lay-up fractions are doubled. 

0 
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(iv) Period Charter Fractions: TDPCHF and TTDCHF are 

the table functions whereby gain is introduced 

in the chartering sector. For the test the values 

of these fractions are doubled (with an over- 

riding maximum value of 1.0) so that the ratio of 

period to voyage charters is much increased over 

the base case. 

(v) Shipbuilding Capacity: the value of the parameter 

DOBF determines the target or desired level of 

shipbuilding capacity, and for the test the value 

is changed from 0.333 to 0.667 line6rly over a five- 

year period, with the value remaining at 0.667 for 

the remainder of the simulation. The change in 

DOBF implies a change of policy by shipyards in 

attempting to reduce the waiting time in the back- 

log of orders. 

(vi) Combined-Carrier Change Fraction: CCCHF determines 

the rate of movement of combined-carriers into or 

out of the dry cargo market, and for the test its 

value is doubled, with a maximum value of 1.0. 

This increase in the value of CCCHF means that 

combination tonnage more readily moves into the 

dry cargo market than for the base case. 

(vii) Shipbuilding Construction Time: the value of BT, 

the construction time2determines the delivery rate 

of new tonnage and is an important delay in the 

orders-build-supply feedback loop. In the test the 

value of BT is reduced linearly over the first five 

years from 18.0 months to 12.0 months, with a 

constant value of 12.0 months for the remainder of 

the simulation. 
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(viii) Period Charter Lengths: DCAPCH and TAPCH are the 

average lengths of period charters taken at any 

time. Their smoothed values determine the expiry 

rate of period charters so that a decrease in 

charter lengths leads to a shorter delay and a 

faster feedback in the charter sector of the 

model. For the test the base values of the charter 

lengths are halved. 

The demand profile used in all of the sensitivity 

tests is that of a5% per annum growth with a superimposed 

cylical fluctuation of + 5% and period 50 months. 

7.4.2 Results of the Tests 

The effects on the modelts behaviour of the various 

parameter changes are summarised in Table 7.8, which describes 

the behaviour under any given set of conditions by reference 

to the average freight indexes for the simulated period, 

and the behaviour of the several variables listedyin 

comparison with the base case (which uses parameter values 

as specified in Chapter 6). In addition, Figures 7.21 and 

7.22 illustrate the fluctuations in the dry cargo freight 

index for each of the sensitivity tests, allowing for a 

visual comparison between tests and the base case. 

In the case of tests ST3, ST4 and ST6, the results, * 

in terms of the freight index behaviour, are as expected: 

the feedback loops corresponding to these parameter changes 

are, in the test, allowed to take a more active and dominant 

role in the determination of model behaviour; for ST3 and 

ST6 the freight indexes (with the exception of the tanker 
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index under ST6) would therefore not be expected to reach 

such high levels as those experienced in the base case. 

For the alteration in the period charter fractions (ST4) 

the higher rate of period chartering would take more 

tonnage away from the spot market and therefore, in the 

short run, lead to higher freight indexes, as observed. 

The results of tests ST1, ST2 and ST5 are not quite 

so predictable, and, in fact, it is interesting to see that 

with ST1 the overall level of freight indexes is higher 

than with the base case. This means that a lowering of 

expectations, and more moderation in the execution of all 

policies, including the placing of orders, leads to a more 

profitable market for the shipowner. The opposite effect 

is produced with ST2, when the ordering rate is much in- 

creased, so that the result is a low freight index and a 

generally depressed market. With test ST5 the increase in 

shipyard capacity has an effect similar to that of increasing 

the order rate - the production of low freight indexes and 

a depressed market for shipowners. 

It is not the purpose of this section to comment on 

the desirability, or otherwise, of making such changes in 

the market as those described above. This section on 

sensitivity testing merely reports the effects of the tests 

as a basic aspect of model analysis, and re-design or 

"tuning" of the model is considered in the next chapter. 

The overall conclusion from these sensitivity tests 

is that the model does behave differently from the base case 

for each of the changes in parameter values. However, even 
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though the changes in these values were quite large, the 

fundamental behaviour of the model remained unchanged. The 

ways in which the model reacted to the parameter changes - 

higher, lower and/or more variable freight indexes, backlog 

and so forth - points to alterations which can be made to 

the model in order to achieve various objectives. Objectives 

such as more stable, or higher freight indexes are discussed 

in the next chapter. 

7.5 Conclusion on Model Analysis 

This chapter has considered the analysis of the 

market model which was described in the previous chapter. 

The analysis has included three seperate but not independent 

aspects of investigation, covering the theoretical structure 

of the model, the behaviour of the model to various test in- 

puts, and the sensitivity of the model to parameters high- 

lighted by loop analysis. These three aspects of analysis 

are inter-connected in various ways so that together they 

present an overall approach to model testing and validation. 

For example, the behaviour "predicted" by loop analysis is 

identifiable in the results of the simulation runs of the 

other two sections, and the last two sections provide, in 

toto, a comprehensive search for false dynamics, which may 

be detected not only under standard test inputs but also 

under more "realistic" conditions. (In fact two examples 

of false dynamics were detected during the sensitivity tests 

when negative build start rates were observed. The error 

lay in omitting to provide values for a parameter under 

test so that spurious values were allocated by the computer). 

0 
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In conclusion it can be said that the model behaves 

as it was designed to behave, and that, from the results 

of sensitivity testing for large parameter changes, it is 

safe to assume that relatively small changes to any para- 

meters in the model will not produce a significant change 

in model behaviour. This means that data inadequacies do 

not cause a significant problem in the use of the model, 

this being an important point due to the quality of shipping 

statistics currently available. Thus, the model may be used 

with some confidence in investigating the effects of policy 

or environmental changes as they impinge on the model and 

its boundaries. The following chapter takes up the 

discussion of this aspect of the model and its use. 
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CHAPTER 8 

USE OF THE MARKET MODEL 

8.1 Chapter Summary 

The present chapter considers the usefulness of 

the Market Model and the experiments that can be performed 

with it. It is concluded-that the design of a "better" 

system is less useful in this present case than the use of 

the model as a means of investigating and evaluating the 

feasibility of so-called "tonnage stabilisation schemes". 

This latter use of the model forms the basis of the chapter. 

8.2 Introduction 

sr 

There are several ways in which the Market Model 

car. Le used for experimental purposes; one of these is to 

answer what may be described-as "what if" questions. That 

iss the model is used to determine the effects of changes 

in particular parameters or policy decisions, covering those 

areas where possible future changes might occur. Another 

uce of the model is in the evaluation of industry-wide 

propokiülc cr zchemes, each as a scheme for relieving 

pressure on freight rates by laying-up tonnage at rates 

somewhat higher than "normal". A third use of the model is 

for the exploration of beneficial structure-changes with 

the objective of improving system/model behaviour. With 

many System Dynamics models, at the company or sub-corporate 

level, this last use is often a very important and rewarding 

approach. However, at the industry-wide level it is not 

usually a feasible proposition due to the absence of an 
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overall controller or controlling body with the power of 

implementation. In shipping there are many suppliers of 

shipping capacity and it is not to be expected that they 

would operate together in common management policies. The 

limited possibilities of much co-operative effort in the 

industry, particularly with regard to significant changes 

to management policies, - discussed further in Section 4- 

suggests that this third use of the model is not, in the 

present case, the most practicable. 

Rather than concentrate on system-design exercises 

this chapter considers the use of the model for the evaluation 

of a tonnage-stabilization scheme. Also considered, briefly, 

is the use of the model to examine $what ift questions. 

8.3 "What if', Questions 

A common use of simulation models is in the 

evaluation of the effects of possible changes to model para- 

meters or decision policies. In the context of the world 

shipping industry it is relevant to consider such questions 

as twhat if shipowners decide to order a higher proportion 

of combination tonnage than previously? ', or Twhat if 

charterers' policies change so as to increase or decrease 

their mix of period and voyage charter requirements? t. The 

effects of such changes may, or may not, be significant, 

but the model may be useful in determining the level of 

significance, bringing a degree of, objectivity into an area 

which formerly has comprised subjective opinions. 

The effects of changes to many of the policy 
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decisions are, to an extent, already known from the results 

of the sensitivity tests of the previous chapter. Some of 

the changes which may feasibly be considered are: 

(a) From the point of view of the shipowner: 

(i) Order an increased proportion of 

combination tonnage 

(ii) Increase orders overall 

(iii) Lay-up more readily 

(iv) Reduce freight rate expectations 

(b) From the point of view of the charterer or 

shipowner: 

(i) Change the mix of period to voyage charters, 

and/or the lengths of period charters 

(c) From the point of view of the shipbuilders: 

(i) Provide a faster turn-round for orders 

in the backlog. That iss increase ship- 

building capacity or decrease the 

construction time. 

With the exception of a (i), each of these areas has been 

explicitly examined via sensitivity testing. Even this 

exception has, to an extent, been examined since the variation 

in the movement of tonnage between markets was the basis of 

one of the tests: that iss the effects of an increase in 

the amount of tonnage moving between markets - by way of an 

increase in mobility - is not expected to be dissimilar to 

the effects of an increase in the total amount of tonnage 

available for market-switching. 

No purpose would be served by presenting results on 

the effects of other changes to these factors as the type 

9 
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of behaviour thus produced is already known. This particular 

use of the model is discussed in order to demonstrate that 

it (the use) does exist, and that if a specific query or 

question concerning system behaviour does arise then the 

model may be used to provide an answer to it. 

8.4 Tonnage Stabilization 

8.4.1 Background to Tonnage Stabilization 

It has been shown in previous chapters that 

historical freight rates have followed a pattern with short 

periods of high values and relatively long periods of low 

values. That iss there is a history of short boom periods 

and long depressed periods. The freight index behaviour 

produced by the Market Model follows a similar pattern and 

from the results of the tests of the previous chapter it is 

seen that this behaviour is very much system-induced. That 

iss the system itself produces the behaviour through a 

combination of system structure and parameter values. 

Further, the sensitivity tests on the lay-up rates showed 

that a decision to double the normal rate of movement of 

tonnage into 'lay-up1 at low freight index levels produces 

a "beneficial" effect on the freight index itself(from the 

shipowners' point of view). 

For a number of years various elements in the 

shipping industry have considered that the periods of 

depressed freight rates could be shortened or, in some way, 

improved by the implementation of "tonnage stabilisation 

schemes", the first of such schemes for tramp shipping being 
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mooted in the 1930's. The basic aim of the schemes is to 

reduce the supply of tonnage on the charter market when 

freight rates are low so that further downward movement in 

the rates are halted. In order to induce shipowners to 

lay-up their vessels during fbad timest the laid-up tonnage 

(of those owners who take part in the scheme) would be 

eligible for a form of compensation, paid out of a fund 

formed from contributions from all scheme members who had 

tonnage on charter. Contributions would normally be in the 

form of a proportion of charter income. 

An historical perspective may be briefly provided 

as follows: (For more details see Metaxas (1971)) 

1935 Establishment of a Pricing Fixing Committee; 

minimum freight rates fixed on a limited number 

of routes. 

1935-39 Successful operation of the 1935 scheme during a 

period of high freight rates. 

1939 Second World War and disruption of shipping industry 

1958 Revival of interest in tonnage stabilization 

schemes. International Chamber of Shipping invites 

owners to a meeting to exchange views "on the 

desirability or practicality' of international 

co-operation. (International Chamber of Shipping 

(1958)). Formation of the International Tonnage 

Stabilization Association Ltd. 

1959 No further action - demand for bulk commodities 

was high. 

1960 Meeting of the International Tonnage Stabilization 

Association Ltd., and the proposal of a tonnage 

stabilization scheme. 
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1961-63 Little real interest in the "1960 scheme". 

Participation (application for membership) amounts 

to only 15% of the total tramp shipping tonnage. 

1964 Unrest amongst participants in the 1960 scheme. 

Pursuit of the implementation of the scheme 

discontinued. 

This brief outline may be ampliflied by several observations 

about the shipping industry during this period; firstly, 

interest in schemes to reduce downward pressure on freight 

rates is at its highest during periods of low rates, and 

when rates rise to profitable levels interest declines 

rapidly. Secondly, with its entrepreneurial background, 

the shipping industry is not an area in which to obtain 

much co-operation, as the owner of modern tonnage is likely 

to look upon such schemes as a thome of rest' for older 

vessels. The third, and final, observation here is that 

the most recent scheme - the 1960 scheme - never reached 

the point where it was ever operated, so that it has never 

been known with any degree of certainity whether or not such 

a scheme would be successful in an industry with a modern 

mix of vessels. (The 1935 scheme operated successfully 

from 1935 to 1939 during a period of high freight rates and 

at a time when the tramp fleet was confined to vessels in 

a very narrow size range). 

8.4.2 Use of the Market Model 

The question of whether or not tonnage stabilization 

schemes can work in keeping freight rates at artificially 

high values is really a non-question. The tConference 

Systems amongst liner companies shows that freight rates 
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can be controlled or fixed at profitable levels in some 

circumstances. However, the bulk cargo market is very 

different to the liner market, and it is characterised by 

the existence of a great number of shipowners who, it has 

been shown in the past, are very loath to co-operate in 

international schemes. (This probably arises from the very 

nature of the decision makers themselves, who as it has 

been discussed earlier, do not lightly give up any aspect 

of control of their companies). It is highly likely, how- 

ever, that the freight rates in the bulk markets could be 

kept at high levels if certain tonnage stabilization 

schemes were adopted by all, or most, of the industry. 

The"successfulness' of such an operation must be measured 

not only by the freight rate in the market-place but also 

by its overall ability to provide adequate income to those 

vessels which are laid-up. In other words, a tonnage 

stabilization scheme must be evaluated for its toverallt 

effectiveness. 

The remainder of the present chapter is devoted to 

the use of the model as a means of evaluating such schemes, 

and, as an example, the 1960 scheme is examined. The major 

points of this scheme are as follows: 

(a) Members of the scheme were obliged to offer 

all tonnage under their ownership or management. 

(b) No minimum freight rate was to be enforced and 

each member was free to trade or lay-up his 

vessel as he wished.. 

(c) Contributions to the Association were to be 

payable on all charters taken up after entry 

to the scheme. The approximate levels of 
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contribution from voyage charters were 

estimated as: 

About 11A percent if 10 percent of entered 

tonnage were laid-up 

About 2 percent if 15 percent of entered 

tonnage were laid-up 

About 31 percent if 25 percent of entered 

tonnage were laid-up 

(d) Qualification for the laid-up allowance would 

only apply after a 90 day lay-up period. 

The Association believed that at least 75 percent of 

eligible world tonnage would need to be in the scheme for 

it to operate successfully. 

The details of this scheme are used here as a 

starting point for the examination of the concept of the 

operation of such schemes. The model is used to explore 

the necessary requirements that a successful scheme must 

have, thereby providing information which has not previously 

been available. 

8.4.2.1 Evaluation of a Tonnage Stabilization Scheme 

Questions to be asked of any scheme which purports 

to improve the operation of a system include 

(i) What is meant by an "improvement"? 

(ii) How is this improvement measured? 

(iii) Under what circumstances can the improvement 

be achieved? 

As the idea of introducing such schemes arises because of 

the financial effects of a depressed marketl, one of the 
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improvements expected of a scheme must be to raise the 

level of freight rates during these depressed periods and 

thereby increase the income to owners who take part in the 

scheme. Since laid-up tonnage (of members of the scheme) 

is eligible for compensation the improvement in freight 

income for those members who are still operating must be 

sufficient to cover any contributions which they are obliged 

to make to the common fund or pool. 

It is suggested that the following measures of 

system performance may be used to determine whether or not 

a particular scheme leads to an improvement in the system's 

behaviour from the point of view of the shipowner or ship- 

operator: 

(i) Average Freight Index in the market 

(ii) Average income per deadweight ton of 

operational tonnage participating in the 

scheme 

(iii) Average income per deadweight ton of laid- 

up shipping belonging to scheme members 

The last of these measures depends upon the payments made 

to the laid-up shipping, and the Tonnage Stabilization 

Association produced no figures for compensation rate 

comparable with the contributions required of operational 

shipping. As will be shown later, the assumption which 

is made here is that the laid-up shipping receives, at 

any time, a flow of income equivalent to the contributions 

from operational shipping. Thus, the income per laid-up 

ton is taken aS the ratio of the total flow of contributions 

to the total laid-up tonnage. This is not unrealistic as 
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owners of operational tonnage would probably prefer to see 

laid-up tonnage receiving an income which varies (down- 

wards as well as upwards) in line with their own income. 

The variable parameters of a tonnage stabilization 

scheme are 

(a) the levels of contribution from members who 

have tonnage on charter 

(b) the delay from laying-up to becoming eligible 

for compensation payments 

(c) the levels of payment of compensation 

and seperate schemes are taken to exist for the tanker and 

dry cargo markets. The values used for the parameters 

(a) and (b) are taken directly from the specifications of 

the 1960 scheme and the variable (c) is determined as 

described above. 

Another variable which is fundamental to the operation 

of a tonnage stabilization scheme is the level of parti- 

cipation by shipowners. This can be seperated into two 

parts to get 

(i) the rate of participation by owners, measured 

as the fraction of all owners who take part 

in the scheme 

(ii) the rate at which the participating owners 

increase their laying-up over and above their 

"normal" behaviour. This is measured by the 

"lay-up rate multiplier", so that the lay-up 

rate for scheme members is the product of 

this multiplier and the normal lay-up rate 

(used by non-members) 

It is highly likely that the level of participation will be 

6 
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linked to the parameters of the scheme. However, no in- 

formation is available for the determination of this linkage 

and it is unlikely that such could be obtained. (In reply 

to a questionnaire sent by the Association (International 

Tonnage Stabilization Association Ltd (1963)) to shipowners, 

40 percent gave their outright approval to the scheme, while, 

later, only 15 percent of all owners applied for member- 

ship (Greek Shipping Co-operation Committee (1964)). Since 

contribution rates, and hence compensation rates are 

probably dependent on the participation rate, as well as 

vice-versa, this means that the participation rate will be 

unknown until the scheme is actually implemented and the 

linkage between the participation rate and the scheme 

parameters, given that these latter must be fixed in advance, 

will therefore only emerge through observation). Because 

of this the participation rate and the lay-up rate for 

scheme members must be treated as exogenously determined 

variables. In fact, for experimental purposes it will be 

necessary to consider these variables at a number of 

different levels in order to check for their individual 

and joint effects on model performance. 

Returning to the questions which can be asked of 

any scheme it can be seen that a method now exists for an 

examination of the three questions stated at the beginning 

of this present subsection. By analysing the performance 

of the model, via graphical and numerical output, the 

effects of the implementation of the scheme under given 

conditions can be determined. Also, by altering the 

experimental conditions, the circumstances under which the 

scheme may be considered to be successful may be 

0 
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investigated. 

Modifications to the Market Model in order to 

compute the numerical measures of performance entail a 

re-formulation of the Lay-Up Sector. This is necessary 

to allow for differential lay-up rates for tonnage which 

is participating in the Scheme as well as for that tonnage 

which is not participating. Details of the lay-up sector 

for tanker tonnage are as follows: 

NTLUT. K : NTLUT. J + DT * (NTLUR. JK - NTRER. JK) 8.1 L 

ESTLUT. K = ESTLUT. J + DT * (STLURD. JK - STRER. JK) 8.2 L 

STLUT. K = STLUT. J + DT * (STLUR. JK - STRER. JK) 8.3 L 

FSTLUT. K = STLUT. K/(FTTPS. K * ITF. K) 8.4 A 

NTLURF. K = TABHL (TTLUR, TFI. K, 0.0,1750,25.0) 8.5 A 

TTLUR = 1.0/0.30/0.11/0.05/0.02/0.01675/ 
0.0125/0.01 8.6 T 

TSLUPM = Input 8.7 C 

STLURF. K = TSLURM. K * NTLURF. K 8.8 A 

DNTLUT. K = NTLURF. K * (1.0 - FTTPS. K) * TF. K 8.9 A 

DSTLUT. K = STLURF. K * FTTPS. K * TF. K 8.10 A 

NTLUR. KL = CLIP ((DNTLUT. K - NTLUT. K)/LUDEL, 0.0, 
DNTLUT. K, NTLUT. K) 8.11 R 

NTRER. KL = CLIP (0.0, (NTLUT. K - DNTLUT. K)/REDEL, 
DNTLUT. K, NTLUT. K) 8.12 R 

STLUR. KL : CLIP ((DSTLUT. K - STLUT. K)/LUDEL, 0.0, 
DSTLUT. K, STLUT. K) 8.13 R 

STRER. KL : CLIP (0.0, (STLUT. K - DSTLUT. K)/REDEL, 
DSTLUT. K, STLUT. K) 8.14 R 

STLURD. KL = PDEL (STLUR. JK, SDEL, ETLUR) 8.15 R 

SDEL = 3.0 8.16 C 

Where NTLUT : Non-Participating Tankers Laid-Up (dwt) 

N TLUR : Non-Participating Tanker Lay-Up Rate 
(dwt/mth) 
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Where NTRER : Non-Participating Tanker Re-Commission 
Rate (dwt/mth) 

STLUT : Scheme Tankers Laid-Up (dwt) 

ESTLUT : Eligible Scheme Tankers Laid-Up (dwt) 

FSTLUT : Fraction of Scheme Tankers Laid-Up 

STLUR : Scheme Tanker Lay-Up Rate (dwt/mth) 

STRER : Scheme Tanker Re-Commission Rate (dwt/mth) 

STLURD : Scheme Tanker Lay-Up Rate Delayed (dwt/mth) 

NTLURF : Non-Participating Tanker Lay-Up Fraction 

TTLUR : Table for NTLURF 

TFI : Tanker Freight Index 

STLURF : Scheme Tanker Lay-Up Fraction 

TSLURM : Scheme Tanker Lay-Up Rate Multiplier 

DNTLUT : Desired Non-Part. Tankers Laid-Up (dwt) 

FTTPS : Fraction of Tanker Tonnage Participating 
in the Scheme 

TF : Tanker Fleet (dwt) 

DSTLUT : Desired Scheme Tankers Laid-Up (dwt) 

LUDEL : Lay-Up Delay (months) 

REDEL : Re-Commission Delay (months) 

SDEL : Scheme Delay for Compensation Eligibility 
(months) 

PDEL : Pipeline Delay Macro 

Using the same type of formulation as in the 'basic 

modelt there are now three level variables for laid-up 

tonnage; one for the tonnage which is participating in the 

scheme, STLUT, one for that part of STLUT which is eligible 

for compensation payments, and a level for the non-parti- 

cipating tanker tonnage. 

The lay-up rate for the non-participating tonnage 
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is identical in value to that used in the original model 

formulation. For the (scheme tonnage' the lay-up fraction 

STLURF, is taken as a multiple (STLURM) of the non-parti- 

cipating tonnage fraction so that it is a straightforward 

matter to examine the amount by which the shipowners in the 

scheme may have to increase their lay-up rates from the 

tnormaltvalue. If, for example, under certain conditions 

the lay-up rates have tobe increased one hundred-fold in 

order to stop freight rates from reaching very low levels 

then this indicates that under these conditions the scheme 

will probably fail, as shipowners are highly unlikely to 

suffer such a change in lay-up rates. 

Fundamental to the new formulation is the fraction 

of the tonnage which is participating in the scheme, FTTPS. 

It can be seen from the equations that this determines the 

amounts of tonnage which should be laid-up. The delayed 

value of the lay-up rate for tonnage in the scheme, STLURD, 

allows the level of eligible tonnage, ESTLUT, to increase 

at a rate delayed by the "eligibility period" SDEL. Thus, 

only tonnage in the level ESTLUT is eligible to claim 

compensation payments from the fund created by operating 

tonnage. 

In addition to the re-formulation of the lay-up 

sector, a further series of equations must be included in 

the model. These equations use the values produced by the 

lay-up sector and determine various financial measures. 

That iss 

AIPTT. K = AIPTT. J + TFI. J * (1.0 - TRCP. J)/(RL/DT) 8.17 L 
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AIPTLU. K = AIPTLU. J + TLUTI. J/(RL/DT) 8.18 L 

TRCP. K = TABLE (TTRCP, FSTLUT. K, 0.0l 1.09 0.05) 8.19 A 

TTRCP = o. 0/0.00625/0.0125/0.02/0.02625/0.0325/ 
0.03875/0.045/0.0525/0.05875/0.065/ 
0.0725/0.18/0.28/0.385/0.485/0.59/ 
0.69/0.795/0.9/1.0 8.20 T 

TLUTI. K = TFI. K * TRCP. K * ((FTTPS. K * ITF. K) - 
STLUT. K)/ESTLUT. K 0 

8.21 S 

Where AIPTT : Average Income (Index) Per Tanker 
Ton (/dwt) 

AIPTLU : Average Income (Index) Per Eligible 
Tanker Laid-Up Ton (/dwt) 

TRCP : Tanker Rate of Contribution to the 
Pool (dimensionless) 

RL : Run Length - of the Simulation (months) 

TTRCP : Table for TRCP 

TLUTI : Tanker Laid-Up Tonnage Income (Index) 
Per Ton (/dwt) 

The average income (in index form similar to the 

freight indexes) per dwt of operating tonnage, AIPTT, is 

the average for the whole simulated period (RL months) of 

the freight index net of the contribution to the stabilisation 

scheme "pool". Thus it is possible to compare this with the 

average freight index, which represents the average income 

for all operating tonnage not participating in the scheme. 

This comparison will highlight the "loss" in revenue 

experienced by the tonnage in the scheme, as opposed to 

the revenue received by tonnage not in the scheme. 

The rate at which /operating scheme-tankerso 

contribute to the fund is given by the value of TRCP. This, 

in turn, is a function of the fraction of the total scheme- 

tonnage which is laid-up. The relationship used here is 

based on the figures of the 1960 scheme as discussed earlier. 
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The compensation payments are obviously important 

to the successful operation of the scheme and they are 

measured by the value of TLUTI. This is the amount of the 

total contributions divided amongst the eligible laid-up 

tonnage. The average (over time) of all of these payments 

is AIPTLU and reflects the average income per deadweight 

ton of (eligible) laid-up tonnage. Thus if, for a particular 

set of conditions, this figure is extremely low then it 

is clear that the participating ship-owners would find the 

compensation payments inadequate and the "artificially" 

sustained levels of laid-up tonnage would therefore not be 

obtained in practice. (An advantage in using the given 

method of determining compensation payments is that the 

situation never arises such that the "pool" has insufficient 

funds to meet its committments. The tonnage in lay-up 

receives just what is available and no more). 

The market model, in its modified form, is used to 

examine the 1960 tonnage stabilisation scheme under two 

demand profiles - Optimistic and Pessimistic. The former 

is based as closely as possible on the demand situation in 

the early 1970's (See Table A3 in Appendix A) with demand 

after January 1974 growing at 4% p. a. with a 5% oscillation 

of period 60 months. The 'pessimistic' demand profile has 

demand growing at 2% p. a. with a 2% oscillation of period 

60 months. 

The factors which are varied for each demand profile 

are the lay-up rate multipliers for each of the market sectors 

(tanker and dry cargo) and the fractions of total tonnage in 

these sectors which participate in the $Scheme#. These 

0 
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varibles are continuous and the latter can take any value 

in the range 0.0 - 1.0. Since it is not possible to 

examine every conceivable combination of factors a limited 

set of levels is chosen for each factor. In the case of 

the 'participation rate' two levels are taken, these being 

25% and 75%. The lower of these rates reflects a "low" 

participation by shipowners and the higher rate reflects 

not only a "high" participation rate but also a value some- 

where near to the maximum which would probably be obtained 

in practice, as well as being the participation rate which 

the sponsors of the 1960 scheme considered to be a minimum 

for the successful operation of the scheme. 

Participation 
Rate 

Lay-Up Rate Multiplier 
DSLURM/TSLURM 

1.0 2.0 4.0 10.0 

25% 1.0 1.25 1.75 3.25 

75/ 1.0 1.75 3.25 7.75 

TABLE 8.1 : OVERALL LAY-UP RATES FOR FACTOR COMBINATIONS 

The flay-up rate multipliers' take values as shown 

in Table 8.1. This table also indicates the "overall" lay- 

up rate experienced by the market for a given combination 

of lay-up rate multiplier and participation rate., This 

overall lay-up rate is a weighted average of the lay-up 

rates of the participating and-non-participating tonnage. 

Thus, it can be seen that a fourfold rate of lay- 

up (that iss four times the base or normal rate) at 25% 

participation is equivalent, in overall lay-up rate, to a 
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doubled rate of lay-up at 75% participation. These two 

cases would be expected to give the same model behaviour. 

The reason for simulating both cases instead of merely 

running the model once, with an overall lay-up rate equal 

to 1.75 times its normal value, is that the two seperate 

cases provide information on the contributions required by 

participants in the scheme. It is then possible to compare 

the market freight index and the net index corresponding to 

scheme participants. The results for the different parti- 

cipation rates indicate the degree of importance of 

obtaining a high level of participation. (Running the model 

at two levels of participation also tests for the correctness 

of the modifications made to the model. If the behaviour 

modes produced by the two cases cited are not identical then 

the modifications entail faulty formulation). 

8.4.2.2 Results of the Tests 

8.4.2.2.1 Single Scheme in Operation 

The first area of investigation is the operation of 

a single scheme. That iss a stabilization scheme operating 

in only one of the dry cargo or tanker markets. 

8.4.2.2.1.1 Optimistic Demand 

For a dry cargo scheme with participation rates of 

25% and 75% the performance of the scheme. is illustrated 

numerically in Table 8.2 (a), and graphically in Figure 

8.1. It can be seen from Table 8.2 (a) that the 25% 

participation rate has only a very slight effect on the 

average market freight indexes (column 1)l and, in the case 

of a doubled lay-up rate, the net income to scheme 
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participants (column 2) is lower than the market index 

which is obtainable in the absence of the scheme. For 

higher lay-up rates a positive increase in net income (net 

of contributions, that is) is observed, but the increases 

are, nevertheless, very small. The tanker market is seen 

to benefit from the dry cargo scheme although, again, the 

increase in the average freight index is relatively small. 

For a 75% participation rate the effects of a very 

high overall lay-up rate are observed for case H in Table 

8.2 (a). The lay-up rate here is ten times the "normal" 

rate and the effect of this is to increase the average dry 

cargo index appreciably, whilst decreasing the average 

tanker index. The increased dry cargo index is shown in 

Figure 8.1, where it can be seen to be generally higher 

than the index produced by other lay-up rates. 

The fall in the average tanker freight index stems 

from the dynamic effects of peaks in the index. In Figure 

8.1 it can be seen that for the ten-fold lay-up rate at 

75% participation the tanker index has a peak at about month 
49, whereas for the fourfold lay-up case no peak is obtained 

at this point. The effect of this peak is to increase the 

newbuild orders at that time so that when the demand next 

reaches a peak in its cyclical variation the fleet size is 

such that no great shortage of tonnage is obtained and so 

the freight index shows no sharp increase. In the case of 

the four fold increase in lay-up rate the lower freighw`' 

index at month 49 - and consequently the'lower newbuild 

order rate - means that the fleet does not grow so quickly 

and when demand peaks at month. '133 the timblancel between 
f' r 
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supply and demand produces a sharp temporary rise in the 

freight index. The damped behaviour of the ten-fold case 

at this point leads to the average freight index for the 

whole simulated period being lower than that produced by 

the other- lower lay-up cases. 

The numerical results of the performance of a single 

scheme based on the tanker market are shown in Table 8.2(b). 

Figure 8.2 shows the time profiles of the tanker freight 

index for the various lay-up rates. On the basis of the 

average freight index the tanker scheme performs better 

with a lay-up rate of only twice normal, at a participation 

rate of 25%, than with any other combination of the two 

factors. Figure 8.2 shows why this is so: again, the effects 

of dynamic interactions are such that long term performance 

and short-term performance are not necessarily of the same 

quality. Thus the short-term performance of the doubled 

lay-up rate (for 25% participation) over the first 60 months, 

or thereabouts, is inferior to that of the higher lay-up 

cases; whilst over the whole period of 300 months it is seen 

that the ranking is reversed. 

The operation of a tanker stabilization scheme has 

a significant effect on the dry cargo market as shown by 

the average dry cargo freight indexes for the various cases 

of Table 8.2 (b), and for the majority of the cases the 

overall effect on the dry cargo market appears to be 

relatively constant. 

8.4.2.2.1.2 Pessimistic Demand 

Table 8.3 (a) provides data on the performance of a 
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dry cargo scheme under conditions of low growth in demand. 

The time profiles of the dry cargo freight index are shown 

in Figure 8.3. 

It is evident from Table 8.3 (a) that, at 25% 

participation, the dry cargo scheme must be regarded as 

being unsuccessful. The freight index is hardly affected 

by the scheme, and even for a lay-up rate of ten times 

'normal' the net income to participating tonnage is only 

equivalent to the open-market freight index when no scheme 

is in operation (the base case). Income per laid up dead- 

weight ton averages about 12% of the freight index 

experienced by the market, and, as will be argued later, 

this is sufficient to cover lay-up costs. 

For 75% participation, an improvement in the net 

income per operational dwt (column 2) is obtained, since a 

greater number of vessels are contributing to cover the 

costs of those laid-up. Only when a very high lay-up rate 

is used - see case H of Table 8.3 (a) - does a significant 

improvement in the average dry cargo freight index take 

place. At this level of lay-upi and participation, the 

owners participating in the scheme contribute, on average 

3.68% of their income to the "common pool". 

Figure 8.3 shows why the average freight indexes 

for most of the cases of Table 8.3 (a) are very close to 

one another in value: the increased rate of lay-up does very 

little to increase the freight index during the early part 

of the period, and in the last part of the period the higher 

lay-up rates tend to produce lower freight indexes. The 
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exception to this pattern, to some extent, is the ten-fold 

lay-up rate at 75% participation; this has a significant 

effect on the system so that during the first two-thirds 

of the period the freight index is considerably higher 

than for the other cases. It is noted that the system 

appears to 'adapt' so that the freight indexes towards the 

end of the period are very similar in value, with increased 

stability in those produced by high lay-up rates. 

Data pertinent to the operation of a single scheme 

in the tanker market 

details are shown in 

for each of the case 

this arises from the 

case itself exhibits 

period shown). 

are given in Table 8.3(b)ß and graphical 

Figure 8.4. The average freight indexes 

s are higher than that for base case: 

peaks shown in Figure 8.4. (The base 

a freight index peak after the time 

However, for the ten-fold lay-up at 25% participation 

it is seen that the net income for tonnage in the scheme 

is considerably lower than the freight index for the base 

case. This means that the owners who participate in the 

scheme are raising the market freight index for non- 

participants, whilst they themselves are operating at an 

income level lower than that which they would have ex- 

perienced if the scheme had not been implemented. Only 

with case H of Table 8.3(b) is a relatively successful 

scheme obtained. Even then, the dry cargo market suffers 

because of the large amount of combination tonnage which 

is then available, and able to compete in the dry cargo 

market. 
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8.4.2.2.1.3 Conclusions on the Operation of a Single Scheme 

The results of the tests on the operation of a 

single stabilization scheme may be summarized as follows: 

(i) A tanker scheme can be successful under 

either a pessimistic or optimistic demand 

profile, although the 'best' rate of lay-up 

to be used depends upon the demand conditions: 

in the pessimistic situation a high lay-up 

rate (10) and a high participation rate (75%) 

are needed to obtain a significant increase 

in the average tanker freight index. For the 

optimistic situation the average freight index 

is sensitive to the overall lay-up rate due to 

the dynamic effects of changes in freight rates 

and newbuild order rates. 

(ii) A dry cargo scheme appears to have little 

chance of being successful when operating alone. 

In both types of demand conditions the lay-up 

rate and participation rate have to be very high 

before the scheme has any significant effect 

on the average freight index. 

(iii) The dry cargo scheme affects the tanker market 

slightly but the tanker scheme has a con- 

siderable effect on the dry cargo market. 

These results provide some-confirmation for the 

belief expressed by the Greek Shipping Co-operation Committee 

(1962) that "unless tankers joined the scheme there was 

little chance of it succeeding". Also, Metaxas (1971) has 

I 
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expressed the view that "it is realistic to assume that 

the price effects of substitution in the tramp market would 

probably have neutralized to a large extent those of a 

stabilization scheme if it were put into operation". The 

tests performed here, in order to investigate the operation 

of a single market scheme, show that the effects of the dry 

cargo schemes are very slight. This arises, in fact, from 

the movement of combined carriers into the dry cargo market 

when the freight index begins to rise. It is the same move- 

ment of combination tonnage out of the dry cargo market, when 

the tanker freight index rises, that produces the positive 

effect on the dry cargo freight index when a tanker scheme is 

in operation. 

The use of the Market Model to investigate the operation 

of a single scheme has thus produced evidence that only a 

tanker scheme can be successful when operating singly. The 

large changes in lay-up rates and the very high level of 

participation required for the relatively low benefits obtain- 

able from a dry cargo scheme indicate that the implementation 

of such a scheme is not feasible. The assertion by the 

Tonnage Stabilization Association that at least 75% parti- 

cipation would be required to make the scheme successful 

appears to have some truth in it. 

The next section of the chapter examines the operation 

of schemes in both of the markets. 

8.4.2.2.2 Simultaneous Operation of Two Schemes 

8.4.2.2.2.1 Optimistic Demand 

For the optimistic demand profile the numerical 

0 
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results of the simulation runs are shown in Table 8.4, 

and the time profiles of the freight index fluctuations 

are shown in Figures 8.5 and 8.6. 

For a participation rate of 25% (in both markets) 

it is found that the average dry cargo index increases 

with increasing lay-up rate, but that the average tanker 

index reaches a peak for a lay-up rate of twice normal. 

In order to check whether or not this latter result may have 

been due to an error in the computation a lay-up rate 

multiplier of 1.33 was used with a participation rate of 

75%, giving an overall lay-up rate of 1.25, equivalent to 

that obtained with the 25% participation rate. The results 

of this test confirmed that there is a peak average tanker 

freight index at the overall lay-up rate of 1.25 times the 

tnormalt. Figure 8.5 shows why the average tanker index 

for this particular lay-up rate (overall) is higher than 

for the other lay-up rates: for the two cases of a doubled 

lay-up rate (TSLURK = 2) and a quadrupled lay-up rate 

(TSLUI1 = 4) it is seen that for the higher lay-up case 

there is a peak in the tanker index at about month 61. At 

this point no peak is observed with the lower lay-up case. 

However, when demand next reaches a peak in its oscillations 

at about month 145 the tanker freight index behaviour for 

the two cases is reversed. That iss the lower lay-up case 

exhibits a very high peak while the higher lay-up case 

barely registers the increase. -in demand. This behaviour 

arises from the fleet sizes for the two cases: the month 

61 peak for the higher lay-up case produces a surge of new- 

build ordering which increases the total tanker fleet to 

387 million dwt. at month 145. For the lower lay-up case 

0 
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the fleet is only 335 million dwt. at that time, so that 

when, for the two cases, demand and supply interact the 

result is a divergence in behaviour, so that the situation 

with the smaller fleet produces a higher freight index. 

A similar behaviour occurs with the dry cargo 

freight index, as can be seen by comparing the cases A and 

C of Figure 8.6. Here it is seen that the higher lay-up 

case leads to the amplification of a peak at about month 61, 

and at the beginning of the next rise in demand the freight 

index does not rise to a peak the way that it does with the 

lower lay-up case. Again, this occurs because the increased 

freight index at the month 61 peak produces a large dry 

cargo fleet which then stops the freight index rising to 

high levels, even at a peak in demand. The difference 

between the freight index values at month 145 for the two 

cases is not sufficient to make the overall average for the 

lower lay-up case the higher of the two, so that, unlike the 

tanker situation, the higher average index occurs with the 

higher lay-up rate. 

With regard to the income per dwt laid-upi Table 8.4 

shows that this is fairly constant for all lay-up rates. 

This arises from the contribution rates which increase with 

increased laid-up tonnage. On an average basis the 

contribution system proposed in the 1960 scheme requires an 

average tanker contribution ranging from 0.52% for a two 

fold increase in lay-up rate to 2.8% for a ten-fold increase 

in lay-up rate. 

It is not possible to calculate the amounts of 

contribution which would be required to provide for lay-up 
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costs without knowing details of the tonnage laid-up, and 

because of the diversity of sizes and ages of vessels in 

the fleets it is not feasible to apply an overall average 

lay-up cost. However, the value of the average income per 

laid-up dwt (AIPTLU and AIPDLU) can be considered in 

conjunction with the 'normalt lay-up pattern - that iss the 

relationship between the freight index and the quantity of 

laid-up tonnage as described in earlier chapters: at freight 

indexes in the region of the values of AIPTLU and AIPDLU the 

markets would experience approximately 35% of tankers and 

50% of dry cargo tonnage laid-up. These figures are, of 

course, very approximate but the indication is that an in- 

come equivalent to these low freight indexes would be quite 

sufficient to cover lay-up costs. If this was not the case 

then these freight indexes would not support the majority of 

the fleet. 

The results obtained by running the model with a 

75% participation rate in both market sectors show that, in 

general, the markets behave as expected. That is, increasing 

the lay-up rates increases the average freight indexes. As 

observed earlier, however, there is the tanomalous' 

behaviour of the average tanker index for a lay-up rate 

multiplier of 1.25 (overall). This arises, of course, for 

the reason already given - that is, the dynamic interactions 

involved in the model lead to significant long-term effects. 

A further insight into these long-term effects is obtained 

from Figure 8.6. Here, for a ten-fold increase in lay-up 

rates (case H of Table 8.4), it is seen that there is a 

very large peak in the dry cargo index at month 73. The peak 

at month 199 is, however, the lowest of all of the peaks 
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arising from the various lay-up rates. The fleet size is, 

again, the reason for the low peak at month 199, the effects 

of the very high peak at month 73 taking two demand cycles 

to be felt. 

Income for laid-up tonnage is equivalent to that 

obtained under 25% participation, the difference between 

the two levels of participation being in the contribution 

rates required of operating tonnage. Thus, for a quadrupled 

lay-up rate the contribution rate for tankers is 1.22% for 

25% participation, and 1.1% for 75% participation. The 75% 

participation rate, at this level of lay-upi gives a higher 

income per laid-up dwt., as well as producing a higher tanker 

freight index. 

A more useful comparison can be made between the two 

cases D and Q (of Table 8.4). These cases are equivalent in 

terms of overall lay-up rate, and so they produce the same 

freight index behaviour. However, in order to obtain the 

average freight indexes shown in Table 8,4 it is observed 

that at the 25% participation rate the lay-up rate must become 

ten times the normal rate, whereas at 75% participation the 

lay-up rate can be only four times normal, a more realistic 

and attainnable objective. Also, at 25% participation the 

contribution rate from operating tanker tonnage is 2.8% 

whereas for a 75% participation rate the contribution is 

only 1.1%. Even then, with significantly lower contribution 

rates, the 75% participation case provides a higher (by 

11%) income per laid-up dwt. 

It may be concluded from the evidence of Table 8.4 

0 
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that the simultaneous operation of two tonnage stabilization 

schemes in an optimistic demand situation can be considered 

to be successful, in the sense that the overall freight 

indexes are raised to values higher than those which would 

have been obtained in the absence of the schemes. The 

benefits to the tonnage participating in the schemes depends 

on both the level of participation and the lay-up rate 

exercised, but, in any case, the average net freight index 

for the participating tonnage exceeds the "free-market, non- 

scheme" index. However, as can be seen from Figure 8.6 the 

operation of the tonnage stabilization schemes does not make 

a significant in-road into shortening the length of the 

major period of relative depression centred on month 115. 

In fact, the fastest frecoveryt from this depression appears 

to occur with the normal market operation - that iss with- 

out the schemes. 

There is an indication in the results presented 

here, that the two markets should be treated seperately, in 

terms of lay-up rates. This is indicated by cases B and C 

of Table 8.4 where it is seen that an increase in the tanker 

lay-up rate produces a lower average freight index, whereas 

the same increase in the dry cargo lay-up produces a higher 

average freight index. In an attempt to obtain a finer 

location of the optimum lay-up rate for tankers (at 25% 

participation) it was found that a lay-up rate of three 

times normal for both sectors�produced a significant in- 

crease in the average dry cargo index and a significant 

decrease in the tanker index. The "obvious" combination of 

lay-up rates for a "mixed policy" thus appeared to be doubled 

lay-up rate for tankers and a three fold lay-up rate for dry 

0 
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cargo, giving a maximum average freight indexes for both 

market sectors. The results of performing this experiment 

were that the average tanker index increased (over the base 

of 177.9) to 181.1, and the dry cargo index decreased to 

191.6 (base case is 196.1). Clearly the interactions between 

the markets are as important to the behaviour of the system 

and the operation of a tonnage stabilization scheme as are 

the parameters and details of the schemes. Metaxas (1971) 

states that "the substitution of the tramp by vessels of 

the neighbouring industries is of a marginal nature, but 

its effects on freight rates are not insignificant". The 

use of the model has, then, produced quantitative confirmation 

of the relationships implied in this statement, and it is 

clear that the choice of "optimal" or "best" lay-up rates for 

the two separate markets cannot be left to intuition: a 

systematic search using a quantitative model, such as the 

market model, must be employed for this purpose. 

At this point, rather than discuss the search for 

best lay-up rates under a specific set of market demand 

conditions, the behaviour of the system under a pessimistic 

demand profile will be considered. The different demand 

conditions should provide information which will allow some 

general conclusions to be made regarding the feasibility 

and desirability of implementing tonnage stabilization 

schemes. 

8.4.2.2.2.2 Pessimistic Demand 

Table 8.5 presents the numerical data on the 

performance of the scheme for a pessimistic demand profile, 
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and in Figure 8.7 are shown the time profiles of the dry 

cargo freight index, under various levels of participation 

by shipowners. 

For a 25% participation rate, and the simultaneous 

operation of identical schemes in both market, Table 8.5 

shows that for lay-up rates up to four times the normal 

rate the average freight indexes rise above the base case, 

but for lay-up rates above this level the average indexes 

appear to fall. In particular, at ten times the normal 

lay-up rate the average freight indexes are only slightly 

above the base values, and, net of contributions to the 

scheme, the income per dwt. of operational tonnage is lower 

than the freight index in the base case. That is, income 

is lower when operating in the scheme. Evidently, under 

these conditions the scheme is far from successful. In 

Figure 8.7 it can be seen that the lower average freight 

index for the ten-fold lay-up rate arises from the levels 

of the index from month 229 onwards. The higher lay-up rate 

produced a higher freight index over the majority of the 

simulated period such that by month 229 the fleet was of such 

a sizes and growing at such a rate, that when demand rose to 

a temporary peak at month 259 the difference between supply 

and demand was not sufficient to result in an upturn in the 

freight index. Thus, for the case of the ten-fold lay-up 

rate, at month 259 there was 19% of the dry cargo fleet on 

the spot market, whereas for the four-fold lay-up case the 

spot market fraction was only 17%. This small difference 

occurs in the region of the change from inelasticity to 
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elasticity in the relationship between the dry cargo freight 

index and the spot market fraction. For the tanker freight 

index a similar "over-supply" occurs at about month 259. 

For the 75% participation rate the results, in 

terms of average freight index, are as expected given the 

behaviour just described, so that for a four-fold lay-up 

rate the average freight indexes are lower than those 

obtained with lower lay-up rates. (Since a four-fold lay- 

up rate at 75% participation is equivalent in overall lay- 

up rate to a ten-fold lay-up rate at 25% participation). 

Comparison of the income per laid-up ton for equivalent 25% 

and 75% participation rates shows that, as with the case of 

the optimistic demand profile, the contribution rates are 

smaller for the higher participation rate. It can be seen 

for example, that for the cases C and F of Table 8.59 the 

contribution rate for 75% participation is approximately one 

half of that for 25% participation. In addition, it can be 

seen that for 75% participation both the average income per 

laid-up dwt. and the net income per operating dwt. are higher 

than for the 25% participation rate, even though the 

contribution rates are lower. 

Perhaps the most striking result that arises is 

that the positive effect that the stabilization schemes have 

on the freight index is very slight. Figure 8.7 shows that 

the increases in the indexes for large increases in lay-up 

rates are quite small. For example, for 25% participation,. 

the minimum dry cargo index is 73.86 for the base case, 

74.6 for the doubled lay-up rate, 76.37 for a four-fold lay- 

up rate, and 82.76 for the ten-fold lay-up rate. At the 
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very best this amount to a twelve percent increase in the 

minimum freight index, but, as has been shown, with such a 

high lay-up rate the freight index at the end of the period 

takes on the lowest values of all those examined. The 

reason for the slight effect on the freight index is that 

the higher index produced initially by the increased lay- 

up rate encouraged newbuildings which added to the supply 

of available tonnage. The positive influence on the freight 

rate produced by the higher lay-up rate is counteracted by 

the increased supply on the market. The net effect is that 

the changes in the spot market fraction produced by the lay- 

up rate are of a marginal nature and, more important than 

this, these changes occur in an area of relative in- 

elasticity in the relationship between spot market supply 

and freight index. Thus, for the dry cargo market the spot 

market fraction is, typically, reduced from 22% to 21% with 

a change in the freight index from 91.96 to 97.30 (month 

163 for cases A and C of Table 8.5). 

From the results described here it is possible to 

conclude that in a period when demand is growing relatively 

slowly the benefits from implementing a tonnage stabilization 

scheme would not appear to be very great. If a scheme were 

to be implemented, then the indication is that the lay-up 

rate should not be increased to too high a level above the 

'normal' rate. 

8.4.2.3 Overall Conclusions on Tonnage Stabilization 

The major part of this chapter has been devoted to 

a detailed examination of the performance of tonnage 
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stabilization schemes, using the 1960 scheme of the Tonnage 

Stabilization Association as a starting point. The aim of 

this examination is to derive general conclusions concerning 

the operation of such schemes. 

For two demand profiles and a substantial number 

of combinations of the scheme parameters (and over 5 hours 

of computer (C. P. U. ) time on an IBM370/148, VM/CMS) in- 

formation has been collected on the performance of the 1960 

scheme so that the following overall conclusions may be 

drawn: 

(i) A single tonnage stabilization scheme is un- 

likely to be successful if that scheme is 

based on the dry cargo market. A tanker scheme, 

however, would probably be successful, in terms 

of raising the freight index in the tanker 

market, in any type of demand environment. 

Also, a tanker scheme would be expected to 

raise the level of the dry cargo freight index. 

(ii) Simultaneous schemes in both markets can be 

successful. However, for low rates of growth 

in demand the increases in the freight indexes 

are only very slight, although it is possible 

to "cover the cost of the scheme" (that iss 

the contributions required from operating 

tonnage registered with the scheme). 

(iii) Simultaneous schemes may best be treated 

seperately, but they need to be designed 

jointly as the effects of each scheme are felt 

in the adjoining market. 

0 
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(iv) Very high lay-up rates for that tonnage which 

is participating in the scheme do not 

necessarily lead to overall increases in the 

freight indexes due to the dynamic inter- 

actions involved. 

(v) The "best" lay-up rates - those producing the 

highest average freight indexes - depend upon 

the market demand. 

(vi) Average income per laid-up deadweight ton iss 

for the 1960 scheme, approximately 12% of the 

average freight index regardless of the demand 

profile experienced by the market. 

As examined here, the only fixed aspect of the 1960 

scheme has been the calculation of the rates of contribution 

from operating tonnage. Using the contribution rates 

proposed in this scheme it has been shown that the income 

per deadweight ton laid-up is sufficient to cover the lay- 

up costs. Because of (vi) above it is possible to devise 

a system of contributions, based on the 1960 scheme, so 

that any given level of income is obtained for laid-up 

vessels. If, for example, a "laid-up allowance" equivalent 

to 24/ of the current market freight index was thought to be 

desirable then contributions from operating tonnage would 

need to be at twice the rate proposed in the 1960 scheme. 

The contribution rate is, in fact, only important as a 

means of encouraging or discouraging the movement of tonnage 

into lay-up. This, of course, brings the designer of a 

scheme into the problem-areas covered by conclusions (iii), 

(iv) and (v), since an incorrect "choice" of lay-up rate 
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can have repercussions on the market behaviour at a later 

date, and the choice of lay-up rate depends on the demand 

conditions to be met in the future. 

Metaxas (1971) argues that tonnage stabilization 

schemes can not be implemented because of the organisational 

problems involved. The Tonnage Stabilization Association 

in May 1964 issued a statement that the scheme was 'sound 

and sensible' and believed that it could be made to work. 

The results of the tests performed in the present work show 

that, even if substantial co-operative action could be 

obtained from independent shipowners, the performance of 

the scheme in a depressed market - the very time when the 

scheme is required - is not necessarily going to be4the 

advantage of the shipowners: significant changes in laying- 

up behaviour will be required of those owners participating 

in the scheme, and the return for such changes in behaviour 

may well be a poorer overall (long term) financial performance. 

The overall conclusion that can be drawn here is that 

the operation of a tonnage stabilization scheme is not a 

practical proposition. Ironically, it has been shown that 

very little co-operative action between shipowners (25% 

participation) could, during a growth period in demand, lead 

to substantial increases in the freight indexes experienced 

in the market. During periods of depressed demand, however, 

the benefits of such co-operative action are much smaller, 

and, with the degree of risk involved due to uncertainty 

about future demand, the arguments in favour of implementing 

stabilization schemes are not very convincing. 
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CHAPTER 9 

REVIEW OF RESEARCH 

9.1 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter an attempt is made to review and 

discuss the work presented in earlier chapters by 

summarizing in a series of conclusions, the main findings 

of the research. Areas for future work are indicated. 

9.2 The Aims of the Research-A Recapitulation 

The general aim of the work was to investigate 

the application of the methodology of System Dynamics to 

the Shipping Industry. A literature search showed that 

the methodology is being applied to particular areas of 

shipping - national shipping policies by Wijnoltz (1975) and 

shipyard policies by Raiswell (1976) - but no attempt at 

modelling the total freight market structure was found. 

Since this market is important to all aspects of shipping 

- affecting transport costs, shipyard backlogs, vessel 

prices - it seemed important to the present researcher that 

this area be investigated. To this end has effort been 

directed to the modelling of the world freight markets 

for bulk cargoes. 

9.3 Conclusions 

9.3.1 Conclusion on the Freight Market 

The model has shown that the natural period of the 

market system is of the order of fifty months, and the 
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settling time is of the order of one hundred months. This 

natural period, being very close to the periodicity of 

international business cycles, means that the system is 

being shocked at a rate which can promote extreme 

behaviour in system states. The feedback loops in the 

market are, however, somewhat adaptive, in the sense that 

some of their delays and gain factors adapt to the market 

conditions, so that the natural period of the system is 

never constant. This, combined with the non-constant 

periodicity of the business cycles, means that the system 

can probably survive without experiencing the exact 

combination of factors that can lead to its explosion. 

However, even though the system can survive - and it has 

done so for some time - the "quality" of survival may not 

be ideal. 

An indication of the quality of the system's 

performance is given by, the settling time of one hundred 

months. Being a fairly lengthy time period this means 

that the system is quite slow to adapt to changes in demand. 

Since not all changes in demand arise from step changes in 

the underlying level of demand there is the positive aspect 

to the long settling time that random or temporary 

fluctuations in the driving force of the system will not 

make the system search for a continually - moving position 

of (temporary) equilibrium. 

A further indication of the quality of the market's 

performance is given by loop analysis which showed that 

(i) instability and underdamping arise in the orders/ 

deliveries sector as well as the chartering sector. This 
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latter areas combining the effects of a long-delay negative 

loop and a short-delay positive loop, has the particular 

affect of acentuating peaks and troughs in freight rates 

and (ii) a significant amount of negative feedback control 

originates with the lay-up and trade-change areas, both 

of which have short delays producing fast reactions. 

The feedback structure of the market system appears 

to be fundamental to the production of the fluctuations 

observed in factors such as freight rates, charter rates 

and laid-up tonnage. Even when demand does not itself 

fluctuate wildly the system exhibits extreme behaviour. To 

make matters worse, the sensitivity tests described in 

Chapter 7 showed that the fundamental behaviour of the 

model - and, by induction, the market - is relatively in- 

sensitive to significant variations in parameters. The 

interesting result arose that the freight rate expectations 

do not create the instability which is observed empirically. 

This is reflected also in the behaviour of the model for a 

significant change in the order rates for new vessels - 

extremes of ordering rates produced a more stable (although 

lower) freight index. Such results were not expected by 

the present researcher, although on reflection (and now 

being familiar with the system and its structure) they are 

not surprising: increased order rates - either via the 

freight rate expectations or via the order rate itself - 

naturally tend to produce larger fleets of vessels, so that, 

with a given demand, the supply of shipping moves the 

fractional supply values (FTSUPP and FDCSUP) into the more 

stable regions of the supply - freight index curves away 
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from the transition point from inelasticity to elasticity. 

As a general conclusion on the freight market it 

can be said that the market system is too complex, in a 

dynamic sense, for an intuitive understanding of all the 

ramifications of changes in individual sectors, In 

particular this was observed in the investigation of tonnage 

stabilization schemes. On the controlability of the system 

- given some set of objectives - it is possible that controls 

could be designed, considering the market purely as an 

abstract system. The implementation of controls would, 

however, cause a great many problems and it is highly un- 

likely that any form of industry-wide control could be 

implemented. 

9.3.2 Conclusions on Tonnage Stabilisation 

The model has shown that co-operation between ship- 

owners can lead to a general increase in the level of 

freight rates when demand is good. In such a market the 

costs of a tonnage stabilization would be low since lay- 

ups would be few, and the charter income would rise with 

the freight rates. In times of poor demand, however, it 

was shown that the beneficial effects of a scheme are 

small, even when the lay-up rate (for scheme members) can 

be controlled exactly. In practice the non-exactitude 

involved in designing a scheme (the choice of compensation 

rates will determine the rate of laying-up and the 

participation rate amongst all shipowners), given the un- 

certainity about future demand and the sensitivity of the 

scheme's performance to this demand, mean that the whole 
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concept of controlling freight rates via the lay-up sector 

is very risky. It is unlikely therefore that any tonnage 

stabilisation scheme of the type examined in Chapter 8 

would be successful with the present market structure. 

Additional controls covering, for example, the amount of 

new tonnage ordered at any time, would need to be in- 

troduced in order that an improved freight rate would not 

encourage too much newbuilding, which would (later) have 

a negative influence on the freight index. The design 

and implementation of such controls poses yet another 

problem to those who would encourage "tonnage stabilization". 

Given the existing market structure, the uncertainity 

about future demand and the performance of a scheme under 

pessimistic demand conditions (the kind of conditions 

which appear to promote interest in schemes) the present 

researcher is not amongst those who would offer shipowners 

any encouragement in this area. 

9.3.3 Conclusions on the Use of the Model 

As described in the previous two sub-sections of 

this chapter the model has been used to examine the freight 

market and the performance of tonnage stabilization schemes. 

It has also been intimated that the model could be used 

for the design of controls which would promote "desirable" 

behaviour. Clearly the model of the freight market can 

be used for a number of purposes, at a number of levels of 

sophistication. Possible users include companies who may 

wish to test for the effects on the market of company 

strategies which can have a significant influence on the 

decision-making of other companies. (Certain chartering 
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policies may be very profitable as long as the majority of 

shipowners do not behave in an identical fashion). In the 

same context it may be desirable to assess the future effects 

of identifiable trends such as the amount of shipping 

capacity in independent ownership (ownership of tanker 

tonnage by oil-exporting nations, for example, reduces the 

amount of cargo available for independent shipowners = the 

dynamic implications of this are of importance to many 

companies). 

9.3.4 Conclusions on the Research 

The research has satisfied the original objectives, 

and, indeed, has gone a little further by considering the 

use of System Dynamics at the company level, as well as the 

market level. It appears that the methodology of System 

Dynamics is well suited to the type of problem examined 

here. Although an analytical model involving non-linear 

optimal control theory may have been the "ideal" model 

for the freight market system, such a model would be 

intractable from the mathematical standpoint. In addition 

to this, such a model would be quite beyond the under- 

standing of those people concerned with the actual use of 

the model; in this respect the relative conceptual 

simplicity of the simulation approach makes the System 

Dynamics model very. attractive for a management audience. 

It was shown earlier that little work in this 

field had been found, and none of the studies led to an 

integrated, quantitative model of the market structure. 
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Zannetos (1966), in his study of tanker freight rates, 

came closest to analysing quantitatively the relationships 

in the system: here, again though no complete picture of 

the tanker market was presented. The present work has 

gone beyond the bounds met by earlier researchers, and, 

in doing soy has shown the power and utility of the System 

Dynamics approach. 

9.4 Future Work 

Future work in the area of the freight market 

includes the use of the present model to explore various 

possibilities as discussed earlier and the extension of 

the present model to include less - highly aggregated 

levels of supply, together with corresponding increases in 

the number of freight indexes. This extended model could 

then, of course, be used to assess the effects of various 

future possible changes in market factors. 

Another area of future work is in the use of the 

experience gained from the market model in the modelling 

of company decisions. -Knowledge about the market structure 

is of some assistance in understanding certain of the 

company decisions, and may be invaluable in the analysis 

of these decisions. As a starting point for a 'company 

model' the model in Appendix M is presented here. The aim 

of the present researcher is to continue the research in 

the company area, and it is hoped that the market model 

can be used as an introduction to individual companies 

of the possibilities of quantitative modelling. 
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APPENDIX A 

WORLD SHIPPING DEMAND 
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(Million DWT) 

Mid 
Year 

Tanker Combined 
Carriers 

Dry Bulk 
Carriers 

1962 63 - 12 

1963 67 - 16 

1964 72 - 19 

1965 79 - 22 

1966 88 - 27 

1967 98 - 38 

1968 107 - 42 

1969 120 11 50 

1970 135 13 56 

1971 155 18 64 

1972 175 25 73 

1973 195 32 82 

1974 231 39 91 

1975 268 42 99 

1976 288 44 lo6 
1977 325 47 119 

Million dwt. 

Source : Estimated from data from Distribution 

Research Ltd., H. P. Drewry Ltd. and 
Fernley & Egers Chartering Co. Ltd. 

Note : E-rcludes Gt. Lakes Fleet 

TABLE B4 : DEVELOPMENT OF WORLD BULK FLEET 
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APPENDIX 

WORLDWIDE ORDERS AND DELIVERIES 
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NOTES ON TABLE Cl : WORLD ORDERBOOK DETAILS 

Source : LLOYDS REGISTER SHIPBUILDING RETURNS FOR THE 
QUARTER ENDED ... " 

Notes: 

1. Merchant Shipping Under Construction 

(i) Gross tonnage (000's) 
(ii) Ships of 100 grt and upwards 

2. Oil Tankers under Construction 

(i) Gross tonnage (000's) 
(ii) Ships of 1000 grt and above, intended 

to carry oil in bulk 

3. All figures are for the end of the quarter. 

i. e. 1- 31st March 
2- 30th June 
3= 30th September 
4w 31st December 

4. PREPARING (See 8 below) : 4/l949 - 

- this means "plans approved or material 
ordered but not yet commenced". 

5. From 1/1953 Oil Tanker figures are for ships of 
100 grt and up. 

6. Until 4/1957 - "Lloyd's Register Shipbuilding 
Returns" 

From 1/1958 - "Merchant Shipbuilding" 
From 1/1967 - "Merchant Shipbuilding Returns" 

7. World totals exclude "The Peoples Republic of China, East Germany & USSR 

8. From 3/1965 "PREPARING" becomes "Orders Not 
Commenced" - same definition 

9. From 1/1967 - new format, incl. Total Orderbook 
(World) 

10.1967 - No figures for "tankers not commenced" 
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YEAR 1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter 

1970 10.5 10.24 11.12 12.99 

1971 13.89 13.37 15.07 11.27 

1972 11.25 11.64 1o. 81 13.6 

1973 12.70 12.02 14.74 12.80 

1974 14.56 14.66 17.16 10.97 

1975 10.62 12.77 11.68 9.44 

1976 9.60 10.61 

* Average delivery delay calculated as (Total Orderbook/ 

Build Start Rate) 

TABLE C4 : DELIVERY DELAY*-WORLDWIDE AVERAGE 
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MONTH NR. DWCT 
(000) 

% of Tanker Fleet 
(incl. combined Fleet) 

Profitability 
Ratio 

1970 JAN 28 850.0 0.60 1.64 
FEB 31 830.0 0.58 1.83 
MAR 39 997.0 0.69 1.85 

APR 58 1489.0 1.01 1.85 
MAY 60 1500.0 1.00 2.21 

JUN 58 1450.0 0.96 1.62 
JUL 49 1100.0 0.72 1.02 

AUG 49 1090.0 0.70 1.09 

SEP 43 948.0 0.60 1.0 
OCT 39 808.7 0.51 0.92 

Nov 27 530.1 0.33 0.94 
DEC 20 352.2 0.22 0.83 

1971 JAN 18 404.0 0.25 0.74 
FEB 17 426.2 0.26 0.89 

MAR 16 424.0 0.25 0.90 
APR 18 458.0 0.27 1.14 
MAY 23 560.0 0.32 1.19 
JUN 22 540.4 0.30 1.43 
JUL 20 497.0 0.28 2.0 

AUG 19 441.3 0.24 1.47 
SEP 20 541.0 0.30 2.2 

OCT 15 400.9 0.22 1.38 

Nov 5 114.7 0.06 1.42 

DEC 9 238.8 . 0.12 1.15 

TABLE D2 
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MONTH NR. (0DWCT 00) 
% of tanker fleet 

(incl. combined fleet) 
Profitability 

Ratio 

972 JAN 7 147.7 0.08 1.07 

FEB 9 303.3 0.16 1.50 

MAR 14 466.1 0.24 2.09 

APR 15 518 0.27 2.67 

MAY 20 780.2 0.39 2.34 

JUN 24 843.3 0.42 1.25 
JUL 25 855.4 0.42 1.41 
AUG 27 1028.1 0.50 1.18 

SEP 30 1054.7 0.46 1.69 
OCT 24 895.7 0.42 1.59 
Nov 16 670.5 0.31 1.47 
DEC 25 971.5 0.45 1.60 

JAN 19 702.2 0.33 1.45 

FEB 31 1026.2 0.47 1.56 
MAR 48 1655.5 0.75 1.51 
APR 68 2289.7 1.02 1.65 

MAY 80 2643.1 1.15 1.49 
JUN 71 2200.1 0.94 1.0 

JUL 62 1970.6 0.83 1.27 

AUG 51 1656. o 0.69 1.0 
SEP 30 900.5 0.37 0.98 

Source : Shipping Statistics and Economics, H. P. Drewry 
(Shipping Consultants) Ltd. 

Notes : PROFITABILITY RATIO = Dry Cargo Freight Index/ 
Tanker Freight Index 

TABLE D2 : HISTORICAL TRADING ANALYSIS OF GRAIN TANKERS 
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DWCT % of Total Grain Fixture 

197 3 
J 284.5 6.2 % 
FEB 135.0 4.7 % 
MAR 239.0 8.5 % 
APR 296.3 11.2 % 
MAY 61.0 2.6 % 
JUNE - - 
JULY 18.0 0.5 % 
AUG 87.3 2.4 % 
SEPT 19.0 0.8 % 
OCT 59.5 1.5 % 
NOV 34.0 1.0 % 
DEC 231.0 7.6 

1974 
JAN 133.0 5.0 % 
FEB 137.7 5.0 % 
MAR 363.5 14.5 % 
APR 40.0 1.2 % 
MAY 416.0 12.0 % 
JUNE 365.0 10.6 % 
JULY 415.2 13.2 % 
AUG 192.3 8.5 % 
SEPT 281.0 9.5 % 
OCT 359.6 8.5 % 
NOV 492.2 11.0% 
DEC 539.9 12.7 

1975 
JAN 298.5 6.7 % 
FEB 184.0 4.9 % 
MAR 284.1 8.5 % 
APR 45.0 1.1 % 
MAY 134.0 4.4 % 
JUNE 25.0 0.7 % 
JULY 76.5 2.6 % 
AUG 111.0 2.5 % 
SEPT 118.0 2.7 % 
OCT 75.5 1.7 % 
NOV 288.0 5.6 % 
DEC 289.0 8.1 % 

JAN - - FEB - - MAR - - APR 25.0 0.5 % 
MAY 23.0 0.6 % 
JUNE 64. o 1.3 % 
JULY 252.0 5.4 % 
AUG 31.5 0.7 % 
SEPT 
OCT 
NOV 
DEC 

Source : Shipping Statistics and Economics, H. P. Drewry 
(Shipping Consultants) Ltd. 

TABLE D3: GRAIN FIXTURES IN TANKERS (EXCL. CONTRACTS) 
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APPENDIX E. 

PUBLISHED CHARTER INFORMATION 
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APPENDIX 

CHARTERING ACTIVITY 
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VOYAGE CHAR TERS PERIOD C HARTERS 

million dwt °o of 
otal million dwt % of Total 

TOTAL 
CHARTERS 

1971 
J 6.0 46.2 7.0 53.8 13.0 
F 6.0 75.0 2.0 25.0 8.0 
M 8.2 89.1 1.0 10.9 9.2 
A 9.5 90.5 1.0 9.5 10.5 
M 8. o 82.5 1.7 17.5 9.7 
1 7.0 70.0 3.0 30.0 10.0 
1 6.5 68.4 3.0 31.6 9.5 
A 6.2 75.6 2.0 24.4 8.2 
S 7.5 70.1 3.2 29.9 10.7 
0 9.0 60.0 6.0 40.0 15.0 
N 8. o 80.0 2.0 20.0 10.0 
D 7.5 93.8 0.5 6.2 8.0 

1972 

J 8.5 96.7 o. 6 3.3 9.1 
F 9.5 86.4 1.5 13.6 11.0 
M 11.3 86.6 1.75 13.4 13.05 
A 8.0 94.1 0.5 5.9 8.5 
M 10.0 84.7 1.8 15.3 11.8 
1 12.2 89.7 1.4 10.3 13.6 
1 11.5 92.0 1.0 8.0 12.5 
A 11.5 67.6 5.5 32.4 17.0 
S 12.6 92.6 1.0 7.4 13.6 
0 13.5 90.0 1.5 10.0 15.0 
N 15.5 87.3 2.25 12.7 17.75 
D 13.0 78.8 3.5 21.2 16.5 

TABLE F2 : TANKER CHARTERING ACTIVITY (MONTHLY) 
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VOYAGE CHAR TERS PERIOD CH ARTERS TOTAL % of CHARTERS 
million dwt Total million dwt % of Total 

1q J 15.03 84.7 2.71 15.3 17.74 
F 16.19 89.5 1.90 10.5 18.09 
N 16.32 83.8 3.15 16.2 19.47 
A 13.23 61.9 8.16 38.1 21.39 
N 22.27 68.8 10.19 31.2 32.36 
1 9.86 49.9 9.89 50.1 19.75 
J 13.65 80.0 3.41 20.0 17.06 
A 17.65 75.1 5.85 24.9 23.50 
S 11.41 61.5 7.33 38.5 18.54 
0 15.20 72.9 5.65 27.1 20.85 
N 16.6o 75.2 5.46 24.8 22.06 
D 9.19 81.8 2.04 18.2 11.23 

1974 J 10.94 93.3 0.79 6.7 11.73 
F 11.74 81.5 2.66 18.5 14.4o 
M 16.07 85.5 2.72 14.5 18.79 
A 16. ol 86.6 2.47 13.4 18.48 
N 15.88 95.0 0.84 5.0 16.72 
J 17.96 91.3 1.72 8.7 19.68 
s 18.69 96.3 0.72 3.7 19.41 
A 14.81 94.1 0.93 5.9 15.74 
S 19.14 95.7 0.87 4.3 20.01 
0 16.93 87.1 2.51 12.9 19.44 
N 20.03 91.2 1.93 8.8 21.96 
D 15.53 98.3 0.27 1.7 15.80 

TABLE F2 (contd. ) TANKER CHARTERING ACTIVITY (MONTHLY) 
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VOYAGE CHAR TERS PERIOD C HARTERS 
00 of TOTAL 

million dwt Total million dwt % of Total CHARTERS 

1975 J 16.12 93.9 1.05 6.1 17.17 
F 10.36 89.7 1.19 10.3 11.55 
M 7.74 87.5 1.10 12.5 8.85 
A 11.41 96.1 0.47 3.9 11.88 
M 11.66 89.4 1.38 10.6 13.04 
J 16.39 95.3 0.80 4.7 17.19 
J 17.26 90.3 1.97 9.7 19.12 
A 18.81 95.0 0.99 5.0 19.80 
S 19.03 91.7 1.73 8.3 20.76 
0 15.57 93.3 1.12 6.7 16.69 
N 16.57 94.3 1.16 5.7 17.56 
D 19.449 95.6 0.89 4.4 20.38 

19761 17.30 95.9 0.73 4.1 18.03 
F 21.70 94.8 1.18 5.2 22.88 
M 24.53 94.7 1.38 5.3 25.91 
A 22.64 81.5 5.14 18.5 27.78 
M 27.25 89.7 3.13 10.3 30.38 
J 26.08 93.2 1.92 6.8 28.00 
J 29.80 
A 27.42 77.4 7.98 22.6 35.40 
S 24.46 87.0 3.67 13.0 28.13 
0 32.52 90.2 3.55 9.8 36.07 
N 33.58 96.8 1.10 3.2 36.78 D 36.59 93.4 2.59 6.6 39.18 

Source: Shipping Statistics and Economics H. P. Drewry (Shipping 
Consultants) Ltd. 

NOTE : 1. Dirty + Clean Chartering 

2. Period Charters include combination tonnage trading 
in oil 

TABLE F2 : TANKER CHARTERING ACTIVITY (MONTHLY) 
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APPENDIX G 

FREIGHT RATE DATA 
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MONTH 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

JAN 115 180 154 75 173 46o 165 112 134 

FEB 116 220 142 73 193 390 150 104 140 

MAR 117 240 140 70 215 427 125 125 140 

APR 114 244 114 78 226 375 112 145 140 

MAY 109 247 105 73 242 455 112 155 150 

JUNE 117 235 86 73 265 400 118 160 142 

JULY 110 226 80 83 270 320 112 155 135 

AUG 115 240 78 79 299 295 115 152 135 

SEPT 122 255 88 128 338 280 120 155 135 

OCT 132 258 80 131 448 312 130 160 155 

NOV 140 245 95 137 438 310 135 165 157 

DEC 147 170 90 "156 485 215 120 149 
. 
149 

Source : H. P. Drewry (Shipping Consultants) Ltd. 

Note : JAN 1967 = 100 

TABLE G2 DRY CARGO FREIGHT INDEX: TRIP/VOYAGE CHARTER 

BASED ON THREE ROUTES : ORE - AUSTRALIA/JAPAN 

COAL - HAMPTON ROADS/JAPAN 

GRAIN - U. S. GULF / ROTTERDAM! 
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MONTH 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 

JAN 105.2 123.9 88.6 151.5 293.7 236.5 157.9 

FEB 108.0 122.1 85.4 162.1 308.1 204.7 144.3 

MAR 114.1 123.3 98.3 171.4 313.1 198.0 154.2 

APR 120.1 122.9 96.4 194.8 333.1 189.2 165.1 

MAY 131.9 117.0 93.8 193.5 310.9 157.6 178.0 

JUNE 133.1 114.4 96.9 211.0 277.8 142.7 188.5 

JULY 130.0 96.4 99.3 214.5 262.2 145.8 

AUG 148.8 96.9 99.3 264.2 287.2 133.9 

SEPT 149.7 89.7 105.3 269.3 314.8 153.4 

OCT 147.2 85.0 127.1 289.8 315.3 161.5 

Nov 145.2 82.2 131.7 318.0 305.5 168.1 

DEC 137.3 79.2 134.1 305.2 288.2 165.6 

Source ': Norwegian Shipping News 

Note : For 1970/71 : July 1965-June 1966 HE 100 
1972 -: 1971 =- 100 

TABLE G3 : NORWEGIAN SHIPPING NEWS DRY CARGO TIMECHARTER 

FREIGHT INDEX 
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APPENDIX H 

SCRAPPED QUANTITIES (WORLDWIDE) 
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APPENDIX 

LAY-UP DATA 
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EtJrAzAN LL. Ti G OF ThE : 'lA. ct 1 AOJiL 

L 
L. 
C 
C 
C 
L. 
L 
C 
C 

t, GPiZA jiw- / nAA/1)'i 
CUMMON /bdJ/: I, I 
REAL 1LiUL3o (JUG) , i'IJýso (3U0) 
REAL L'JJEL,. jC. -iDr. L, ii iLOG 
ZEAL I itsiln, lFdüýý, Iinýý, iilsSR, Iilt3ýG, IrBJn, iD131UG 
REAL 1LjJt., IIjUL, ICiCAä, IT LCab, 1L iCii, IP; iCR 

£EAL iIAiAG IDniAG 
REAL IiJLv (i3J) , I'ILLU (30J) 1JAF, I; AF, 12, e, ID F 
ttiAL ti DLuT, L )Ehrt, : i17LJitr, NTLLJ`I, wTLUn, LYTLt7ttF 
01LIZNS1Ut+ c'1ýl. JI(i0U) ,eäi, DC1( u0) 
J1`lci'i ju 1 1; L Dc:: ýD (3CJ) , 'TOEýil (3UJ) 
DIMtNSIuN Tc, iIX (iJU) , JCcEI. t (3CU) 
LL: ILý1JitJ i; c FIÄ (sý1ý! ) , Ttld (3J0) , i7t; dvuT (3JJ) , Tdt)ztI (37Jj 
JI'"E: ý3ICN LCbUsT (2i0) 
1)I! 1EýiSIu. r ADdu/il' (3 3J ) , AItiL: z'I (. 00) 
L'irlti+SiL, N t; ýV/1LL (JJU) , DL(. dit1 (JU0) , iL zT (300) 
C. 1: 1EnS1U[v i; 1.3i. UF(3U0), DCiýUCP(3ti0), t)ý. tJn: (30J) 
DI: M hS1Ür ýiLLýI (JJl; ) , LIbiý; (300) 
DI'4cN; IVri iCLu'3r(3vJ), TctJCiý{ýOU), £iVýt'(30U) - 
Di : 1`e. YiiU. '1 (3JU) , z3i. iJr (3J0) ULi2 (. j-)ü) z)uLi' (3JJ) 
üitENsiciv iiicüt; ýJJj , iLý: i (3JU) ,. iuuz (sUJ) 

A1jsai(? JU) 
DiMriiStC i; UýSdI (. iCJ) , 1-; Stil (300) , DLd0L (300) 
D11ENi. LL, CCt. ixi (3%, U) , i3DiýI (3UJ) 
DtilENjjlj C0, UCio tiJJ) , LT ii C. ia( 300) 
D1.1L +. i1(N i; %-j, - 

3o 3b) , LUC3b (36) , CJCJo (3b) DUCIJb (3b) 
1 

, TUCi3o (3b), L, Cnad (4b) , Dc'ý: tt 36 I30) 
luýt 13cDu 11 (3CJ) , ILu II (3J0) , 1, t.; 3D 2 (300) 

D1MENSiLti ULA-Ii r (iýJ Üj , IAUr (300) 
01(11: . )1i.: + Lt. hä (3uu, üL: ihlt' (3u0) , I5.: h2 (30U) 
DI-ircVS1Uýi Cl ý::: il (iCU) , TýLni: (300) 
DiMENSiv. + DU:. Uný' l, lJ) DC acüLJ (30J) iLJdt' 0J) 
D12:. +SIC. i i'., r,. ie (3iU) ,. D:, ULL(301) (300) , 5ijnarr (1) 0) 
01.1E iS1Ui4 ln2 (i')3) , i), ie (3U0) , Ir: ii (3th) , Dt)jli (3U0) 

II Iv. i Ti La (300) , DeEZ t3UJ) ,1 V3u (. i00) 'IV Id ( 300) 
DIdc. NSIUa iJV5s (3UJ) , 0*1Lb (300) TLJIi' (3'0J) , CCLJ'T2 (3JJ) 
0IMENiIUN CC r, i' ( 300) li'IaP (300) '- 
Dl, yiNS1Cti iCSJr x (3t, 'J) TSUit. (300) , JLr'L1' (3J0) , TFLT (330) 
0I1l-NSIG1+ DC1rLi (3üu) , 'I1fLi (3UJ) LLFi. T (300) 
Vi, si: isloir CC ü,: ; 3uu) 

, ihtAr (3uu) 
JI "E v51Ü1J CVCciJ (. j), T vCci3 (J) ,i iLUCi (s) , DCCFI (33J) 
DIL'1c. NSIuii LLCU., 2 (JGJ) , Tuc: Dhý (? u0) , 11ýJC. cý (3U0) 
DI ri. luti iTai zxe(jüJ) , 2ýi: ttLC(300) "ii-tiLe(300) 
0i. h: Ni IG a ZZt_. 1Lt(3U0) , DVCiLP(300) , r-IJE�(300) 
U1: 1L: +jIuN ÜTti. ?( JUG) , -IZUCIi. ' (300) , NIJCIic' (300) 
C1: 9i . +5ICN (, 1 i. I (.: 00) ). i (3J0) 
NNN 
N ., =2 
NI! =1- 
JcCJdT =J 

747 Cu. vii JiE 
NCCUJT = iCk; UJi +1 
TSUC2 = 14 iJ. J 
OCSUr2 = 31�J. 11 

C 

00010 
CON O 
OU030 
0u040 
00050 
UJUoO 
00u70 
000d0 
00090 
0u 1J0 
00110 
00120 
00130 
OU140 
00150 
0U1b0 
00170 
JJ1d0 
U0190 
U0200 
00110 
03 20 
OJ230 
00240 
00250 
3J2o0 
0070 
JJ2d0 
C0290 
00300 
0u31U 
00320 
00330 
0J340 
00350 
003oO 
00370 
CU310 
00390 
00400 
00410 
U04c0 
00430 
OJ440 
OU 450 
004o0 
00470 
U04d0 
COQ U 
00500 
OJ, 10 
0C520 
005.0 
0054U 
00550 
OJ5bO 
0077(7 
OUDOO 
UJ590 

OU010 
00o20 
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'IF = 14, euJJ. U UOU30 
OLF = 54GJ0_U OOo40 
Ii)F =4 JJJO. J UJo5J 
CCF = 11000.0 OJbb0 
iT: _ Jz-iJJ. O CUo7U 
CIF = 4j)JO. 0 0Ubb0 
c: CF = 12200.0 00090 
Cd = 95u00.0 00700 
: RUC = 30UJO. 0 00710 
rDEL = 00720- 
ABSin = i. iUO. L) 

" 
OJ730 

adtAi 1=0.2 00740 
SEC = ;; Uc00.0 C0750 
CCEL, G = S. i02.0 Ou7oO 
ICELCG = 411207.0 C0770 

AULCii = 500.0 00790 
nTECh = fluc. 0 00800 
ALCBCE = 200.0 00810 
A, 7Ei)n = tJO. J OUb20 
AIDbDi; = 2bb. bo COdiO 
ACEECs = (-, t. oE 00940 
CCrUC = 1200. u COdSJ 
I06UC = 4600.0 OUdoO 
CTELG = 14348.0 00870 
IIELLG = 2oow7.0 00880 
ATEGIi = 2100.0 OO8 O 
AI`bOE = 800.66 00-100 
ACIcLri = 400. ct 00910 
iCCECLic = 000.0 00920 
CTEJL = 31400.0 0u9 

. 10 
I'IEUL = 1ý)oJu. O 00940 
Zacz; ü = 1800.0 00950 
AL185rt = 120. & OU900 
AITESi = iJbJ. O 0097U 
ACCcS. = 180.0 00980 
Sr CCi. I = U. 8 00990 
Z)FICI = U. b 01000 
SLLC: s = J. 1 01010 
uCAiAG = o. 5 01020 
(. CAFAG = b. 5 01030 
iCAkAU = b. 5 01u40 
TiFAGE = 7.5 01050 
CIAiAG = 7.5 01JoO 
ITAIAG = 7.5 01070 
LLLUT = 1i5.. J 01 Jdh) 
ILU'1 = 2843.0 01u90 
CLSrt: H = 25.0 O11U0 
1.3Etii = J. 0 01110 
-CCOL = ZUJý. U OllhO 
ATIG = 103. J 01130 
Sii"E? = 3.0 - 01140 

I ý3I1 = --. U 01150 
CCFIS = 181.0 01160 
PFIS = 101.0 01170 
CC 122 1=1, i6 01160 
c. CUCib (1) = 31.3? 0119U 
ICJL3o (1) = 133. ;, 4-4 01,430 
c fdL3b (I) = 233.33 01210 
I IUC :b (i) = 433.3., 012c. 0 
ýUCýb (I) = 111.11 01430 

rCci. b (lj = 'iiO. J 01240 
C 
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C 
222 CONTINUE 01250 

DC 241 J=1,48 
' 

012b0 
Tr Cd48 (J) = 1'. ßc0. J 01270 

221 CCNIINUE 
CO 229 i=1,3 01z90 
CVCcuJ (1) = 1140.0 01300 
TVCH3 (I) = 2404.0 01310 

I SBCUL3 (I) = 1: )J0.0 01320 
229 C0INIiNUE 01330 

il EDrL=1.0 0134 0- 
LJDiL = 1.0 01350 
TS5r = 1.0 013u0 
CSOF = 1.0 01370 
TPCt, L = 75260.0 013d0 
LCPCiiL = 343d7. u 01390 

--- - ý. -_ ._ -- -- DC VCHL? 4, -.: 0. G 01400, I VCIL = 7211.0 01410 
TCwID = 13000.0 01420 
DCDWTD = 51000.0 01430 
LD 1E = DCDw ID 01440 
LDMD = IC4IC 01450 
STFI = 3.0 -_ ---, - -- --- 014o0- -- 
CCErl = 180.0 01470 
'iEPI = 100.0 01480 
SDC6TD = 50000.0 01490 
S1Lw2D = 14:,; JU0.0 01500 
bCEAT = 1.0 0151U 
DSI1 1E = ?. 0 -- - ... -- -- -- -- -... - Oisio -- 
ADr1 = 0.0 01530 
ATEI = 0.0 01540 

C JAT A ttzLAT1c'G 10 TOE uSL GF' TF, E L10JEL Fuü aE i. VALUAT1ON 01550 
C uF A IMAGE 3TABILi2Af iud SCnEMk; 015o0 

ISCb I1 =0 01570 
FDTPS = ü. GO- 01560 
rTTFS = 0.75 C15y0 
TSLUi 1 =10.0 016U0 
DSLU1 ?1 =1J. 0 01010 
SPLUT = 2130.0 01620 
SDLUT = /d7.7 01630 
N'PLUT -= 7lU. 0 01b40 
NDLUI = 03.3 C1b50 
rS1LUT = SIL'J'A 01660 
ESCLUT = SCLU1 C1b70 
FSTILU = 0.031 01b80 
FSCTLU = 0.024 01b90 

---- AIPDT =o. 0 01700 
AIPTT =0.0 01710 
C1FC'P = 0.0 01720 
CIFIT = J. 0 01730 
AIPTLU = 0.0 01740 
AIFCLU = J. 0 0175u 
CIST = 0.0 017o0 
CISC = 0.0 01170 
CJNPI = 0.0 017,30 
LINPC = 0.0 01790 
CC 7711 I=1,00 olduo 
SSILE (I) = 0.0 01810 
SSCLtc (I) = 0.0- -- .. -- .. - _. -- - 01d20 _. 

1 1711 CONTINUE 01830 
C PhD (üF SIAdiLii. ATICN DATA 01840 

K 01850 
1ý ICCU: IT =1 0ldo0 

L 
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C 

.I 

! 

II 

z'I = 4.0 # AIAN(1. C) 01870 
TIC.: = 0.0 01dd0 
Z=0.0 01d90 

t. t? I = SGLJTtJ: i ITt VAL rýi: c L)i E± LNE L 'ä. '1t}; ýý1 f. Tý ý 01900- 

DI = 0.04 01910 
C SL = Sit9ULAIICN LE: +GTH IN : 1CNTtij; 01920 

SL = 300.0 01930 
C tr = Nii 1br, E GF IIF,: iAIICNS IN Si'1ULATIi.: J; 01940 

N= 1FIX (SL/LT) 01950 
- -- -- - ... -. -_ _- -- --- - ---- -- ---- -- -- -- -.. _. - _ -01 36 0---- 

DO 1000 I=1, N 01970 
C 01980 
C. FB EIGdT £ Ali FOdýSAEION ýLC1U8 01990 
ý; ** *********ax, *x***a***x**** 02000 
C 02010 

- rTSür = TSU -/ {LI F+12 - ---- - -- --- 02020-- 
0.0,1000.0,0.05,400.0, C. 10, 02030 

1 100.0,0.15,7D-0, ü. 2J, 5u. 0,0.25,35.0,1.0,35.3) 02040 
1EIS = S, nJGT. ̀ i(IFI, SIIME1, IIiS) 02050 
IF ((TFI - TFIS). GF,. 0.0) GU'I0 101 02060 

100 TEi 1= TAýiLE (TFI , ü. U, 100.0,50.0, iU. J, 1 J0. U, 100.0, 02070 
- -- 1 20o. 0,100.0 u0ß. G, 1Uß. (-, 6üß: J; }JU. U; -iß0ß. 0,1ßU: ß) -- - 02080"--- 

GGIC 102 02090 
101 IEF I= TAiLE (2E1 �C. 3,100.0,100.0,1J0.0, i0U. 0,300. C, 02100 

1 250.0,403.0,300.0,4 00.0, +00.0,1JJ. 0,100U. U, 100.0) 02110 
102 CCNIINUE 021L0 

FDCSJr = DCSUe2/(CCi; IDF) 02130 
DCFI = IAdL:. (iCLSU?, 0. i, 1000. O, U. i15; trt)&. 0,0.10,400.0 - 02140--- 

1 0.15,2JC. U, 0.23,100.0,0.5,75.0,1.0,35.0) 02150 
DCFIS = : 1(; CTu (DCF-I, SfI1E1, L)CFIS) 02160 
IE ((i: CFl - iCN1ý) . Jt.. 0. G) UuIJ 201 02170 

200 DCcI1 = iHBLE(LC; iI, 0.0,100. U, SU. U, 30.0,1J0.0,1UJ. 0, 02180 
1 200.0,100.0, wß0. L, 10J. u, 503. U, 1JJ. J, 1330.0,100.0) 02190 

GOIC 2ßi __---- 02200 
201 DCc. FI = 1A3L"c(CýFI, O. J, 100. U, 1GU. J, IJU. J, 200.0,300.0, 02210 

1 250.0,4 00.0, ; ü0.0,400.0,400. J, 100.0,1 X00. C, 1ß0. U) 02220 
202 CG NTINU E 02230 

t c 02240 
ý. *** AVLHAGE Pt :: I' LT INDrXLS f oü wHOLE rCLiLGD: 02250 

Ir rr = N- --- -. -- - -- -- -- 022b0 
ADEL = aLct + CCcIIAN 02270 
ATEI = AIc I+ 'IFi/QIl 02280 

C 02290 
C*INi: OMi DATA FFUR TONNAGE S2AbILiSA'LIQNN SCci E; 02300 

TECP = 'IAdLE (F iTTLU, U. 0,0.0,0.10,0.0125,0.15,0.01, 02310 
1 0.25, J. 0125,0.10, U. 05h5, C. 5: ), U. J725,1. C, 1.0) 02320 

CRC2 = "IABLE(i i)TLJ, J. 0,0.0,0.10,0.0125,0.15,0.02, 02330 
1 0.25,0.0325,0.40,0.0525,0.55,11.0725,1.0,1.0) 02340 

AIFTT = A1911 + 1F1* (1. J-TbCr`)/riN 02350 
AIPüi = AIPCI 02360 
TLCTI = Ir I* TRCr* ( (n Trs*1rE) -STLU'1' ) /ESTLU'T 02.70 
JLUTI = CCFI*Onýi' 1 (ßs1'IrS#1JFj- týbc}r-yfnýtýIiiT--- -- -_ 02380 
AIEDLU = Ai 'DLU + iLUTI/itiN 02390 
AIr-TLU = AltrI .J+ TLUIl/ccN 02400 

C 02410 
C u; iDERING AND bUiLE1iG HE.; 'ICii 02420 
C x*x*$********************* 02430 

CCC2 = 0.10 -- -- - -- - -- - --- 02-+40---- 
Et = 18.0 02450 
1: CI =! A3LE ("CEIj, -). 0,0.0,50.0,0.4,100. , 024oU- 

1 150. U, C. oz, 1JJ. 0, J. 3ý, 250.0,0.3ý, 1Ju3.0,1. C) 02470 
: ICI =IAZ-LZ'(r Z 100.0,0.5, 02480 
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c: 

i 150.0 , u. o5, ýC0. ý, J. d , 150.0,0.35,10J0.0,1.0) 02490 
ATBRI = (CDBLOG + 1DiLCG + CILLCG + ITdLuG)/AESit 02500 
SFECOI = ýdýUrh(FCCut, A1E21,. k000I) 02510 

-- -_ . _.. --- _ ____. --S FT0 I- =S :fc, G£ tý (E'F G t-, r'£ dn1; 5 F'£ fJi }-- --- Qe520 

ýr ATSCa = (CTELOG + IItbLOG)/'labSii 02530 
SCCGti = 5: lGC'IH (CCGIs, A£SC&, SCLCii) 02540 

DCEL = Ci3/aUUS. i 02550 
DDFT = 1.0 02500 
EDEL = Sal )0Td (CDSL, Dticý'I, rDEL) 02570 

-DC Ein --= - 0-Q-1-*--DC-Fý ---- - -'J2580 
TEGL =Ta3LE{TEEI, U. 0,0.0,50. U, 0.2,43.0,0.5, 02590 

1 100. U ,1 . U, 150.0,4.0,250.0,10.0,1000.0,10.0) 02600 
DcRFl = IAý3LE(eDZL, 0. J, 0.0,30.0,0.0,33.0,0.01, C2b10 

-- 1 45.0, 0.1, ot). 0,0.5,75.0,0.6,90.0,1.0) -. 02620 
DCB0 N = 500.0 02o30 
CDB£rlý-=- (1: Q-fýL`f 0I-}- *-t? £B4tif -*--f)¬ E&3ýi-*-(1: 0-nDsrý1)-----------0-2640--- 
IDBUB = EDCCI * DCi0. ti1 * OCLGEN * (1.0 - DDSF1) 02650 
TA0i = 1.0 026o0 
ADbOR = S3UCT8 (CuTh0E+i. DEUR, TACh, AL'BUd) 02670 
DDRE2 = IAbLE(2Dr. L, 0.0,0.0,30.0,0.0,36.0,0.1, 02680 

1 37.5, 0.3,39. J, 0.5,42.0,0.6,90.0,1.0 ) 02690 
IB0R N--- -O 00-: ----- _ _0270 0--. 
CTBOS _ (1.0 - FTOI) * TcCBL1 * TB0KN * (1.0 -DDRE2) 02710 
ITE0h = Fr01 * TBORd * 1bOhN * (1.0 - 0DtýF2) 02720 
ATBOR = S, 11(. CTUU (CTuCii+ITEOR, TACR, A1b0E) 02730 
CCECh = LCU& * Tb0I * TC0týN * (1.0 - DD8F2) 02740 
ACCSCR = SL'ýCCTd (CLEUG, 'IACR, ACCBUB) 02750 
- ----ý. r _.. --. 02 76U --- . 
DCECAF =TABLE (ýCLFI, J. 0,1.0,20.0,0.1,40.0,0.05, 02770 

1 50.0, 0.0,100.0,0.0,200.0,0.0,1000.0,0.0) - 02780 
CDBCAR = CGELOG * CLi3CAF 02790 
IDSCAR = £CELGG * CCE; CAF 02800 
DCBCAR = CL'ECAR + I06CAt 02810 

- _- _ ____ --- 2 0 --°-- ___ ` 0 82 
TECAF =T Ab L:. (Trrt, 0.0,1.0,2U. 0,0.1, o0.0,0.05, 02830 

1 80.0, 0. C, 200.0,0.0,300.0,0.0,1000.0,0.0) 02840 
CTECAS = C'IELUG * 12CAF 0285*0 
IIBCAR = IIBLUG * IBCAF 02860 
TSCAci = CTECAR + 1'IdCAR 02870 

C 02880 
BEAT 1 = ADEUS/ (ADd0R + ATB0i) 02890 
SBRA11 = Scl0UTd(disATl, ATbn1, SE8AT1) 02900 
TASS = 1.0 02910 
ATE. SE = 1.0 02920 
ICESa =A iIN 1( SF CCUI*SnRAT 1* ((SisC-3UC) /ATBSR 02930 

-. _ --. ýý_ ^ . _. - ---. --_ _ +A f}H L''i-+A'I-fD*)', I27LZf64 f*Y (}tL}liQ- 

CDESR = AIIN1( (1.0-SFýDC01) *äEi, aT1*I(SEC-BJC)/AEBSE C2950 
+ADBDis+A'2 Th) , CrBLuG/ATBSR) -- -- 02960 -- 

DCaBSFt = S10C1rH (ý: DiStt+I0bS3, TAStz, Lý: aiiSR) 02970 

u 029 0 
IT2S2 = AJIN1 ( (SrTüI * (1. U-Si SSATI * ((SFiC-ä0C)/aIBS& 9 02990 

____. _. _-____... - ----- +At? srf3Er+AFýF)iý} , -iýcýLcýrtAP$ýfr 00-0-ý-- 
CTB53 = ýýýIN1 ((1.0-SFrOI) * (1.0-sattAri) * ((5bc-8UC)/Ar s 03010 

+ADEDa+ATEDctr , CIßL9G/AEtS&) 03020-- - 
AITBSR = S, IUUTLi (ITb; i. 3, TASü, AITESE) 03030 
ACrdSR = S. ýVÜ'i'r3(C` ES: t, TASR, ALTBSE) 03040----- 
TASSä = Sh'GC'rii (C'T85Fc+IPr5t2, reýSR, `raü53) 03050 

_ r _- ECBSä- s--Sc: Ctvx f tcl +-AtTü &- 
%CCEsn =S ! CUr. i {CC E. iä, TASE,. 1CCFýSýt) 03070 
ASE = 1i25is + l. rcSL1 + IE6Sä + CDBSa -- 030d0--- 
AnSit = S: lCVIn (i: ýbS: i+iJBSntti ic5Ft*iidS3, TA. iLc, Ac? 53) 03090 
Pý+din = 1. U O31ü0 

C 



C 327 

C - 
Ci)BDa = DLAY3o(CDBSR, iT, CCUC36) 03110 
IDEC = CLAY 3b(IDESR, BT, iDilC; 6) 03120 
AIDBC& = SMCüTil (IllCDä, 'IAhDd, AIDdDl%) 03130 

--nCEUüä-=S O0-Ftý EGi}RDir; TA i3t?; AtDiýD - 03140 
ADBUri = SAGG'rd (CD3CIi+IDEI: R, TAE0R, AL`t3JR) 03150 
CTBLa = CLAY3b(LTdSý, dT, LTUC3E) 03160 
1rBCR = CLAY3b (IZB3S, 8T, ITUC36) 03170 
CCED& = DLAY3b(CCE5ß, bT, 000 6) 03180 
ACCBDR = Si90CTH(CCE0R, TAEDR, ACCEDR) 03190 
Al R---- ý? 4Uc}'TtiýITRrý3; F: 1ýcDir; AItfB- - ----- - -03200--- 
ACTBDR = 3M(juTH (LTEDEt, TAED3, ACTBD3) 03210 
ATBER = SAOUTH(LYBDR+CTSDR, TAEDit, AI±DFR) 03220 

C SUMMARY i1EASURES... 03230 
C -- 03240 

CEBLCG = CCBLOG + ET*(CDEOR - CDBCAd - CDBSR) 03250 
-- Ii}$LttG-a-£Rs: c3G-+-JI*DýOtýDztýAft-st's$}----. _ý. _ý _ 03260--. _- 

CDEUC = CDUUC + DTI' (CD. SE - CDiiCR) 03270 
IDBUC = IDBUC + D1* (IDBSÜ - 1DBDfi) - 03260 
DUC = 1DBJC + CCBUC 03290 
DOB = CDELOG + IDBIOG + LDEUC + 1DBUC 03300 
CTBLCG = CTbLOG + LT* (C'IEOti - C'Ti3CAR - CTBSR) 03310 

- -1 T trL, 01G- =-lT e-Lt) G-+--L'r-* ý4R---I11 frCA--m---- 0332U_. --_ 
CTBUC = LIBUC + DT*(CTBSE - LTBDE) 03330 
ITEUC = I'rlUC + DT* (1TBSIt - 11BDR) - 03340 
TUC = ITBDC + CIBUC 03350 
TOB = CTBLOG + ITI3LOG + CTBUC + . 

ITbU:: 03360- 
i3LCG = CLBLCG + IBtLCG + CTBLCG + ITi3LOG 03370 

BUC = DUC + TUC C3390 
C SHIPBUILDING CAPACITY 03400 
C ..................... 03410 

CACEL = 15. C 03420 
DCEF = 0.333 03430 
DSBC = DL8F *Ob 03440 
SBCAR= (ESEL - SEC)/CADcL 03450 
SDC = SbC + DT*SBCAB 034o0 

C 03470 
C 03480 
C SCRAPPING SECICR 03490 

_. _. _` . -. - ___. #**4L********* 43500.. ---- 
C 03510 

DCASAG=TABLE (DCEfI, 0.0, ld. 0,50.0,1d. U, 75.0,21.0, 03520 -- 
1 100.0,26.0,150.0,30.0,250.0,35.0,1000.0,35.0) 03530 

IASAGE ='rAt3LE(TE? I, 0.0,1d. 0,50.0,18.0,75.0,21.0, - - 03540 -- 
1 100.0,2--. 0,125.0,25.0,175.0,28.0,1000.0,35.0) 03550 

I2: U*s3cAýAfý)--}ý {ý$AiAcrf ff}: -54-5 -hake) (}35"- 
" IDSCR= (IDF/( 12.0*DCASAG) )* (IDArAG/ (0.5*DCASAG)) 03570 

CDAi = (%. DF - C'T*CCSCR) / (COF + DT* (CDBU&-CDSCii)) 03580 
CEAFAG = (CEAFAG + D. T/12.0) *CDAF 03590 
[DAF = (IDF - CT*1 L'SCa) / (I. UF + UT* (IJBDR-IDSCR)) 03600 -- 
ICaFAG = (ICAFAG + DT/12.0)*IDAF 03610 

- - -... ýTSE ti- - (CTFf E12ý G*£ASAGE}-}- (C PrA -4 ýA�sAý ý}-----0? o-2t7-- 
ITSCA = (ITF/ (12.0*rASAGE) )* (1TAFAG/(0.5*TASAGE)) 03630 
CCSCR = (CCF/ (12.0*'IASAGE) )* (iTAIAU / (0.5*TASAGE)) 03b40- 
CTAF = (LTF - LT*CTSC2)/ (CTF + Dr* (LrdDR-CTSCI3)) 03650 
CTAFAG = (CT. IFAG + Di/12.0) *L'AF 

' 
03boU 

s' (LfL 0R-I LSCfi)) IrAF = (irE - D'1'*1'ISC: i) / (11F + DI 03670 

. ___ -ITArr1G-={ildr'AG-+ DTfýtý(}}$fIý" . 0-3660- 
C 
C 
C 
C ' 



328 
C 
C 03b90 
C LA Y-UP SLCiCd 03700 
C *a ********** 03710 

-1 -- -- -- -- _-- -- -- - ______ - _ý . 0-3 72 0__- 
C Nur z; If ISCti;:: i =1 IH,: MJDc. L IS 6EING USED TO EVALUATE A 03730 
C TCNNAGE STABILISATION SCdEtlE 03740 

IF (I5CH:: ý. E ý. 1) GG'TO 1978 03750 
DCLiE = TAELE(DCFI, 0.0,1.0,50.0,0.05,100.0,0.03, 03760 

1 15J. 0,0.015,200. u, u. 0075,250.0,0.005,1030.0,. 005) 03770 

IF (DCDLUT-DCLJT) 13,124,125 03790 
123 DCRER = (DCLUT-DCDLUI)/hEDEL 03d00 

JCLUFi = 0.0 03810 
GOIC 126 - 03820 - 

124 DCRER = 0.0 03830 
DL La is-= 84 0-. -. _., 
GOTC 12b 03850 

125 DCLUR = (OCDLUT-DCLUT)/LUDEL 03860 
DCEEE = 0.0 03870 

126 CONTINUE 03880 
DCLUT = ECLUT + DT#(DCLUF-DCaEts) 03890 

. .. 390 0---. _ 
TLUiii = IABLE(TrI , 0.0,1.0,25.0,0.30,50.0,0.11, 03910 

1 75.0,0.05,100.0, C. 02,150.0, U. 0125,1J00.0,0.01 ) 03920 
DTLU'T = '1LuRi I2 03930 
IF (CTLOT-'TLUT) 1227,128,129 03940 

127 TiiEfi _ (ZL UT-DTLUT) /i EDEL 03950 
£LUn = 0.0 03960 
GOTC 130 03970 

128 TREE = 0.0 03980 
TLUS = 0.0 03990 
GOIC 130 04000 

129 TLUR = (DPLUT-TLUT)/LJDEL 04010 
-- -T%Lfi- = 0.4- 04020. -_.. _ 

13U CGNTINUE 04030 
TLUI = TUT + CT* (TLUit-IRER) 04040 

c 0405,0 
CCLUT = (CCF/TF) *TLUT 04060 
GOIC 1979 04070 

-- 1974 CONTINUE-- -ß4G60 
C 04090 
C.... ... LAY UP SECTUFt F0isTONNAGE STABILISATION SCHEdZ... 04100 
C 04110 

NDLULF = PA8LE(CCFI, 0.0,1.0,50.0,0. J5,100.0,0.03, -- 04120 
1 150.0,0.015,200.0,0.0075,250.0, J. J0. -D, 1000.0,0.005) 04130 

DNL'Lf}T--- }maß----- 
Ii (DNCLUT - NULUT) 1231,1441,1251 04150 

1231 NDREE = (NDLUT - D: NDLUI) /ii ; DEL -- 04160' 
NDLUH = 0.0 04170 
GOIC 1 z6 1- 04180 

1441 NOSED = 0.0 04190 
- - -- ---- NDLUä -- _-Oß- --- 04-2UV-- 

GOTC 1261 .. 04210 
1251 NDLUR = (UNDL: 3T - NULUT)/LUDEL 04 22 0----- 

NDEEEd = 0.0 04230 
1261 CONTINUE 04240 

C 04250 
04-260--- 

JSDLUT = Sl)LJai * F;, 'i S* DCF 04270 
if( AHS(i: 3DLUT-SDLUT). LT. 0.0001) DJULJP=SDLU'T - 04280--- 
IF (CSDLÜP - SJLUI) 22J1,2241,2<51 04290 

2231 SDRER = (SDLUI - D3LLuT) /EEDEL 04300 
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SCLUS = 0.0 04310 
GOTC 22b1 04320 

2241 SDREh = 0.0 04330 
SDLU+. i =-G. (} 04.40----- 
GUTL, 226 1 04350 

2251 SDLUR = (DSDLUI - SULJT) /LüU L 043b0 
SDRER = C. 0 04370 

2261 CONTINUE 04380 
C 04390 

SDLURD =PPDEL (SULur, SOEL, SSDL1) 04410 
NDLUT = L'DLUI + DT* (NDLUR - NUhER) 04420 
SDLUI = SDLUT + DT*(SDLUä - SDREiR) 04430 
ESDLUT = ESCLUI + D1*(SDLURD - SOIER) 04440 

C 04450 
Dtti1ß--=-NDLU: r-+-SO-t-U ---------- _ _--04ts 6o-..... -... 
DCEER = Nor a+ SJSES 04470 
DCLUT = NDLUT + 3ELUT 04480 

C 04490 
PDF = FD'IPS*LDF 04500 
IF (FDTES. LT. 0.001) PDFF = 10**6.0 04510 
FSCTLU = SCLUT/PDF 04520 

C 04530 
NTLURF = TA LE(Tr1,0.0,1.0,25.0,0.30,50.0,0.11, 04540 

1 75.0, C. 05,100.0, u. 02,150.0,0.0125,1u00.0,0.01) 04550 
UN'ILUT = JILUEF * (1.0 - FITPS) * IF 045o0 
IE (ENTLUI-NTLUT) 1-, 71,1261,1291 04570 

- --- 1271 N'1'REE- _ (NTLü'F DtigLdT-r/EEDEL--- 04560-- 
NTIUR = 0.0 04590 
GOIC 1301 04u 0 

1281 NTRER = 0.0 04610 
NTLUB = 0.. 0 04b20 
GOIC 1301 046 30 

1231 NTLUii- _- (JNTLtiI- -- NTLÜT)-/L JDEL---- 04b4G-. __. NTRER = 0.0 04650 
1301 CU AEINUE 046b0 

04b70 
STLUEF =ISLURti * NILUi F- 04ob0 
DS'ILUT = SLLUAF * FT'TPS * if 04690 

w --- -___. IF( A6SDSTLJ P--STL0Py: 4 -. 0w-i? 0GIY--DST-t. il 1'3-1L"i1 .. -----04-700 IF (DSTLUT - STLUT) 1311,1321,1331 04710 
1311 STREit = (SILUT - DSi'LJT)/REDEL 04720 

SILUR = 0.0 04730 
GUTC 1341 04740 

1321 SIhER = 0.0 04750 
S-TL-0Fr --C. 0- ---- - --- 4-7¬0 
GGIC 1341 04770 

1331 SI'LUii = (DSILUI - S'TLUT) /LUDEL - 04780, - STSE2 = 0.0 04790 
1341 CONTINUE, 04800 

C 04810 
_ ____.. -STLýJfiD-=PPDEýfSTL(i&ýSJEl. -; SSILýr - -048-t{ý--- NTLUT = NTLU'I + UT* (LILUii - N'ITiER) 04830 

STLUT = 3TLUT + DT* (Si'LUn - S'LhER). 04840 
L"STLUT = ESL UT + El* (STL"JaD - STuER) 04850 

C 046o0 
'TLUä = Ni.. Ua + STLUR 04870 
i xt i ä--=-- if IR fs -+ SI ie : ý------ _.. , _ 04440 __ TLUI =N ii JP + S'ILuI C4690 
CCLUT = (SILLI + iv'TLUT) * (L(. ff/IF) 04900 

C 04910 
rTF = rT'Iz'S*iIr 04920 

C 
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L 

IF (F'T'TrS. LT. 0.001) PIF =10**6.0 049.0 
iSTILU = SILUI/PTP 04940 

19 79 CONTINUE 0: 950 
- --e-- --- - -- -- 

C CHAiTZRING :. inCTOi 04v70 
C 04980 

DCFCaF =TABLE(DCEFI, 0.0,0.0,50.0, J. 3J, 100.0,0.40, 04990 
1 230.0,0.50,300.0,0.55,400.0,0.40,1000.0,0.10 ) 05000 

CHC. L = 1.0 05010 
- DTF. E. - --A It 1N--1-(- (CD-F"" Dl-- z}Ct u )--; i)Cßx"i? D 05029---- 
DTOCH = (CDr+DCi: CHL+DLVCEiL) *DSSF 05030 
ATCHS = 1.0 05040 
DCPCHS =AMAX1 (0.0, CC2CHF* ((DTEEQ-LIGCH)/ATCiiS) ) 05050 
DCVCHS = AMAL 1 (0.0, (1.0-CCFCHF) * ((D'P2EQ -D'rocH) /ATCHS) 05060 
DCAFCH =IABLE(CCEFI, 0.0,0.0,100.0,15.0,200.0,17.5, 05070 

1 300.0,20.0,400.0,22.5 , 500.0,25. , 1000.0,40.0) 05080 
DCNFCH = 15.0 05090 
LCSrCH = 3º`i6OTH(DCAt'CH, UGNPCH, 0C5ri. ti) - 05100 
DCAVCH = 3.0 05110 
DCFCHE = DLAY3b (DCFCHS, CCSPCH, DECH3b) -- - 05120- 
CCVCHE = DELAY3(DCVCdS, CCAVCH, DVCH3) 05130 

-- DGFEdL üCr'Ci#I. --+-£T {DCýCIf ----C Ft: ifit ---05-140 DCVCHL = UCVCHL + L'T* (DCVCHS - DCVCiiE) 05150 
C 051b0 

TPC11P =TABLE (PEF1,0.0,0.0,50.0,0.10,130.0,0.20, 05170 
1 300.0,0.50,4C0.0,0.20,500.0,0.0 

, 1000.0,0.00 ) 05180- 
TAFCH =TABLE(TEcI, 0.0,0. U, 50.0,25.0,100.0,35.0, C5190 

1- 254.4-, ! )ý ý. J, AGO: }, 0: üý-bOt1: -0; 74: }ßflFý. -f} 4 }-____ -ý. 05200- 
TNFCH = 50.0 05210 
TSPCH = Sc700rd (TAL Cd, TNFCH, 3SFCH) --- 05220 
IAVCH = -ý. o 05230 
TTBEk = A: 1IN 1( (CZF+ITF-TLUT) TD +-ID) -- 05240 
TTOCH = (CIF +TPCt1L+TVi: i1L) *TSSF 05250 
T PCHS& =A 11 {O: G; TFt t±F ('I . iä , -'FTEt£d) /k tf-S- --- -__ _____ 05260. ____- 
TVCHSR = äMAX1 (0.0, (1.0-IPCHF) * ((TTi%L" 2-TTGCH)/ArCHS) ) 05270 
TPCHER = DLAY4d(TPLflSR, T5PCH, ZPcH48) - 05280 
TVCHEE = DELAY 3 ('fVCdSii, TAVCti, TVCH3) 05290 
IPCHL = It'CHL + DT* (TLCHSR - `IP(, Hrä) - 05300- 
TVCHL = IVCHL + DT* (IVCHSE - TVCIiE1) 05310 

-_ __ _ C- - -- _-_ -- -- _- -05-420 C TRADE C1iANG"i SECTCb 05330 
C ******************* 0534U 
L 05350 

F8ATI0 = DCPPI/'IFI 05300 -- CCCHP = 0.12*26AT1C 05370 
05330--- 

MCHDEL = 1.0 05390 
CCCiia (OCCDC - ACCDC) /& Ci-iDEL 05400 -- ACCEC = ACCDC + DI*CCLHR 05410 

C 05420 
GRTF = TAi3LE(i'RATIC, 0.0,0.0,0.5,0.0,1.0,0.0028, 05430 

1 -2 0- - 4) 0 r3 u T-3 = G-, 4- 44 ,4. G E}: -ft +; } }: 3}=ý, } )-. _. _ _ __ .054 0---- 
DTIG = G5'rF*IF - 05450 
GTR = (0IIG - A'L1G)/iMCHDZL 05460 
ATIG = ATIG + C'I*GIR 05470 

C- 05480 - 
L. SUi? 2LY SECILd 05490 

C IMMEDIATE SUPPLY JPEATE... 05510 
LCSU22 = DCS; JeP + DI* (IDLDB+DCPCcic+DC', ICdE+DC3Ei 05520 

1+ CCChR+GTR-0.; rC, iS-DCVCjS 0: )530 
A 2- DCLU5-IDSCR ) 45540 

C 



; 3I 

TSUPP = ISUPP + DT* (ITBL'ü+I CHE5+TVC. iE, it+T&ER 05550 
1- CCCaic-G Pi, -Ic'(: 1 -T L8SR 05560 
2- TLUd-ITSCR ) 05570 

-- -f. - ft-ti-T--11 K att E... 05580 
IDF = IDE + UT*(IDEDR - IDSCE) 05590 
CDF = CUF + D'1 * LCDECh - CD-SCE) 05b00 
DCF = IDF + COF 05b10 

. ITF = IT! + L)T* (ITEJa - IT. S, 'CF; ) 05b20 
CTF = CIF + DI* (CTz0. h - LTSCa) 05630 
IF = ITF + CIE C5o4U' 
CCF = CCE + UT* (CCEDR - CCSCR) 05b50 3i 

C 05660 
C uE. IAND SECTOR 05670 

************* _- 05680- 
c NOTE; THE PARAMETEES FOd ZACA Did AND PdCFiLE ARE 05690 

- --- -ý _ -_ __-EXOGEN O-0-5 - -- 05700 --- 
L NOTE; 3 PRCFILES ALE GIVEN BELOW. O LY ONE IS USED 05710 
C PER &JN. CdOOSE dY SPECIFYING A VALUE F08-'ID': - 05720- 

ID =1 05730 
C 05740 
C IF (ID. NE. 1) GCTC 0778 05750 

_ r'fiOrILE"-"--4: --Slilt' irr dr0irýi+}iIAL GFrOw'I 057io-U--- 
DCCGF = 0.05 05770 
TDGF = 0.05 -- "-- 05780'- 
CCCGil = ;. CEi TD * DCDGF/li. 0 05790 
TDGR-= TCWTL * TDGF/12.0 - 05800 -- 
DC: CirTD = DCC'ei'TD + DI*DCDGR 05810 
ID ID - ID, il- GT*F-Ov{r--_ 05624_.... _. 

C LNi OF FEOPILE 1 05830 
GOIC 9778 05840-- 

6778 IF (ID. NE. 2) GOTO 7778 05850 
C PROFILE 2: 2rSSIMIST. 1C DEMAND AS USED IN THE -- 05860- 
c E`JALUATION OF 'IUNNAGE S'I ABILI:: AIION 05870 

DE-EG F"- "_- _{}vOc. _. _ _. __... ý --------- ----ß5884--- 
TCGF = 0.02 05890 
DCCGR = DCDWTD * CCDGF/1L. 0 - -- - 05900 
TDGH = TDATD * IDGF/12.0 05910 
DDMD = DLMD + D1*DLDGE - 05920 
TDMD = TO MD + LI*ILGE 05930 

-. t)O D kT {3--= Si iJ Ei St: f7ß t4 D &ý Oz QFrr 00 -u - 05 94 0-- 
TCGiD = S. NOSC (TDMC, 0.02, b0.0,0.0) 05950 

C END OP PESSIMISTIC DEMAND 059b0 
GOIC 9778 0597U 

7776 IP (ID. hE. 3) GOTO 8778 - - 05980 
C PhOFILE 3: Ct'T13I5TIC DEAAND AS USED IN ESE 05990 

Y__EYAbi}rýýIfrýi-viOPriýýC6i-S te3dlfsllrýt-FE}c'i---- _, _ _. 06000-- 
c 06010 
C DCDGF = IABLE (T, U. 0,0.15, b. 0,0.07,18.0,0.03, - ---- 06020 
C 1 30.0,0.14,48.0,0.14,49.0,0.04,1000.0,0.04 ) 06030 
C TDG? " = TABLE(T, 0.0,0.20,6.0,0.15,18.0,0.03,30.0,0.15, 06040 
C 1 48.0,0.25,49.0,0_04,1000.0,0.04) 06050 

-DCüGtt-=-U BirfiT-'w- ft7týFt1ri- " 
TDGL = TDWTD * TDGF/11.0 06070 
DDMD = DDMD + CT*CLDGti 06060 
TC2'1C = 1C: 1C + CT*ICUJE 06090 
DCDkTD = SIhCSC (DDMD, D. 05, b0.0,0.0) -- 06100 
'1DWIC = SINOSC(iD 1,0.05,60.0,0.0) 06110 

06 12 0----- 
GOTC 9778 06130 

tt77d CONTINUE 06140 
C 06150 
C OTBIB DE3AND PIC. ILES 52ECIFIEG i: E3E...... Ob1b0 
C 



'ýM 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C END GI; GTUEE CF. 1AND inGFILES 

9778 CGNTINDj 

c 
c 
c 
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Ob 170 
06130 
06190 
06200 
06210 
Ob220 
Ob230 
Cb240 
06 250 

TIME UrCAi ----Tli1E = YEAhS ;I= dONiH 
. _......... 

TIME = TI. 4E + DT/ 12.0 

IT = IFIX(T) 
SELECTION Or VALiJis C 

C 
C 

- ----... m_4 . _ 4 11 lh4 ----- 

EVErti MONTH (I. E. 1.0/DT ITEEATIUNS) 
............................................. 0 .......... 

iCCUNT = ICÜUNI +1 
--- -I fI ICbitn E-_iv E-: (I --±X (1: 0/ H-)--+ 1)-}-G 3tftr-} do-ü ----- 

IZ = I/ (IiIX (1.0/D1) ) 
K=K+1 
DCDEMD (K-1) = DCGWID 
TDEMD (K- 1) = IDATD 
DCriX(K-1) = DCFI 

TFIX (K-1) =TFI 
TEFIA (K- 1) TEFL 
ADEG&T (K-1) = ACBCZ 
AIEOST (K- 1) = alb GFt 
DCBSaT (K-i) = DCAEsa 

ri- 
DCEDLZ (K-1) = ZDBC5 
TECET (K- 1) = AIDE 
CCBDLT (K-1) = ACCEC1 
CCEO&T (K-1) = ACCEC3 
CCBSET (K-1) = ACC±Sd 

TLUTP(K-1) = ILUT 
DCSU2Y (K-1) = CCSUrP 
TSUr2Y (K-1) = ISUrE 
DCFLT (K- 1) = OCF 
TFL'I (K-1) 'IF 

-- De-1 FL-T 
CCFLT (K-1) = CCF 
BLOGE (K- 1) = Ei(G 
TEELOG. ' (K-1) = CIBLLG + ITBLGG 
DCBLGi (K-1) = CCBLCG + ICHLUG 
DCCAiT (K- 1) = CCbCAE 
ýICAirlf 4--1}-=-T-BCA 
SECY (K- 1) = SEC 
DLVDEL (K-1) = LDEL 
DCDKUT (K-1) = AIDE'CR 
"TEDhIT (K-1) = AIiEC& 
BSBP (K-1) = ESE 

ABSa EL- f ßc--1)---=- as a-- --- GfEr (K-1) = GIL 
CCRP (K- 1) = CCCH3 
CCAGE (K- 1) = DCAi AG 
TAGE (K-1) = TAiAGE 
DCEUCP (K-1) = LUC 
I äBC (i4-11 -=---z UC -- - --- -- -- 
DCOEP (K- 1) = LGE 
TO-EP (K-1) = ICE 
OE2 (K-1) = Cd 
DLSLäz? (cc-1) = ILS.. E + CCSCE 

Ob270 
06280 
06290 
06 300 
06310 
06324----- 
06330 
0ti3i40 
Ob350 
06360 
Ob370 
0636x_--_ 
06390 
Ob400 
Ob410 
0b420 
Ob430 
06440 
06450 
Ob460 
06470 
06480 
0b490 
Ob500----. 
06510 
06520 
06530 
Ob540 
Ob550 
O W3 00- --- 
Ob570 
00580 
0o590 
06600 
06o10 
062 0------ 
0b630 
06640 - 
0o650 
Obb60 
Obo7Ü 

Oc680 ---- 0 x690 
06700 
06710 
06720 
06730 
06740-. --- 
00750 
Ob7o0 
0070 
C078U 

C 
-- ----- { --- --- ---- _ _-- - 
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c 

TSCEP (K- 1) = IISCR + CISC1 06790 
", DC5&IP (K-1) = IDSLI 06600 

TSCBIP (K-1) = Ii3C6 Obd10 
--- ----DCLUEiP-(K-1)--=-CCLd 06820 

IT DCLi ERP (K-1) = CCAE. 5 068.10 
TL0RE (K-1) = 1LUR 06840 
12EBE(K-1) _ TREE 0b850 
TAP (K-1) = IAPCH Obd60 
DAP (K- 1) = DCA CU 06870 

TPER(K-1) = £I1CHEFt 00890 
DP SE (K-1) = DCiCHS 06900 
Bp E: 1 (K-1) = CCFCHE 06910 
TVSE (K-1) = TVCHSE -- 06920 
TVLti (K-1) 1 VCHid 06930 
D-VSýh (K-1-}----- Dc--VCä-s-- -"-- .... _. _______ _. - 064 4 0- 
DVER (K-1) = DCVCHE 0b95U 
SLRAIP (K-1) = SBRA'I1 -- - 0b96& - 
FDSUP (K- 1) = iECSUF 00970 
FTSUP(K-1) = F'ISUPE -- 06960 - 
ILELG (K- 1) = ICELOG 0b990 

___ __.. -cDhýý{K-1}-=-1=BBcý-- ß700a 
ITELG (K-1) = I'IELCG 07010 
C'TELG (K- 1) = CIELOG -- 07020 
PFCCOI (K-1) = FCCCI 07030 
PSFDOI (K-1) = SFDCGI 07040 
CCCC (K-1) = ACCDC 07050 

07060---- 
DCCET (K-1) = DCF +ACCDC 07070 
TPCHLF(K-1) _ LPCHL 07060 
TVCHLP (K-1) = IVCHL 07090 
DFCdLP (K-1) = CCPCEiL 07100 
OVCHLP (K-1) = CCVCUL 07110 

-- 
DTBEýP (K-1) = CTnac 07130 
TTGCUP (K-1) = '1IOCh 07140 
DTOC: fP (K-1) = u'LCCH 07150 
CTELT (K- 1) = CIF 071o0 
CDFLT (K-1) _ CL'F 07170 

07180-... 
1000 CONTINUE 07190 

NN = N*DT 07200 
C SCALING VALUES FCF GRAPHS 07210 

fl, C ....................... 07220 
ADBCET (300) 1750.0 07230 

-ec-&r, &2--(3aU}-=---1ý t3: 0 - --- - 07240. -_-- 
' 

DCESET (300) = 1750.0 07250 
ADEL T (299) = 0.0 072o0 
CCESET(299) = 0.0 07270 
GCEDET (299) _ 0.0 07280 
AIECET(300) = 20000.0 C7290 
ýBýfrT 1300}--ý- 200E}: ß _- - 07 30&-- 
TBDüT (300) = 12000.0 07310 
ATECET (293) = 0.0 07320 
TBSEI(299) = 1000.0 07330 
TBDET (299) = 1000.0- 07340 
CPSti(300) = 10000. C 07350 
z: Prfr t-3fic? j--=--}&t}t}a-0 0-7300"-.. -. _. 
DPSü (299) = 1000.0- 07370 
CPEh (299) = 1000.0 0738J 
TES (300) = 200JJ. C C7390 
TPEB (300) = 200;: 0. C 074JU 

C 
L 
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C 

Tr-S&(299) = 100C. 0 07410 
TPEH 1299) = 1000.0 07420 
LCFLI(3t0) _ 20000G. 0 07430 

- -- - 1cL'I (3C0) 0 744G 
DCC. T (3000) = 20J000.0 07450 
CCFLT (299) = 0.0 -- 07460 
LCFLT (299) = 0.0 07470 
TFIT (299) = 100000.0 07480 
CCCFT(299) = 0.0 07490 

-- -- --- FFC GG i (3 U t}}-=-i .0. -__ 07500--- 
4T FFCCCI (299) = 0.0 07510 

FSF DCI (300) = 1.0 --- 07520 
PSFCCI(299) = 0.0 07530 
DCEIX (300) = 0.0 ------ 07540 - DCFIX(299)= 450.0 07550 

TFIA (299) = 450.0 07570 
DCLU'IP(30U) = 0.0 07580---- 
TLUTF (30C) = 0.0 07590 
CCFLT (. J0U) = 50000.0 07600 
DCCEMD (299) = C. 0 07610 

TDE1D(299) = 10000C. 0 07630 
TDEMD(300) = 550000.0 07640 
ITnf i? (259) = 0.0 07450 
TTRECP(300) = 550000.0 076b0 
DTfiEýP (299) = 0.0 07b70 

- D'TäErsý(3CJý- - 2111}460 :ý- -- 076ä0---. -- 4i£iITE (6, ßj5) ACFI, dTFl 07690 
235 ? G5MAI(1ri , 3X, 'ADFI = ', F10.2, 'ATFI = 1, F10.2) -- 07700 

ilaI1E(6,2351) FDTP3, FTIFS, TSLUÜM, DSLUad 07710 
2351 F03MA'T(1d , 3X, 'FD-I4S = ', Fb. 3,2X, 'FT? P5 = ', F6.3, 07720 

1 2X, ''TSLJnM=', Fb. 3, ' DSLUi; 1=', Fb. 3) 07730 
Wizl'FE--(6 - -2-36}- Iz14' 1P1-t-U - 07740 

236 F0HiAT(1ti , 3A, 'AIPIT = ', F 10.2,1AIrrLU = ', F10.2) 07750 
ARIIE (6,2. )7) AIFD'T, Ait'DLU U7760 

237 FC. 5MAT (1d '3X, 'AlPiT = ', F10.2, 'AIPULU = ', F10.2) 0777'0 
C 077d0 
C NU IB: NS = SELc; Cr1UN 1NTr', RVAL IN MONTHS cU. t TIME 07790 

AA IS--tkf..: GfrAPf±. 07800 . C NO TE: N. 1 = JPPL-R EUiJNL G. Y TIME AXIS IN ONTdS 07810 
C (MUST NCT EXCrED SL) - 07d20 

NS =d 07830 
NM = 300 07840 
CALL G4AFH(CCFIX, IFIX, BLUGP, NM, NS) 07d50 

1CAL-L-' R'Ai- -( I , -DeLU: ; :ts cr 
14, it Sr- 

078ba 2 CALL GHA. ed (DCF1X, DCBD2T, AL8UBT, Nd, N3) 07670 
3 CALL GRAFd (TFIX, TBLRT, ATB0iT, NM , NS) 07880 
4 CALL GfiAºPd (ELUGP, AEShP, SECY, NM AS) 07890 
5 CALL GRAPt1(TFLT, CCFLT, CCFFLT, h, 7 NS) 07900 
6 CALL C 3APH (ADBOiiT, ECB &T, DCUUDET, N I NS) 07910 

07920-- 
8 CALL GEAPd (ATbORT, TESdT, TEDRI, NM , NS) 07930 
9 CALL G RAPH (IDJLG, CD3Lý;, Sb3ATP, YM 1y5) 07940 
10 CALL GR. ýPd (CCF1A, FCSUi', DCr', c1X, NM NS) 07950 
11 CALL GEA2L1 (TFIh, FISUP, TL: FIX, N i, NS) 07960 
12 LALL G3AiH (TFIA, TLUT: , TES&'I, Nil, NS) 07970 
13 CALL GE k (CCA 1. {, LP$E, DrER, N1, Ni) 07940 
14 CaLL JEA2 (DCFII, DVSE, CVER, Ntý, NS) 07990 
15 CALL GEArtf (TFiA, TP53, VPE5, Nl 03) 08000 
lo CALL GBA rd(TFIX, 'L'VER, rViE, NM, NS) 08010 
17 CALL vci<1Pti ýCCJtM ), CCC T, rDSUP , YM , J3) 000 

C 
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C 
C 

18 CALL GRArd (TCEMD, TFLT, FTSUr , NA , NS) 08030 
19 CALL G&APH(L'Cr'LA, DCLUr , ADEUET, NM , NS) 08040 
20 CALL GhAT(1 (PRA'1, CCCC, iCIiL, NM, NS) 08050 

- -21- CALL--GFtArif (GrGfis: rý LVF: rýLrýCGFF T, ý3?! ý it ' 080b0----- 
22 CALL GI, APH ('IPCHLr, IVCri LP, C'LFLT ,N ºl, AS) 08070 
23- CALL GRAFd(DTnr%',, P, CTÜCHE, DCFLT, N4, NS) - 08080 
24 CALL GRAPH (TfRE-,, P, 2TOCHE. rFLT, N14, NS) 08090 
853 IF (NCOUNI. L. Nn) GCIO 747 ---- 08100 

S'IC2 08110 
08-1 

C 
-- 

C 
C 

C 

.C - -- 
C 
C _ 
C 

C 
C- 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
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DEFINITION OF VARIABLE 
#*#######4*#######*#### # #****##*##### 

NOTE: ATU = MONTH 
--- --- -- --- -- -- --- --- --- IIJrE: -- D. C. = DzY CARG ----- 

NorE: C. C. = tOIBIii ED-CARcd1&a(S) 
NiTE. RELATES T0 VARIe113I. -"-S US EJ I; i rtiL 

EVALUATION OF 'TON: ýaGE STABILIZAPIO: J SC iiE: 'iES 

-- -- -- -- AJ32 AVERAGE BUILD START dAT (DiT/ d) 
ACCB03 AVERAGE C. C. ORDER HATE (OAT/1Tii) 
ACCi3D3 AVERAGE C. C. DELIVEIY RATE (DwT/. 'IriI) 
ACCDSii AVE: lAGE C. C. START IiArE (DiiT/. iTH) 

r.. - jC ýeý UAL 
. L. D. C. ppr) 

ACDBDR AVERAGE COMPANY D. C. DELIVERY SArE (JWT/: 1TH) 
ACI'BDI AVERAGE COMPANY TANKER DELIVE! iY RATE (DW'T/MTH)- -- 
ACTBSR AVEF. AGE COMPANY TANKZ3 3JILD STAaT TATE (DWT/MTH) 
ADBDR AJEI AGE D. C. BUILD DELIVERY RATE (J`a'r/ ltd) 
ADiiOR AVERAGE D. C. ORDER dAfE (DWT/ITH) 

üYX V TEl-A, c_. 7111t ETGF= 'TDEx- (/II iT) (*j`-"- 
AIDBD3 AVERAGE INDEt'E. D. C. DELIVERY RATE (DWT/ATi) 
AIPDLU AVERAGE INCOME £E3 D. i.. DiT LAID-UP (/DhT) (*) 
AIL'DT AVERAGE I: 4COIE (INDEX) 'E° D. C. OPERATIONAL DaT 

FOR SCHEME ME3BE3S (/UWr) (*) - 
AIP'rLJ AVERAGE INCO. '1E (INDEX) PER TAUKE3 DWT LAID-UP 

CmS1L, C : Ti ýa --- __ 

AiPTT AVERAGE INCOME (INDEX) PEE OPERATIONAL TANKEIt DWT 
FUR SCHEME IE: 1B;: RS - -(/3s4. ) - (#j 

AIr3DR AVERAGE INDEPE. TANKEd DELIVERY RATE (DAr/Mu i) 
AITBSR AVEPAGE IND'PE. TANKEd BUILD START SATE (DWT/: 4TU) 
Ard0R AVEiAG� TANKE± URDES RATE (DiiT/. iTii) 

_y A-13: ß 1-`. A V Zä A GTýý ý3 ýi Lr__ Rbh A' T___( rc S) 
ATBSR ADJUSTtIENT TINE FOR SPART RATES (MTdS) 
A'1'FI AVE2AG ' TANKER F'R31GHT INDEX (/D4T) (*) 
ArIG ACTUAL TANKERS IN GRAIN (DWT) 
ArSCR SMJOTýi1NG TIME FOR SC-L, 8 (ý'1rHs) 
BLOG BACKLOG OF ORDEIS NOT COMMENCED (DiiT) 
twit Ai"1- -3iJTL Ä7'2 v. 3 ISc"3c ä 
BT SHI: BUILDING CONSTEWCTIUN TILE (. 'UUS) 
BUC BUILDS UNDER CONSTRUC1LON (DAT) 
CADEL CA2ACIT ii ACQUISITION DELAY (MTtlS) 
CCBDR CUABINED :. AaRIER BUILJ JELIVEHY RATE (D'WT/dTJ) 
CCÜOI C. C. BUILD URDES RATE (D4T/MTH) 
CCBSR C. C. B; JILi) START RATE (DIT/? ITM) 
CCCIiF C. C. CJANGE F3ACrION 
CCCH& C. C. Cii%NGGE HAIE (DWT/Mrü) 
CCF C. C. FLEET (DWI) 

--- - -- --- CCLUT C. C. LAID-UP TONNAGE (UNIT) 
CO2 0CUddIN.; D CARRIER ORDEd RATIO 
CCSCR C. C. SCRAPPING d ATE (L)'wr/MT; I) 
C)AF CJ. iPANY D. C. AGE FACrUR 
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CDA FAG COMPANY D. C. t1VERA'JL FL-".: "r AGE ('LRS) 
CD3CAR CU: IPANY D. C. BUILD LA: iCELLATICN RATE (DäT/ATM) ---- 
CD3LCG CO VANY D. C. i32CKLOG (D4"T) 

___ CD33r LD37x. i7 f'$ 
CD3D2 C03 AN1 D. C. BUILD DELIVERY RATE (JAT/IT3) 
CD33n C0: "! 2. NY D. C. BJILD STA SATE (DmT/: '1TH) 
CD3UC COMPANY D. C. BUILDS UNDER CONSTRUCTION (D I) 
CDr CJ. 9PANY DR Y CAdGÜ VL23T (DWT)_ - ----- --- 
CDSCR C0MPANI D. C. SC3AP2ING RATE (D4T/MT3) 

1= OC Li . 
C. BUIL05 ER 

.J .iC. 1 A 

(? tD STORED LEVELS) 
_ ----- --CHDEL C 'HARTERIN<J-- DGL AY _(d'tdij --- -- - 

CTAF Ct73PALiY TANKER AGE FACTOR 
- . --_- CTAFAG COMPANY TANKER AVEHAG- FLEET AGB, (YRS) 

CT3CAiI CUAPANY TANKER BUILD CANCELLATION RATE (DdT/? tTH) 
...... 

L1DJäLÜüLn 
:iL 

.1 11 `Y 
Äi ÜIZ 

LLVr 
.A ýý nL 

L' 
~{ D /"i 

CT3LOG COMPANY TANKER BACKL03 (DWT) 
- CT3O i CUdPA U 'TANrZEii BULL D Ü3tD R RATE{ (DAT/11Tl) 

CT13SR CC12ANi TANKEN BUILD START R3rE(DWT/iTR) 
CT3UC CO APANY T3NKL3 bOCLDS JYJEIi CJNSPBQCTIÖN (wI`) 

CTF CO t ANL TANKER FLRRT (DiT) 

CPJC3b CO32A`It TANKERS UNDEd CONSTRUCTION 
-- --- ------- (33 STUZD L VEL)- 

CQC36 C. C. UNDER CONSTRUCTION (DWT) 
-S - -------- --- - -- -- -------- - ------- - ------- - (36 S rOORED LEVEL 

DCABSR D. C. AVERAGE BUILD START RATE (D4T/3'TU) 
C ýiSL'IT^'" v: C: '? 7E _ý 

'P Luý cl cE (LIT t 
DCASAG D. C. AVERAGE SCRAP AGE (ZRS) 
DCAVCK D. C. ' AVERAGE VOYAGE CAAaT R (MTdS) --- 
JCHCAF D. C. BUILD CANCELLATION FRACTION 
DCDCA3 D. C. DJILD 'CANCELLATI-ONRATE-- -(DAT/3Tlf)- 
DC303i. DRY CA3)O BUILD CRDER RATE i9ULTIPLIER 

D-Öx : RA' LW 
DCCDC UESIttEJ C. C. IN DRY CARGO (DWT) 
DCDGF DP. Y CARGO DEMAND GRu TB FRACTION (/YR) 
DCJGR D. C. DEMAND GROWTH RArE(DWT/HTU) 
DCDLUT J. C. DESIRED LAID-JP TONNAGE (DWT) 
DCDNTD D. C. D4T DEMAND (D*4T) 

ül L. ý.. iArlrý. l. L"L l ülýa lý 

DCFI DHY CARGO PREIGtiT INDEX (/DWT) 
iDCLU1 D. C. LAL-UP EAT:; (DýiT/MTH) - 
DCLURF D. C. LAY-UP . RATE FRACTION 

-- --------------- --- --- -- ---- - DCLUP D. C. LAID-UP TONNAGE (DOT) 
DCNPCH D. C. J'0R4AL PERIOD CiiARTER (: 1THS) 

2Ci 1 i. C. .: týÜDi. lliC i pct E, { h RATE '+iIrti) 
DL? CHF D. C. 2EýiIUD CHANT. R FttACrION 

- --- C? CHL D. C. 4? E210D CHARTER LEVEL (DWI) D 
DCPCLS D. C. eERIOD CHARTER. START RAT (DtiiT/: 'i'TH) 
DCRER D. C. RE-COMMISSION RAZE (D', 1T/MTUj 
DCS2CH D. C. 5300'IH"D rERIOD CHARTER (IT11S) 
DCSUPP DEtY CARGO SUPPLY OU 6202 : IARKET (DWT) 
D:: VCHE D. C. VOYAGE CHA&TEt2 LhPIRY RATE (DAT'/; 9TH) 
DCVCt7L D. C. 7. i? AGE CHARTER LEVEL (DWT) 
DCVCHG D. C. VJiAG3 CHARTER START RATE (D'iT/1TH) 

- -- ---------- -- -- ---- --- -- --- tDDEL D LIVEiee DELAY- (. irH ) 
D0'1D D. C. L34AND (=DCDW'rD) (D-4T) 
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DJ3F1 - DELIIERY DELAY PEDUCTIO: l FACT03 t.. DRIP CAL 

DD3F2 DELI'E3Y DELAY i ED'JCT. OJ FACTOR 2... TANKEa 
DELAY3 3LD ORDE& EXPONENTIAL DELAY 
DLAY36 3bTI1 ORDER EXPONENTIAL DELAY 

ý.. UL AYza1TS Tai T-ETFUbLNriAL JZLAX 
DLUTI D. C. LAID-UP TONNAGE INC0: 4E (INDEX) (/DWT) (*) 

_ JNJL'JT DESIRED D. C. NON-; -PARTICIPATING- DiT.. _LA-ID-UP(DiT)_ (*j__- -. ------- 

DNTLUT DESIRED NON-PARTICIPATING TANKER DaT LAID-UP 
-- - ---- - ------- -- --- -- -- -- (*) (DWI) 

D03 D. C. ORDER 1300K (D#r) 

_r 0,31, __ "1TC IIE'IIEuü0Kn tTI üN 
DRC? D. C. RATE OF CONTRIBUTION TO POOL (*) 

__ _ý 
-- - DSUC-- DESIRE--SHHIPBUI1: DING -cA2 LITY-(D'ATT)--------- 

DSLU3tM D. C. SCHEME LAY-UP RATE : MULTIPLIER (*) 
-- - ---------- -- --- D3DLUT -- DESIRED -SCHE? 1E D-: C: DIT LAI-D=OP 

DSSF D. C. SLOW STEAdING FACTOR 
ý"iZÜT-' L .x ýSiIiL'[ G "T ýý ýII y-up Tjam `) - 

DPOCH D. C. TONNAGE ON CHARTER (D IT) 
-- - ---- -- ------- -- -- -- --- ------ 

DT Ii1CR ', IEIITAL-TI'1E-ADVANCE-- (ýITIISj! - 

DTIG DESIRED TANKEIS IN GRAIN (DWT) 
DPLUT-- -- DES IRED TANKER- iAIJ-U2 Z0-N A_q (_J; iT __ 

DTREQ G. C. TONNAGE, REQUIRED (DiiT) 

DVCII3 STORED LEVELS (3) FOR DCVCHE 
ESDLUT_- ELIGIBLE _SCd''ME D C. LAID- UP TOIfNAGE -(Dior) (*)- 
ESrLUT ELIGIBLE SCHEME TANKE,? LAID-UP TONNAGE (DWT) (*) 
FDCOI FRACTION OF D. C. -ORDEä3 IYDE y. 1DENT 
r JCSU? FRACTIONAL D. C. SUPPLL ON S? OT MARKET 
°F Pte- r"R AZ'11rJ1T -7: C: fiIIý7 ý 'I'TCI ATZVý 

THE SCUE: 7E (*) 
FSDTLU F. 2ACTION OF SCHESE D. C. - D-fiT LAID-UP () 
FSTTLU FRACTION JF SCHEME TANKER DWT LAID-UP (*) 
FTOI FRACZIJN OP TANKER ORUERS- INDEPENDENT 
FTSUPP FRACTIONAL TANKER SUPOLY ON SkOT MARKET 
rT1`iS `rtÄC')'IÖý ÖF i'Äýiiý R iÖMYaGL PARTrc. fPkff ý IN 

THE SCHEME (*) 
GRTI GRAIN TANKER FRACTION 
GTd GRAIN TANKE3 RATE (1)AT/. 1TH) 
IDAF INDEPE. D. C. AGE FACTOR 
IDAFAU INDE2E. D. C. AVERAGE FLEET AGE (YBS) 
I7) 3C9 3-. -8-u-D-. ZLD CLLATIGii äTr (D'rT1`! TH) 
ID3DR INDEPE. D. C. BUILD DELIVERY RATE (D'WT/M-ia) 

- IDBLCG I: 4DLPE. D. C. BACKLOG (DWI) 
IDBJR RIDE? EYDENT D. C. BUILD ORDER RATE (DiT/: 4TH) 
IDJSR INDEE2ENDENT D. C. BJILD START RATE (Dä1T/M1'H) 
IDSJC INDEPE. D. C. BUILDS JiDE3 CONSTRUCTION (DWT) 
IDF INDEPENDENT DRY CARGO FLEET (DWI) 
IDSCR INDZPE. D. C. SCRAPPING SATE (DIT/MTH) 
IDJC36 INDE? E: ZDE14T D. C. BUILDS UNDER CONSTRUCTION (DIT) 

(36 STORED LEVELS) 
ITAF -. -INDE? E: TANKER AGE' r"Ac: T03 -- 
I rIFAG INU"E? E. TANKER AVERAGE FLEET AGE (YRS) 

IT3DR IJOE? E. TANKER SIULJ DELIVERY RATE (DWT/MTH) 

IT3LOG INDE? L. 'TAN Z2 3ACKLOT (DiT) 

IP30a IND-PENDENT TANKER 3UILD CEDER RATE (DST/: ýTH) 
I"T3SR 1: ýJE? L: IDENT TANKER dUILJ 3TA3T RATE (DWT/ýýT_3) 
IT3UC INDJPE. TANKE2 BJI:. D3 UNDER CCNSrR 7CTI0J (J'iT) 

ý ýýý 
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li: tNDL?:: iJEidT TANI\Eä fL.; E2 (Dv4r) 
i TSCt LNDZ? E_. r. NKER SCRA: P1NG RAZE (DmT/M1 i3) 
IrUC36 I. SDZLL. TANK,. dS UND_'-', Y CJNSTRUCTIJN 

(J5 : iT0_iED LEVELS) 
LJDEL LAi-U? DELAY (AILii) 

ACdDEL DELAY FOit CH: A + ; ING ý1AJ, KE'1ä- 
NJLJR : dUV-PA! TICIPATiloG D. C. LAY-JP RATE (DWT/iTH) ("*) 
NDLUF. F NON 23: iTICIPATING D. C. LAY-UP SATE FRICTION 
NDLUT YON 2A3T1CIPATING J. C. LAID-UP TON: NA(; L (04T) (*) 
N3RER NON -PARTlci? ArING D. C. RE-C0: l1IS3ION RATE 

(D«1/ 1rd) (*) 

NTLUGL NUN-PadTIClPATING ZANKE i LAY-OP F! iACTIÜN ($) 
ýiTL'JT NO -: A3TICIPATI: 7G TANKERS LAID-JP (Di4T) (*) 
N P&ER NJN-P1ETICI? ATING TANKER Ri. -COMMISSION EAT E 

(il3T/; 1TH) (*) - 
03 URJER-i30üxc (DA'I) 

PD 31... __. __ 'üCL TQ GßLL D ZL v;. RY'_ U::,: t>rrr HHS) 
PJF PARTICIr'AT1NG D. C. FLLE'r (DriT) (*) 
PL JEL PIr ELI: dE DELAY MACIRO ($) 
P:, ArIU iiATlu OF E(PECTLD fREIC1T INDEXES 
P L'F PAE`ILCIPA'IING TANKE& 'LZET (Dýr) (4o) 

, 
d-DEL nE-CJ. 1AIS: 3IJ: J i)ELAI (. 1TtIS) 
5üß ii l'i3ÜILDItf CA-A_(L-1'I----(Výd_ý, ý___ý_ -,. 

'3BCA3 3: 1I? 3JILD CAPACITY AC, ýUi:. iITION RATE (Di'T/"1TLi) 
S33AT1 S. ". OCT-DD VALUE CF Li Ar1 
3-*CUR S'luCrr. ED VALUE OF CCUi3 

" SDEL SCnE` E ELIGIBILITY DELAY (111: iS) (*) 
SQLUR SC: 1EMc: D. C. LAY-UP RATE (J+iT/i1TH) (*) 
S JL. U5CiILKE D.;. ": LA_Y=_1 __icarEýSýLA ir (DivT/d'r ij t*) 
SJLURF SCI! ELIE D. C. LAY-J? EArE FRACTION (*) 
SJLUT SCdr. l1E D. C. LAID-UP TONi1AU (JAT) ($) 
SDR"R SCiiEI! E D. C. RE-LUMi1I3SION RATE (DÄT/[1TH) (*) 
3FDCUI 3. MUUrc13D VALUE OF FDCUI 
SF'rUI 3-. 1,00TilED VALUE CF F1'Ol 

Si' ) kE1] LA:, VEL; - (i) rÜIt 
SSILE SrU: iEJ LEVELS (3) FU'ti STLUKD (*) 
S rI2"3 1 S-100THING TILE 1 (MTiiS) 
STLUR SCE TANKER LAY-UP iUArE (OAT/%r, 9) (*) 
SrLU. 1D SC: tEM TANKER LAY-US RATE DELA(ED()wT/: 1Td) (*) 
STLURF SCH7: "1r: TANKER LAY-JP RATE FRACTION (*) 
S rL'JT : iCiIE 1E TAiKEE LAID-UP TONNAGE (DAT) (*) 
SJ ER SCiE: 1E TANKER ! {E-COMMISSION RATE (DIT/'! rd) (*) 
T . 3I: iJLATED TI: 1E IN N3cf1d3 
TA3JR TI`1E FJR AVERAGING SJLLJ DELIVERI SATES (: '1r113) 
TA3SR TANKER AVERAGE BUILD SPART RATE (D4T/1rci) 
TAOR TIME FOR AVERAGING ORDER RATES (ITHS) 
Z'A? CH TAB K: R At7yEAGE"PrR.. G1T C: iAR'Iwn'"('iiri3j. __.. 
TASAGE Th+N ER AVERAGE SCRAP AGE (YES) 
7ASR TINE FOR AV2RAG1 G START RATES (: 1TtiS) 
TAVCU TANKEN AVERAGE VOYAGE CH: 1 ; TER (: 11. JS) 
T3CAFF TANKER BUILD CANCELLATION FRACTION 
r3C. ia LA: IKEa BUILD CANCELLATION RATE (UWT/; 1T, i) 
i 5LOGV TIN, BACitLQ+ý `Gr GiF: TT`CG'ý3cA.. 73_ (ýA -LT 
'ri. 3Ur<: 1 TAi1+Cr. R DJILD CRDER RATE (Jr: /3TJ) 
TEOR( NCB : ", AL TANKER DJILD OiJEFt RATE (JiT/_`1TU) 
T�JC IANKELý BJ.. LD. J VJ 'DER C, )NSTE'JCTION (DiT) 
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TDGF rn_+1 Ei JE: 1ANJ ýncwra cACTION (/iR) 
r0; R r\NKES DEMAND Gi 3Wrri ArE (D4'T/lT i) 
IL'1J TANKEN 01%7 DEMAND (= £04E6) 
T'JA'rD r_ NKEi( D'mT JE, IAND (anr) 
TEEI TANKER EX: EOTED FRAEIGiiT Itv'DEX 

-- ---- ------ -- -- i FT-- TAVX;. ü c" nEIGü I' IYJ:: 
TFIS TANK Z z-, xi. ir IJD"X S, I1JOTH? D 
T1'4E Sli. iJ ATi D TL. IE IN i3AuS 

LJ3 TANKER LAI-JP RATE (DAT/1TH) 
TL"JaF TANKE: 1. AY-52 EATS: FRACriüN 
TLUT TAN KEE LAiO-UP TUNNAG 3 (DAT) 

___ _ý - 7LJTrý TA. yK L3ID"=U? ýTOffT cL ̀ rý F 3ýýj /1}ýýý ý_ _ 
TI? Cd I.: NKEE NG`iAL r, i3i0D CHARTER (3THS) 
T'J3 1ANFZ! 2 Ci-, DE. 3 -ä00X (i ir) 
T2CHER TANKER 2Z31JD ChAETEä 1L2Iii'i Sa1E (O' T/`1TH) 
T1 Cii F TANK ". i r : KIOD ChkiTEit tlUCII0: 1 
12.:: iL T2NKLR P RICD CHARTER L. rVZL (DnT) 

i] 1 tt aý :1 dT` 
üý ý: 

J IY /_1L [i 
j. _".... _ý. ".. -. ___ _ `... LC1. Cä LÄ 

i) X G7 ? -- 210C il h ii TZ 

TaC2 TA. iKE2 RA; E OF CUNTR13UrIJN TO THE POOL (/DWI) 

li ? TANK-':. RE-Ci), ISSIUN aArl (DAl/LlTi) 
2. iLUEi"1 TANKEa SCh-73E LAY-U. RATE : 1ULtIc LIEa (*) 
113iiý: H TANKEL S lOUIdED PERIOD Cd\R'IER (_1THS) 
T'SS F TA NK:, 3 SLOW STEA. lING r'ACrOR 

5U2P rkiK ii Siliý2L1 Uti SCUP CleýR T (DMiT) 
rrkocd IANK3 TONNAGE 0. N C: iAaTi. it(DvTT) 
TraEc -'% NKys Tk)N06E aE'1Ul{St) (DýT) 
TJC TA`+KEAS JNDER CONSTRJCTIOri (DWr) 
T iC. iEEt TA IAi1 70'LAJE CHAh'riit .:. 1 ? IEY üATE (DT/M2. i) 
TVCHL TNNKEE VOYAGE CHARTL1 LEVEL (DWT) 

r_r M_.. _.. _. _.. _.. _. _ T ic"iT SrQt%-D L -: 'JELS (3)_ u'tt- TVCJtfl (Dir) 
VL: dSR TALiKEa VOYAGE t: HA&'F& STA T ArE ()'r1T/yT: i) (j 
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C 
C A2rEi' )1X K 

.......... 

C 
t: LaCUUS U-46D Di Ma&rtT i1uL. L AND CGn2ANi c1CDEL 
C ****$******; ***********$********ý**z******* 

c 

C Ii1I6 SU;: r CGIiAi1 AVEitAGIS 'EIN' 'Veit A iL, siUi) GF 
C 'II. tE 'DeL', 'I CUi' ÜT tE1NG 'S&'. 

COMt, CN /A, iA/CT 
ZIECF = 1.0 
If( S1 is lid - Sn) . LT. 0.3001) LEä0f = 0.0 

- Sig = Sit- -+- CEnUr-4 -iii- 
Si1GUlti, = Sr 
isE'IUFcN 
END 

1 L 
r3NCIICN IAßi. EAl, Y1, lz, t2,13,13, x'4,14, 

C Tdi SULPiCJiiAM CUMr'UTLS ' Y' AS A FUNLIIJN OF ' X' 
C BY LINEAR INiERrGLATiC; v, `JSING 7 5i'15 Li LOORDS. 
C TO A2rn0xIi9A'IL 'IU II HL GI`J:: N FUNC1I0i1. 

IE (LZ. LE. ßc2) GGIC 101 
"Ir (ZL. L2. Xi) GCIC 102 
Ii (ac. LE. X4) GC'IC 10 
Ir (4i, . LE. A5) GG IU 104 
If (ZZ. LE. Xo)SLIC 105 
I. (ý4. LE. h7) GGTU 1Co 

101 IAELE = 11 + (Z6 - X1) * (i2-Y1) / (. C2-, C1) 
iiE11UBN 

-- --. 102 -T AB L-E---"_" 
bE'IJ, IN 

103 IAB"LE = t3 + (44 - L3) * (Y4-j5) / (, (4-X3) 
BEIUEN 

104 IAnLt = 14 + (Z. - A4) * (Y5-Y4) / (L5-I{4) 
bE1U<<N 

-- }} S- 'F kBLE= y- "-- + (Z rr----- A5 )- o- (-i---t---- A ýrj 
FcEIUisN 

10o ZABLE = Yb + (LZ - Ab) * (ill-Yo) / (I7-db) 
BEIUZN 
END 

C 
PttNL'r'iOil-0 ELAY'ý- (. s'fN iLE1: -, SLtV7-- 

C THIS SUEt'EGGadk'1 CuMNUTES THE 3B0 G tDEti E JN'INIIALLI 
C DELAYED VALUE CF 'LIN', USLNG AN AVt2AJF, DELAY TIME 
L OF 'DEL'. 'SLLV' äcEi'cýESEL S 'ihr 3 LEV.:. S iN THE DELAY. 

C(: MICN /AAA/LT 
0IM Ella SIGN SLiV (3) 

BEL3 = DEL11.0 
LC 21= 1-, 
nOU'I = SLEV (I) /D-. L: 
ZEtiC: = 1.0 
If( ABS (AA - a'uU'1). L't. 0. UOJ 1) Ll-nut = 0.0 

2 aA = i; GJ'I 
GELAY3 = ECU'T 
0 EIJSN 
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L 
c 

FUNCTION JLAii3E (AIh, DfL,; iLZV) 
C TbIS 5JEPEOGLA1 LuMkýUTE IHE 3crii. CL E EiPCNF. NIIALLY 
C Dri. AYAZC VALUE Ci 'LIN' 

DILIENS1UN SLEV (.: n) 
CA = BIN 
DEL36 =C . L/ 3o. ii 
CC 2I=1,3o 
LOUT = 3LEV(I)/DEL36 

-- -- - -- SL E-Y I 
2 LA = RCU'I 

DLAY 36 = SCUT 
isE'I0BN 
END 

L 

FUNCIICN 0LAY48(LIN, LEL, SLEV) 
C THiS SUJEROGLAi1 CUMPUTtS IHL 4tIH ORDER EIPONENTIALLY 
L DLLAYEC VAIUE CE 'BIN'. 

CGLILI(jN /AAA/LT 
DIMENSICN SLEV (48) 
HA-= Ir 1 
DEL48 = DEL/48.0 
DG 2 

.I=1,43 - 
LOUT = SLEV (I)/DEL48 
ZEELF = 1.0 
IF ( ABS (HA - HG UT) . L'L'. 0.0001) '"Ei3CF = 0.0 
SL--V fi r- -- -SL EV (I. j _-+- C¬ -* ~ 4- tzrh---- 01YTj----- 

2 EA = HCUI 
CLAY48 = EOUI 
6EIU&N 
ENE 

i. 

F UNCIION j1NCSC (ii, Vi11, PG, PH) 
C TdIS SUEF&OGnA: 1 Cil iEEUIto IHL TIME-VAiii1NG SINUSOIDAL 
C VALUE CF A VAHIADLE. 'b' IS TUE ThEi+L VALJE; 'Vi' IS 
C THL nAX. FLAC'i'IUNAi. CdANGE IN VALUL; 'rU' IS 'LciE 
C PERIOD OF OSCiLL; +II(. N; 'Pill IS Tt1E INITIAL 1'äASE (AS A 

... _- 
CCMMCN /cH8/21, I 
SINUSC = 13 * (1.0 ;V *SIN ((2.0*r'I*P/t'O) t FH*Fi) 
nEIUBN 
END 

C 

FUNCTICA ST. (VAL, SII 1E, AMI) 
C TuIS SUDPRUGdAA SUEEuI: 1rUSLS A SIEr CJA: J,; E UI+ A 
C VALIA©LE AT TIME, 'S1I1E'. 

COMMON /CCC/T 
IF ('I. LT. STIME) GCTC 1 

s GGIC 2 
1 STEP = VAL 
2 CON'IINNUE 

EE-IUFsN 
END 

C 
C 
c 
C 
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C 
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SU tOJIINS GaAPLi (AA, üi3, LC, N, NS) 
-C THIS SGci? aGGi3Ar- ri: fi£ý- r IIcýE-SE cy--Ci rVE- -O-N I. 
C LIL -EüiNTEE Yi1TH IHi Y-A(IS ACaCSS InE PAPEii. 'IHE 
C CURVES con IHL 3 1-0 AnaAYS AA, H:, CC AaE ßZ2ziESENIED 
C ni THE riiiN'IiD LE'1ItbS A, B, A C dESPECliV-7LL. 

DIMEN6i0 iAA (N) , BH (N) , CC (N) , LHAH (50) 
DATA BLAAK, PLJI1, PLOT2, PLOT3/1H , 1riA, lHd, 18C / 
CA L'L----rt Ai M-I :ffA ,-A if-A- j- A -i-N-, --: i 
CALL MAXMI. N 
CALL MAXMIN (CC, CM: (, CMN, N) 
IF (A`L&. E,. AMN) AMA = a'' ºw + 1.0 
IF (EMX. Et. BMN) H sX = BMN + 1.0 
IF (CýIX. r, ý. CCýV) CL = C, MN + 1.0 
'Aft 

11E 

2l"IE (n,? ) 
knI'IE(b, 3) 
NP = N-2 
CO 100 i=1, Nr, NS 

CC 101 J=1,50 
.__ 10-1- --- CRA it tJ )_-- t3 LANK--- 
IK= (AN (I) - A. AN) / (AL. A-AMN) *5U. 0 +0.5 

IF (K. EQ. 0) ct =1 
L= (BL (I)- EMA) / (b MX - fiMN) * 50.0 +0.5 

I if (L. EC. 0) L=1 
M= (LC. (1) -C 1N) / (CMd-t L1N) *50.0 +0.5 

- --- "IE (i1. E1 .. 0)---_. 1,11 -_. __. _1_. _ -_ 
.. ßAi (K) = ELC1 1 
CbAB (L) = iLC12 
CHAR (L^1) = eLOT3 

100 `jj11I'IE (6,2) ICHAR, I, AA (I) d, DS (I) , i., CC (I) ,M 
2 FG2MAT(1H , 10,, i3,2&, lH., 5CA1, lH., 14,14X, 3(F10.2,13) ) 

r0iMAI (1iß"_}}__. ý____. 
3 FC11AT1H0) 

EEIOLN 
iNE 

C I 
C 

-SUE =uU`£I6-ii--MdaIli S{Ara-, Ali X-yAd N-yNY 
C T; 115 SUbPEOG Ail DEIL:. "1I. NLS Iu:. c1AX. AND 
C FI%Uii Tdr N tLLMEATS IN IH" Ab5 1 'A5ti'. 

DiMZNSICN Aiii (N) 
Ai7X = AAR (1) 
ALN = Anü (1) 

AMX = AMAX 1 (Abi's (1) , ALIX) 
1 AML = AMIN1 (AL (1) , 1N) 

bEIURN 
G M1 r 

I LL\Li 

C 
S0BEU UT IhL 6aA2cito (AA, oB, CC, DD E", Fr, co r, N, N3) 

C. THIS SUBi? FGGLAM PLC1S Ui TO 6 IIME-SERIES CURVES GN 
C TH- LIý1 rülNTEti, it: r'IiL. ýENrli, G ittE t'UihTS AS A, B, C, D, E 
C ANi) F EESPECIiVELY. 

ElAL Li Ai (o) , iIN (E) 
DI ti-AA(NN), B3{tr}, CC(N)-, Gsr-t-#}-, EE{N}; iFfi"F}-ýErIrýý4d4)_.. 
DIcw. ENS1UN iLOT (3(, O, o) PP (o) Ki? (6) 
Ca'IA ELA iK/ 1ci / 
DATA c2/ 1dA, 1. iE, 1: iC, ldD, 1tIE, hUF / 

LiIN. VALUES 
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C 
C 
C 
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__- D0-_. 10 I"- = 1., t. __ - 
FLCI (1,1) = AA (1) 
PLCT (I, 2) = Ea(l) 
FLOT (I, 3) .. C (1) 
FLC'I (I, 4) = JD (I) 
SLOT (I,. `. ) = Ec (I) 

_. __. ________ -- 11 tLC-1 J1, Frill 
10 CONTINUE 

CALL KXtlN(PLi. T, 'MAX , AIN, N. ', N) 
Co 11 J=1,41? 

11 1F (MAX (J) -iiN (J) . LI. 0.05) : AX (J) _ MIN (J) + 1.0 
l31IE (b, 1) 

f CC 12 K=1, Nx 
12 LHAt (K) = hIANK 

LO 200 J=1, LYF 
IF( ABS (FLOI (i, J) - MIN (J) ) LT. 0.001 ) PLOT (I, J) _ 

KP (J) FLUT (1, J) - 1I (J) )/ (MAX (J) - MIN (J)) *50 

200 CHAs ( KF (J) )= PF (J) 
100 4zITE (6,2) I, CEA I 
1 FOEMAT (ldl) 
2 FGdMAT (1b , 3A, I3,1A, 1d., 50. A1,1d., 1,4) 

- FITE (b, 1) 

m IT:: (h, 3)PLOT(1, F 
1 £LLT (i, 6) 

3 FORMAT (1n , 3X, 13, bf10.2) 

f4 CONTINUE 
EEI UhN 

C 
L 

Sü 0UT1; +ý h1xi1N (FLCI, Li AX, M IN, NP, N) 

rC TdLS SUbehCUGAM UETEA {INES THE MAX. zs MIN. 
C VALUES OF '. N ' 1-D AALS CI N ELLMENIS ! JPUI 

TbE--2-C--Aa2AY-'It. C", ia 
E2AL :1 AX (Ni) , i4IN (N r) 
D1MENSICL ILCT (N, NF) 
CO 1J=1, i%P 
MAX (J) = ý'LLI (1, J) 

1 AMIN (J) = FLUT (1, J) 

CC 211, N 
dAX (J) =. t1dX 1 (PLCT (I, J) , L'1AX (J) ) 

= Aý1Ii+ 1 (tt. VI (1, J) , &LN (J) j 2 31N (J) 
3 CONTINUE 

nETURN 
ENE 

C 
C 
L 

C 

L 

C 
C 

I 

a 
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APPENDIX N 

A COMPANY MODEL 

M. 1 Appendix Summary 

Several chapters of this report have considered 

the shipping environment, decision-making in this 

environment, the methodology of System Dynamics modelling 

and the application of this methodology to the modelling 

of world freight markets. In this appendix is considered 

the use of the same methodology on a different scale - that 

of the company rather than the industry. A hypothetical 

company - based upon typical medium-sized shipping companies 

but not corresponding to any one particular company - is 

used to examine and illustrate the possibility of 

SvFtem Dynamics at the company level. The mýic: el is 

described in some detail together with the -ýo~mu7_: -. tic,. Of 

the decision policies. 

N. 2 Introduction 

With the background to decision-ma}. -king iP s. a5. rrins 

L. imp-. -, pies have been outlined in Chapter 3, this anpe,? c ix 

iý concerned with the use of System Dynamics in the 

mc; ': ýlling of certain company decisions. Given the 

nature of the chartering'and laying-up decisions it 

is appropriate that these be incorporated in the model. 

Even though these decisions are not continuous in the 

sense that the amount of shipping tonnage available 

at any time is not continuous (since ships form discrete 

Ipacketst of tonnage) nevertheless the use of a 

continuous model, as described in this appendix, is not 
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inappropriate. Since the relative merits of chartering 

and laying-up policies are required, and not the absolute 

merits of any one particular version of a policy (which 

would, in any case by very difficult, if not impossible, 

to assess) the continuous approximation to this discrete 

problem is justifiable. 

The model is based, primarily on these two 

decision-areas, but this does not exclude the in- 

corporation, if so desired, of a fleet-mix decision. That 

iss the fleet size and composition may be altered 

according to desired expansion policies. 

The concept of the model and the values used 

for the ratio of long-term to short term chartering 

derive from not only the researchers personal knowledge 

of the shipping market but also from discussion with 

shipping company personnel, including in one case, the 

director of a medium sized company. 

The hypothetical "company" which is used as the 

basis of the model comprises a fleet of fixed total 

tonnage, divided between the three types of vessels as 

follows: 

Type of vessel Number of 
vessel 

Dwt per 
vessel 

Total Dwt 

Dry Cargo 20 40,000 800,000 

Tanker 10 80,000 800,000 

Combined Carrier 4 100,000 400,000 

34 1- 2,000,000 

Table M. 1 Composition of Fleet of Hypothetical 

Company 
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M-3 The Model - Overview 

A schematic diagram for the model is shown in 

Figure M . 1. Basically the model covers the chartering 

and lay-up decisions of a company through the operation 

of certain "policies". These policies state the pre- 

ferences of the company management with respect to desired 

positions within the freight markets. For example, the 

chartering policy may state that at a particular time 

the desired ratio of long-term to short-term dry cargo 

chartered tonnage is a given value. Any discrepancy 

between the actual state of the system and the desired 

state leads to some form of action - either the tonnage 

on long-term charters or that on short-term charters is 

increased towards the desired value. The rate at which 

the actual levels move towards the target levels depends 

upon the rate of expiry of long-term and short-term 

charters. In a similar fashion the "policy" governing 

the disposition of combined carriers between the tanker 

and dry cargo market leads to "action' whereby such 

combination tonnage is transferred from one market to 

the other at a rate depending upon desired and actual 

levels. 

The state of the market is also the driving force 

for the lay-up policy governing the movement of tonnage 

into and out of the markets. For freight levels below 

particular values - the lay-up points - the decision is 

made to transfer available, 'free', tonnage into the laid- 

up state. As freight rates exceed the lay-up points the 
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laid-up tonnage diminishes as re-commissioning takes 

place. Combination tonnage is only allowed to enter 

lay-up when the freight rates in both the tanker and 

dry cargo markets are below their respective lay-up 

points. 

Given the mix of chartered tonnages at any time 

the income from the charters is calculated by computing 

the rates of change of monthly long-term income. 

Comparison is then possible between the amounts of in- 

come per month arising from the two lengths of charter 

period - long-term and short-term. 

Since the chartering and lay-up policies are 

the 'controls? of the system it is necessary to have 

some means of assessing the relative merit of particular 

sets of controls. In the model the cumulative charter 

income - divided between short and long term charters 

and between types of vessels - is used as the 

performance criterion, the accumulation being performed 

over the period of the planning horizon. 

The basic system "drives" are the values of 

the freight rates for the two markets. These are 

exogenous inputs and variations in amplitudes, cycles 

and phases are used to test the "robustness" of particular 

decision policies. 

M. 4 The Model - Detailed Description 

The sectors of the model are based upon the 

types of vessels, giving three'major sectors which 
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cover the chartering, laying-up and financial aspects 

of the operation of each type. 

M. 4.1 Dry Cargo Sector 

N. 4.1.1 Dry Cargo Chartering 

The chartering decisions are based upon the 

current level of the freight rate, so that as freight 

rates follow an upward trend the shipowner increases his 

preference towards obtaining long-term charters as 

opposed to short-term charters. This is realistic since 

the charter-rate paid at the commencement of a long-term 

contract is the payment which continues throughout the 

whole contract, regardless of any decreases in current 

freight rates. For this reason any charters taken 

Ion the top' of the market are very profitable - and 

similarly long-term charters taken at low levels of 

freight rates can lead to lost opportunities when rates 

take an upturn. A shipowners long-term/short-term 

chartering preference function may thus be quantified 

by specifying the fraction of the fleet tonnage he 

"desires" to have in long-term committments at particular 

levels of freight rate. 

The operation of the model with respect to the 

chartering decision is as follows: - From the current 

value of the trip/voyage freight rate is calculated 

the fraction of the total fleet which is'desired' to be 

in long-term charters. This is computed from the 

"preference function". For the base run of the model 

the preference function used is shown in Figure M. 2. 
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This fraction then provides a-value for the "desired 

tonnage on long-term charters" which is compared with the 

current actual tonnage on long-term charters. Since it is 

unlikely that these desired and actual values will be 

identical, due to the dynamic nature of the shipping 

markets, the discrepancy between them leads to a chartering 

decision: if the desired level is greater than the actual 

level of tonnage on long-term charters then an attempt is 

made to increase the actual level towards the desired, or 

target, level by fixing all available dry cargo tonnage on 

long-term charters. The available tonnage arises from 

the expiry of previous long and short-term charters as well 

as the re-commissioning of previously laid-up shipping. 

For those combined carriers which are operating in 

the dry cargo market the same decision process applies. 

In this case however the available tonnage of such vessels 

arises from charter expiries in the tanker market as well 

as in dry cargo - plus, of course, the possible re- 

commissioning of"lay-ups". The allocation of combined 

carriers between dry cargo and tanker markets is described 

later in the chapter. 

If the inbalance of long-term to short-term 

chartering is such that the desired long-term level is 

lower than the actual level then all available tonnage 

is fixed on a short-term basis. 

The equations for long-term chartering of dry 

cargo tonnage and tonnage of combined-carriers operating 

in the dry cargo market are as follows; an influence 
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diagram showing the relationships being given in Figure 

N. 3; 

DADWT. K x DADWT. J + DT* (DSCHER. JK + DLCHER. JK 
+ DCRER. JK - DSCHR. JK - DLCHR. JK 

- DCLUR. JK) '1. L 

DLCHL. K = DLCHL. J + DT* (DLCHR. JK - DLCHER. JK) 2. L 

DCCLL. K = DCCLLOJ + DT* (DCCLR. JK - DCCLEROJK) 3. L 

ADLCHR. K = SMOOTH (DLCHR. JK, ATIMEI, ADLCHR. J) 4. L 

ADCCLR. K = SMOOTH (DCCLR. JK, ATIMEI, ADCCLR. J) 5. L 

ATIMEI s 1.0 6. C 

DDLCHF. K = TABHL (TDDLF, DCFIOK, 0.0,400.0,50.0) 7. A 

TDDLF = 0.0/0.025/0.05/0.125/0.20/0.35/0.50/ 
0.55/0.60 8. T 

DDLCHL. K w DDLCHF. K * DCF. K 9. L 

DCLF. K = CLIP (1.0,0.0, DDLCHL. K, DLCHL. K) 10. A 

DSLTCH. K = DADWT. K * DCLF. K * (1.0 - DCLUF. K) 11. A 

DCCSLT. K = DCCAVL. K * DCLF. K * (1.0-DCLUF. K) 12. A 

DLCHR. KL DSLTCH. K/ATLTCH 13. R 

DCCLLR. KL = DCCSLT. K/ATLTCH 14. R 

ATLTCH = 1.0 15"C 

DLCHER. KL = DELAY 48 (DLCHR. JK, DALCHP) 16. R 

DCCLER. KL = DELAY 48 (DCCLR. JK, DALCHP) 17. R 

DALCHP - 30.0 
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where DADWT : Dry Cargo Available Tonnage (dwt) 

DSCHER : Dry Cargo Short Term Charter Expiry Rate 
(dwt/month) 

DLCHER : Dry Cargo Long Term Charter Expiry Rate 
(dwt/month) 

DCRER : Dry Cargo Re-commission Rate (dwt/month) 

DSCHR : Dry Cargo Short Term Charter Rate (dwt/month) 

DLCHR : Dry Cargo Long Term Charter Rate (dwt/month) 

DCLUR : Dry Cargo Lay-up Rate (dwt/month) 

DLCHL : Dry Cargo Long Term Charter Level (dwt) 

DCCLL : Dry Cargo Combined Carrier Long Term Level(dwt) 

ADLCHR : Average Dry Cargo Long Term Charter Rate 
(dwt/month) 

ADCCLR : Average Dry Cargo Combined Carrier Long 
Term Charter Rate (dwt/month) 

DDLCHF : Desired Dry Cargo Long Term Charter Fraction 

DCFI : Dry Cargo Freight Index 

TDDLF : Table Function for DDLCHF 

DDLCHL : Desired Dry Cargo Long Term Charter Level 
(dwt) 

DCLF : Dry Cargo Long Term Factor 

DCLUF : Dry Cargo Lay-up Factor 

DSLTCH : Dry Cargo Supply of Tonnage for Long Term 
Charters (dwt) 

DCCSLT : Supply of Combined Carrier Tonnage for 
Long Term Charters in Dry Cargo (dwt) 

DCCAVL : Dry Cargo Combined Carriers Available (dwt) 

ATLTCH : Adjustment Time for Long Term Charter 
(months) 

ATIMEI : Averaging Time for Charter Rates (months) 

DELAY 48 : 48th Order Exponential Delay 

DALCHP : Dry Cargo Average Long Term Charter Period 
(months) 
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These equations show that the available dry cargo 

tonnage (DADWT) is allocated to long or short-term chartering 

by the value of DCLF; a value of unity means that long- 

term takes preference over short-term chartering since the 

desired level of long-term charters, given the current 

state of the freight market, exceeds the actual level of 

tonnage chartered long-term. A value of zero for DCLF 

implies that it is desirable to charter no more dry cargo 

tonnage on a long-term basis and therefore, almost by 

default, the available tonnage is fixed short-term. 

The factor DCLUF, the dry cargo lay-up factor, 

ensures that no chartering is, undertaken if the freight 

index is below the lay-up level -a value of zero for 

DCLUF indicating that the freight rates are at profitable 

levels. 

Combined-carrier tonnage is treated in a similar 

fashion so that the available tonnage (DCCAVL) is allocated 

to long-term or short-term chartering. 

The rate at which long-term chartering is initiated 

is calculated by dividing the amount of tonnage available 

(DSLTCH, DCCSLT) by an adjustment time (ATLTCH). The value 

of 1.0 used for ATLTCH reflects an assumption of immediate 

presentation. 

Following the argument given in Chapter 6, 

regarding the order of the exponential delay which can be 

used to model charter expiries, the rate of expiry of long- 

term charters is determined by using a 48th order delay, 
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the average period of long-term charters being taken as 

thirty months. 

With regard to short-term chartering a similar 

approach is used, a major difference in detail arising 

from the different length of the charter. Short-term 

charters are taken as lasting three months, reflecting 

the time taken for a long-haul voyage. The equations are 

as follows: - 

DSCHLOK DSCHL. J + DT * (DSCHR. JK-DSCHER. JK) 19L 

DCCSL. K = DCCSL. J + DT * (DCCSR. JK-DCCSER. JK) 20L 

ADSCHR. K U SMOOTH (DSTCHR. JK9 ATIMEI, ADSCHR. J) 21L 

ADCCSR. K SMOOTH (DCCSR. JK, ATIMEI, ADCCSR. J) 22L 

DSSTCH. K DADWT. K * (1.0-DCLF. K) 23A 
* (1.0-DCLUF. K) 

DCCSST. K DCCAVL. K * (1.0-DCLF. K) 24A 
* (1.0-DCLUF. K) 

DSCHR. KL DSTCH. K/ATSTCH 25R 

DCCSR. KL DCCSST. K/ATSTCH 26R 

ATSTCH 1.0 27C 

DSCHER. KL = DELAYS . 
(DSCHR. JK, DASCHP) 28R 

DCCSER. KL M DELAYS (DCCSR. JK, DASCHP) 29R 

DASCHP 3.0 30C, 

where DSCHL Dry Cargo Short Term Charter Level (dwt) 

DSCHR : Dry Cargo Short Term Charter Rate(dwt/month) 

DSCHER : Dry Cargo Short Term Charter Expiry 
Rate (dwt/month) 

DCCSL : Dry Cargo Combined Carrier Short Term 
Charter Level (dwt) 

DCCSR : Dry Cargo Combined Carrier Short Term 
Charter Rate (dwt/month) 

DCCSER : Dry Cargo Combined Carrier Short Term 
Charter Expiry Rate (dwt/month) 

ADSCHR : Average Dry Cargo Short Term Charter 
Rate (dwt/month) 
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ADCCSR Average Dry Cargo Combined Carrier 
Short Term Charter Rate (dwt/mth) 

DSSTCH Dry Cargo Supply of Short Term Charter 
Tonnage (dwt) 

DASCHP : Dry Cargo Average Short Term Charter 
Period (months) 

The delay based on the average length of short term 

charters - essentially trip or voyage charters - is small 

and has quite a high variability. For this reason a third- 

order exponential delay is used to model its effect on the 

system. 

r1.4.1.2 Dry Cargo Lay-Up 

The decision to lay-up tonnage is based upon the 

value of the spot or single voyage freight rate. In the 

model whenever the dry cargo freight index falls below the 

"lay-up level" (DFLL) the available tonnage is withdrawn 

from the market, to be returned when freight rates recover 

and rise above the lay-up level. The model equations for 

this are: 

DCLUT. K = DCLUT. J + DT * (DCLUR. JK - DCRER. JK) 31 L 

DCLUF. K = CLIP (0.0,1.0, DCFI. K, DFLL) 32 A 

DCLUR. KL - (DADWT. K * DCLUF. K)/LUDEL 33 R 

DCRER. KL = DCLUT. K * (1.0 - DCLUF. K)/REDEL 34 R 

where DCLUT Dry Cargo Laid-Up Tonnage (dwt) 

DCLUR Dry Cargo Lay-up Rate (dwt/mth) 

DCRER Dry Cargo Re-commission Rate (dwt/mth) 

DCLUF Dry Cargo Lay-up Factor 

DFLL Dry Cargo Lay-Up Level 

LUDEL Lay-up Delay (months) 

REDEL Re-commissioning Delay (months) 
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Figure M. 4 shows the influence links between the variables 

involved in the lay-up decision. 

Dry Cargo Lay-up Dry Cargo Freight 
Level DFLL Index DCFI 

Dry Cargo Lay-up, ,, Dry Cargo Re-commission 
Factor --" Rate DCRER 
DCLUF 

+ 
/r'D-/+ 

Dry Cargo Lay-up + Dry Cargo Laid-Up 
Rate DCL Tonnage DCLUT 

+ +? A 

Dry Cargo Available . }. Tonnage DADWT 

Figure 1 1.4 Influence Diagram for Dry Cargo Lay-up Process 

The broken lines in Figure m .4 indicate that 

DCLUF acts in only one of these directions at a time. The 

positive loop A implies that an increase in the lay-up rate 

leads, eventually, to a rise in the available tonnage and 

so to further increase in lay-up rate. This iss of course, 

not possible, and, in fact, the two negative feedback 

loops, B and C, effectively short-circuit the operation 

of loop A so that a stabilization effect is obtained 

rather than a growth effect. 

1 , 1.4.1.3 Dry Cargo Income 

This sub-sector computes the changes in charter 

income, as well as providing levels of income, and its 
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accumulated amount over the simulated time of each 

model run. Figure N .5 shows the relationships between 

the variables involved. 

The rate of increase in the long term nett in- 

come receivable(that is, payments due but not yet received) 

is calculated from the average long term chartering rate 

(dwt/month), the long-term charter price (US$/dwt/month) 

and the operating cost, giving the dimensions of $ per 

month per month. The long-term charter price is 

determined from the value of the trip/voyage freight 

index by reference to the table TDTCHP which associates 

historical voyage rates with the corresponding time- 

charter rate. (See Figure 111.6) The operating cost of 

the vessels is determined by the lay-up level of the 

voyage freight rate (DFLL) and the equivalent monetary 

conversion rate for the dry cargo freight rate (DFIEQU). 

This conversion rate is calculated by comparison of 

simultaneous values for the freight index and the actual 

monetary amounts paid for trip/voyage charters on the 

three routes used in the formation of the index. The 

equations used for this part of the model are: - 

DTCHP. K = TABHL(TDTCHP, DCFI. K, 0.0,600.0,50.0) 35ý 

TDTCHP = 0.0 /1.0/1.5/2.0/2.75/3.5/4.25/5.01/ 
5.75/6.5/7.25/8.0/8/75/9.5 361 

DFIEQU = 0. *025 37( 

DCLCFHP. K = DTCHP. K - (DFLL * DFIEQU) 38) 
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where DTCHP 

DFIEQU 

DCLCHP 

TDTCHP 

DFLL 

Dry Cargo 

Dry Cargo 

Dry Cargo 
($/dwt/i 

Table for 

Dry Cargo 

Time Charter Price-(S/dwt/month) 

Freight Index Equivalent () 

Long Term Charter Price (net) 
nonth) 

DTCHP 

Freight Index Lay-up Level 

The rate of income from long-term chartered tonnage 

is thus the amount of the charter price DTCHP, nett of 

operating costs. With these basic variables computed it 

is possible to calculate the rates of increase and decrease 

in total nett income: 

DLCIiI. K = DLCHI. J + DT * (DRILI. JK-DRDLI. JK) 39L 

DCCLI. K = DCCLI. J + DT * (DCCILI. JK-DCCDLI. JK) 40L 

SDLCHI. K = SDLCHI. J + DT * DLCHI. JK 41L 

SDCCLI. K = SDCCLI. J + DT * DCCLI. JK 42L 
PDEL = 1.0 43C 
DRILIR. KL ADLCHR. K * DCLCHP. K 44R 

DCILIR. KL ADCCLR. K * DCLCHP. K 45R 

DRILI. KL DELAYS3 (DRILIR. JK, PDEL) 46R 

DCCILI. KL _ DELAYS ( DCILIR. JK, PDEL) 47R 

DRDLI. KL DELAY48 (DRILI. JK, DALCHP) 48R 

DCCDLI. KL DELAY48 (DCCILI. JK, DALCHP) 49R 
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where DLCHI : Dry Cargo L. T. Charter Income ($/mth) 

DRILI : Dry Cargo Rate of Increase in L. T. Charter 
Income ($/mth/mth) 

DRDLI : Dry Cargo Rate of decrease in L. T. Income 
($/mth/mth) 

DCCLI : Dry Cargo combined-carrier L. T. Charter 
Income ($/mth) 

DCCILI : Dry Cargo Combined-Carrier Rate of Increase 
in L. T. Income (U/mth/mth) 

DCCDLI : Dry Cargo Combined-Carrier Rate of Decrease 
in L. T. Income ($/mth/mth) 

SDLCHI : Cumulativ e Dry Cargo L. T. Charter Income ($) 

DRILIR : Dry Cargo Rate of Increase in L. T. Income 
Receiva ble ($/mth/mth) 

DCILIR : Dry Cargo Combined-Carrier Rate of Increase 
in L. T. Income Receivable ($/mth/mth) 

The rate of increase in income is a (3rd order) 

delayed value of the increase-rate of income receivable, 

the average delay between agreement of charter price and 

the receipt of payment being taken as one month. The 48th 

order delay used to model the decrease-rate of income 

corresponds to the decay pattern of the long-term chartered 

tonnage. 

For the short-term charter income the equations are: 

DCSCHP. K _ (DCFI. K-DFLL) * DFIEQU 50 A 

DSCHI. K = DSCHI. J+DT * (DRISI. JK-DRDSI. JK) 51 L 

DCCSI. K = DCCSI. J+DT * (DCCISI. JK-DCCDSI. JK) 52 L 

SDSCHI. K = SDSCHI. J + DT * DSCIII. K 53 S 

SDCCSI. K = SDCCSI. J + DT * DCCSI. K 54 L 

DRISIR. KL = ADSCHR. K * DCSCHP. K 55 R 

DCISIR. KL _ ADCCSR. K * DCSCHP. K 56 R 

DRISI. KL = DELAY3 (DRISIR. JK, PDEL) 57 R 

DCCISI. KL = DELAYS (DCISIR, JK, PDEL) 58 R 

DRDSIOKL " DELAYS (DRISI. JK, DASCHP) 59 R 

DCCDSI. KL = DELAYS (DCCISI. JK, DASCHP) 60 R 
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where DCSCHP Dry Cargo Short-Term Charter Price 
(nett) ($/dwt/mth) 

DSCHI Dry Cargo Short-Term Charter Income 
($/mth) 

DCCSI : Dry Cargo Combined Carrier Short-Term 
Income ($/mth) 

DRISI Dry Cargo Rate of Increase of S. T. Income 
($mth/mth) 

DRDSI Dry Cargo Rate of Decrease of S. T. Income 
($/mth/mth) 

DCCISI Dry Cargo Combined Carrier Rate of 
Increase S. T. Income ($/mth/mth) 

DCCDSI Dry Cargo Combined Carrier Rate of Decrease 
in S. T. Income ($/mth/mth) 

SDSCHI Cumulative Dry Cargo S. T. Charter Income($) 

SDCCSI Cumulative Dry Cargo Combined-Carrier 
. S. T. Income ($) 

DRISIR Dry Cargo Rate of Increase in S. T. 
Income Receivable ($/mth/mth) 

The decrease rate of short-term income is computed 

by means of a 3rd order delay, corresponding to the 

computation of the expiry rate of short-term charters. 

Supplementary variables which are calculated are 

the total income per month, from long and short term charters, 

and the total cumulative income. This iss 

DCHI. K x DLCHI. K + DSCHI. K 

DCCCHI. K DCCLI. K + DCCSI. K 

SDCHI. K = SDCHI. J + DT * DCHI. K 

SDCCHI. K SDCCHI. J + DT * DCCCHI. K 

61 S 

62 S 

63 5 

64 5 
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where DCHI : Dry Cargo Charter Income ($/month) 

DCCCHI : Dry Cargo Combined Carrier Charter 
Income ($/month) 

SDCHHI : Cumulative Dry Cargo Charter Income ($) 

SDCCHI : Cumulative Dry Cargo Combined Carrier 
Charter Income (S) 

As a 
, 
measure of the receipt of long-term charter 

income compared with that from short-term chartering the 

"dry cargo liquidity ratio" is calculated. That is 

DCLQR. K x (DLCHI. K + DCCLI. K)/(DLCHI. K + DCCLI. K 

+ DSCHI. K + DCCSI. K) 11.65A 

where DCLQR : Dry Cargo Liquidity Ratio 

This ratio can be used as an indication of the 

"borrowing-power" of the existing charter-mix, since a high 

value of the ratio indicates that a large amount of income 

is from long-term sources and is therefore relatively 

stable regardless of short term fluctuations in the short- 

term freight rates. 

M. 4.2 Combined Carrier Sector 

The chartering decisions regarding combination- 

tonnage are taken in the markets in which the tonnage is 

operating. As shown in the description of the dry cargo 

sector the combined carriers in that market are allocated 

to either long or short-term charters on an identical 

basis to that used in chartering dry cargo vessels. 

Similarly combination tonnage in the tanker market is 

treated as tanker tonnage. 
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The income from chartering combined-carriers is 

also computed in the sections concerned with dry cargo or 

tanker income, leaving as the task of the present sector, 

the allocation of combined-carriers to dry cargo trading, 

tanker trading, or to the state of lay-up. Figure M. 7 

illustrates the relationships which comprise the combined- 

carrier sector, the equations being given below. 

CCAVAL. K = CCAVAL. J + DT * (DCCLER. JK + DCCSER. JK 
+ TCCLER. JK + TCCSER. JK + CCRER. JK 

- DCCLR. JK - DCCSR. JK - TCCLR. JK 
- TCCSR. JK --CCLUR. JK) 66 L 

ACCDC. K = ACCDC. J + DT * (DCCLR. JK + DCCSR. JK 

- DCCLER. JK - DCCSER. JK) 67 L 

CCOIL. K = CCOIL. J + DT* (TCCLR. JK + TCCSR. JK 
- TCCLER. JK - TCCSER. JK) 68 L 

CCLUT. K = CCLUT. J + DT * (CCLUR. JK - CCRER. JK) 69 L 

CCLUR. KL = (CCAVAL. K * DCLUF. K * TLUF. K)/LUDEL 70 R 

CCRER. KL = AMAXI (CCLUT. K * (1.0-DCLUF. K)/REDEL, 
CCLUT. K * (1.0 - TLUF. K)/REDEL) 71 R 

PRATIO. K = DCFI. K/TFI. K 72 A 

CCCHF. K = 0.12 * PRATIO. K 73 A 

DCCDC. K = CCCHF. K * CCF. K 74 A 

DCCAVL. K = CLIP (CCAVAL. K * (1.0 - DCLUF. K), CCAVAL. K 
* TLUF. K * (1.0 - DCLUF. K), DCCDC. K, 
ACCDC. K) 75 A 

TCCAVL. K = CLIP (CCAVAL. K * DCLUF. K * (1.0 - TLUF. K), 
CCAVAL. K * (1.0 - TLUF. K), DCCDC. K, 
ACCDC. K) 76 A 
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where CCAVAL : Combined Carrier Tonnage Available (dwt) 

CCRER : Combined Carrier Re-Commission Rate 
(dwt/mth) 

CCLUR : Combined Carrier Lay-up Rate (dwt/mth) 

ACCDC : Actual Combined Carriers in Dry Cargo (dwt) 

CCOIL : Combined Carriers in Oil (dwt) 

DCLUF : Dry Cargo Lay-up Factor 

TLUF : Tanker Lay-up Factor 

CCLUT : Combined Carrier Laid-up Tonnage (dwt) 

PRATIO : Ratio of Dry Cargo Freight Index to 
Tanker Freight Index 

CCCHF : Combined Carrier Change Fraction 

DCCDC : Desired Combined Carriers in Dry Cargo 
(dwt) 

CCF : Combined Carrier Fleet (dwt) 

DCCAVL : Dry Cargo Combined Carriers Available 
(dwt) 

TCCAVL : Tanker Combined Carriers Available (dwt) 

The availability of combined carriers at any time 

stems from the charter starts and expires during the 

previous time interval. This available tonnage is then 

put into "lay-up" if both dry cargo and tanker freight 

rates are below their respective lay-up levels - this is 

the calculation of CCLUR in equation 70R. If only one of 

the freight rates (or neither) is below the lay-up level 

then the re-commission rate takes on a non-zero value 

(given that there is a non-zero amount of tonnage already 

laid-up). 

If the freight rates are such that no laying-up 

is desired then the available tonnage is allocated to 
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either the dry cargo market or the tanker market. This 

is done by comparing the "desired" tonnage of the combined 

carriers in dry cargo with the current actual level of 

tonnage in dry cargo; if the desired level exceeds the 

actual level then all available combined carriers move 

into dry cargo, provided that the dry cargo freight rate 

exceeds the lay-up level. If the actual tonnage exceeds 

the desired tonnage then the available combined carriers 

are allocated to the tanker market (provided, again, 

that the freight rate is in excess of the lay-up value). 

In the event that some combination tonnage is 

initially allocated to, say, the dry cargo 

basis of "desired" tonnage) whilst the dry 

index is below its lay-up point, then this 

combination tonnage is re-allocated to the 

(Naturally, if this market1s freight index 

its lay-up point the combination tonnage i 

the laid-up state). 

IM-4-3 Tanker Sector 

market (on the 

cargo freight 

available 

tanker market. 

is also below 

s moved into 

The approach used to model the chartering, laying- 

up and income aspects of the tanker sector is identical 

to that used for dry cargo. The variables and their 

definitions correspond closely to those given in the 

description of the dry cargo sector, the differences 

arising only in numerical values. 

The preference function for long term chartering 

of tanker tonnage iss for the base run of the model, 
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shown in Figure N. 2, and in Figure 1,1.6 is shown the 

relationship between the time charter freight index (world- 

scale equivalent) and the single voyage freight index 

(worldscale). 

A Fortran listing of the complete model is given 

overleaf. 
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C - 

00010 

C ECnIc AN LiSTiNG OF CC PANY . 10DEL 00020 
4 $. k- 0003 0--- 

C 00040 

C O'0050 
C 00000 

COLIdON /AAA/Dr - -- 00070--- 

COMMCN /EHE/21, 'I 00060 
- -00090 

REAL LEXr 00100 

REAL LkU (300) LQ 00110-- 
DIMENSIUN DCLUT2 (JCO) , TLUTP (300) , CCLUTP (300) 00120 

DIMENSION PEAT (300) 00130-- 
0 DIMENSION CLQRP (30C) , UL;, RP (300) 0014 

53, -3t 31) ,6j; fEUS -3-{-3 j--"----------0-010 ---- 
DIMENSION CLCH48 (48) , DCCL48 (48) , TLCH48 (4d) , TCCL48 (43) 

' 
00160 

-- 7 (3) TCCSI3 (3)- ----- - DIMENSION- DSCUI3 (3) , T3CdI3 (3)-, DCCSI3 - O01 0 

DIMESSIUN DLI48 (48) , DCCI48 (48) , TLI48 (4d) , TCCI48 (4d) C0180 

DIMENSIJN DLIP3 (3 , CCLIP3 (3)-, CSIt'3(3) DCSIP3 (3) - ---- -- -- 00190- 
CIMEASION 'ILIi23 (3) TCLIP3 (3) ,`3. iP3 (3) TCSIP3 (3) 00200 

Di ME ý} &IO- --r, L <^: S- t-(-3 G43-ß Lý Sý r-{-}8 G -, E: frcs'T t--j 3 Gý -G0,240 
DIMENSICN ECFIX (300) , TFIX (300) C0220 

DIMENSION - DLCdkP (3 GO) , DCCLbiP (300) , DLCHLP (300) ,- 00230 
1 DCCLLE(300) 00240 

DIMENSION DSCHit P (300) , DCCSfP (300) , D6CHLP (300) , 00250 - 
ECCSLE (3C0) 00270 

-DI-im =}Jift3r-Fiýý�r £z {344} rt3xrI-F- ${} ._ __ -002-7 
DIMENSION TLCHEP (300) , TCCLEP (300) , TLCHLP (300) , 00230 

1- 'ICCLLr (3C0-) 00230 
DIMENSION TSCHitP (300) -fCCSaP (300) TSL tiLP (300) , 00300 

1 TCCSLP(3C0) 00310 
DIMENSION CCAVLF (300) , ACCDCE (300) , CCOILP (300) 00320 

DIME. iiSIUN CLChIP (3C0) , DCCLIP (300) DSCUIP (300) 00340 
DIMENSION- CCCSIP (3Cß) , DCHIE (300) , DC: LtiIP (300) - 00050 
DIMENSION ILCHIP (300) , TCCLIP (300) , T3CHIP (300) 003b0 
DIMENSION £CCSIr (300) , ICHIP (300) , 1CCdIP (300) 00370 

DIMENSICN DLu1 (300) , TLE1 (300) 00380 

--IN-C041 
00390--- - 

C SKIPLU =1 MEANS NO LAY (J 00400 
0410 SKIiLU = 1.0 0 

SicI2LU = 0.0 00420 
8 CONTINUE 00430 

NSTCE =3 00440 

9 -C0 NiII +-E 00450... 
NCGUNT = NCCUNI +1 0C460 

70 DO 10 1=1,3 -- 004 
DSCHL3(I) = 133.0 00480 
DCCSL3 (I) = 20.0 00490 

0 TSCkL3 (I) = 160.0 0050 
T¬ C 9- (-I-)---- ='- :v : -$--- - __ 005 10- 

DSCHI3 (I) = 940.0 00520 
rSCHI3(I) = 554.0 00530 
DCCSI3 (I) = 141.0 00540 
TCCSI3 (I) = 1`34.0 - 00550 
DLIP3 (I) = 122.0 005o0 

DSIP3 (I) = 344. J 005d0 
CCSI23 (I) _ .; 8.0 005`30 
TLIE3 (I) = 197.0 cca o 
'ICII23 (1) = 7C. ß 00610 
1 SI23 (I) = 157.0 00bd., 0 

C 
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C 

TCSIr"3 (I) = 76.0 00630 
b40 O 10 CCNTIN0E b 

I= -I--T-4d - 
00b5 0--.... 

CLCH48(i) = 8.31 0UbbO 

CCCL46 (I) = 1.25 00670 

TLCH4b (1) = 6.67 00630 

TCCL48 (1) _ 2.23 00690 
07 0 DLI48(I) _ 20.83 0 0 

IL 14-3 f I. }--=--c 3 GEa -a07-10-- 
DCC148 (I) = 3.125 00720 

00730 TCCI48 (I) = 8.033 
11 CCNIINJE 00740 

DCF = 800.0 --- 00750- 
7 0 TF = 800.0 00 6 

- ---ýEF =-4-ctG. 0070 
ACCCC = 120.0 00780 

-- - -- CCCIL = 2d0.0 00790- 
DACiT = 0.0 00800 
DLCbL = 400.0 - 00810 

20 CCCLL = cJ. 0 008 
G5CiiL- - 400.0 -0063 0- 

DCCSL = cU. 0 00840 

ADLCHa = 14b. 0 00850 
ADCCLR = lb. 3 008o0 

ADCCSR = 16.3 - 00870 
ADSCiiR = 146.6 00880 
TA& 4--- =- -0-. -00890 
TLCHL = 320.0 00900 
TCCLL = 114d. 0 - 00910 
TSCHL = 480.0 00920 
TCCSL = 168.0 00930 
ATICHR = 171.0 00940 
AIC- ä 0095 

ATSCHR = 171.0 Ou960 
ATCCS1 = b5.4 00970 

CCAVAL = 0.0 00980 
DCCAVL = 0.0 00990 

TCCAVL = 0.0 01000 

--- - CC` -L Th---0.0- 01010 -- -- 
TLUE = 0.0 01020 
CCLUR = 0.0 01030 

DCE = G. 0 01040 
THEb = 0.0 010: ) U 
CCBER = 0.0 010bO 

--- , D-Lc 0107 0- 

LSCHI = 2320.0 01030 
TLCkU = 1107.0 - 01090 
TSCHI = 1061.3 01100 
CCCLI = 150.0 - 01110 
CCCSI = 423.0 01120 

ec t-L 
ICC51 = b81.0 01140 
SDLCHI = 0.0 011j0 
SOCCLI = 0. C 5 01160 
SCSCHI = 0.0 01170 
SDCCSI = 0.0 01180 
SDCHI = 0.0 01190 

SCCLdI = 0.0 01100 
STLCHI = 0.0 01210 

SICCLI = 0.0 01220 
STSCHI = 0.0 01130 
S'TCCSI = 0.0 01 40 
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SICHT 0.0 01,40 

12 S. tCCHI = 0.0 60 0 

TLQR = 1.0 01280 
0 LQ"n = 1.0 0129 

3110i = 1.0 01300 
ATLICH = 1.0 - 01310 
LALCdP = 30.0 01320 
ATS£CI -=-}. 

0-13.10 
CASCHf = 3.0 01340 

TALCHP = 30.0 - 01350 
TASCHP = 3.0 013b0 
AT. U E1=1.0 01370 

DFIEO = 0.047 01380 

--I, iIE tip}-----& -0-3 46 -__ 01-390 
FDEL = 1.0 01400 
D L"f U =--0.6-- 01410 - 
DLcBL = C. 1 01420 
TLCEU = 0.6 01430 
'ILcbL = 0.1 01440 
£r E-&E-L - 1". -0 145 U-- 
LUCEL = 1.0 01460 
DELL = 80.0 01470 
TELL = 40.0 01480 
DCLUT = 0.0 01490 
TLUT = 0.0 01500 
c le L- u 01510-_ _.., 
LCF1F = 0.0 01520 

TFIF = 0.0 01530 
SDLCS'l = 0.0 01540 

S-ILCST = 0.0 01550 
SCLCST = 0.0 015b0 
Lrxr''=-Ul" T` " I. "" "" 

K=1 01560 
ICCUdT =1 01590 
CT = 0.05 01600 
T=0.0 01b10 
PI = 4.0 * ATAN(1.0) 01620 

01 b30 
01640 

C 01050 
C DETAILS OF : LAY-UP?.... YES 01060 
C CURRENT JUN : FREIGEil IJD1 PEOE1LE?... 3 TEST INPUTS 01670 
C : NO. CI i3UNS?... 3 (SEE N3TUP) 01oä0 

01o9u__ 
DC 1000 I=1, b 01700 
IF (NCO 04T. EQ. 1)(; CT(; 40 01710 
IT = T/84.0 01720 

C RgALISTIC F&'JFILE .. BASED UN DATA E0 2ERICD JAN. 1970 01730 
C TC DEC. 1976. 01740 

LTIME =I- 1'1*84.0 01750 
DCFI = TAJLE(CIIME, 0.0,180.0,6.0,250.0,27.0,73.0, 01760 

1 48.0,485.0,54.0,400.0,74.0,104.0,84.0,170.0 ) 01770 
TFI = TAFLE (CTAMi, 0.0,1 11.0,10. U, i8J. U, 23.0,2d. 0, 0178U 

1 4b. 0,349.0,47.0,145.0, b5.0,. 35.0,84.0,80.0 ) 01790 
GL)2C 41 01800 

ý... tONII? U --41610------ 
C TiUNCATED (L0 Ei BCUbiC) SINUSCIJAL £kCr1LE 01820 

DCr1 = SINGSC (150. G, 1. b0,5C. 0,0.0) 01830 
IFI = S1NuSC(100.0,2.50,36.0,0.0) 01840 
Ic (CG: I. LT. 45. C) DC. T = 45.0 01850 
SF ('IFI. LT. 30.0) Tc1 = 30.0 01860 

C 
r 
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C 
C 

GO'lG 41 - 01870 
80 40 C0 'IINUE 018 

.ý -C . -S1 USGIF31L-risE}FILf--- 0.189-0-- 

I C DCII = SINCSC (150.0,0.70,50.0,0.0) 01900 
0 C TFI = SINCSC(100.0,0.70,36.0,0.0) 0191 

41 CCNiTINUE 01920 

C 01930 

C Dili CAIiGC SZLTCH--- Liz 01940 

-0-1950--- 
L 03Y CARGO k EiENCE FUNCTION: 01960 

DDLCHF = TABLE(CCFI, 0.0,0.0, -50.0,0.30; - 100. -- - 01970 

1 200.0,0.50,300.0,0.55,500.0,0.6J, 600.0,0.60) 01980 

02000 DDLCHL = DDLCiiF * (DCF - DCLUI) 

. -T. 6 02010 
60 ECLr = C. 0 02020 

02030 GOTC 63 
62 CCLF = 1.0 02040 

63 CONTINUE - --- -- 02050- 
02060 IT(SKIPLU . E.. 1.0) GOTC 67 

-, IF (f EC F I- -- -I, 'r L} --. &E: -0 : ý}0 }---68 T' 02070--- 
50 DCFIF = 1.0 02080 

2090 GQTC 52 - 0 
51 DCFIF = 0.. 0 02100 
52 CONTINUE - 02110 

02120 CCLUfi = (DADWT * DCPIP) /LUD. L 
DO Ei E R--=--- iýC- L il -/=CEDE- 0 2130-- 

DC: LUT = LCLUI + DI* (LCLUi -LCEER) 02140 
02150 

ti7 COuiINUE 
DSLICH = DADo, # DCLF *(1.0 - iiCFIk) 02160 

DCCSLT = DCCAYL* DCLF *(1.0 - DCrIF) 02170 
02160 DLCHH = CSLTCti/ATL'ICU 

A -=--S37WE&(D}ýEff 6 E4; ADL£tt j- °- 02134 

DCCLR = CCCSLT/ATLICH 02200 
02210 ADCCLR = SMOOTH (DCLLii, ATlMEI, ALCCLE) 

LLCriER = 0LAY48 (DLCdü, DALCfiP, CLCci48) 02220 

DCCLER = DLAY46 (DCCLa, DALCHe, DCCL48) - 02230 
CLCEL = DLCiiL + DT# (LLCHR - LLCfiLit) 02240 

DC-CL-L--=- CeCi. --+--Dt*-. (-Dt! e-tR-----Df: C-LE3)----___ _-.. ...... 02258--- 

C SdORT TERM_.. 02260 
02270 DS5'TCH = DAD. vT * (1 .0- DCLF) * (1.0 - DCF1. F) 

CCCSST = DCCA'JL * (1.0 - DCLr) * (1.0 - DCr1F) 02280 

DSICHi = USSTCH/ATETCd 02290 
0230U ADSCHR = SiiCGTfi (DS'IChB, ATILIEI, ADSLH; x) 

DCCSR = CCCSST/ATSTCH 02310 

ADCCSR = 5,100'16 (DCCSa, AT1LI 1, ADCCSR) 02320 
330 0 DSCHER = Dc LAY3(LSILH: I, LASLHs', DSCdL3) 2 

DCCSE& = DE LAYS(DCCS; i, CAý: CdF, DCCSLJ) 02340 
CSCiL = CSCHL + DI*(USTCbR - L5ChEd) 02350 

02360 CCCSL = CCCSL + DT*(CCCSR - CCCSIE) 

r. __.. _ ý_.. ___- DitDiº£ g D: iiIKT-+DF tý3ýtdEfr +-frLE: t3E? -+-sr>r ----02.37(? - 
1- DS1CkR - DLCdE - DCLJR) 02380 

C 02330 

C RANKED SECIOR--- CfI 02400 

C #********z******* - 02410 

C 1ANKEÜ eLEFERENCE FUSCIION: 02420 

1 200.0,0.65,3GU. C, 0. C5,504.0,0.70, o00.0,0.70) 02440 
C 02450 

TDLCdL = -TCLCri. * {TI - 1LUT) 024o0 

C 
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_- -t -- --- __ -- _ 

C 
DTCt. LL = TLLCdE * CCGIL 02470- 

IF( (TDLCiiL-TLIc1L) GT. 0.0009) GtTO 72 02480 
70 TIE = 0.0 

002490 2500 GLIC 73 
72 TLF -= -1 ---- --- (}-2 5-10----- 

73 CONIINUE 02520 
0 IF (SNIFLU E. 1.0) GO'IO 83 0253 

IF ((T1. I - 'TELL) GE. J. 0001) GOTO 81 02540 

80 TF Ir = 1.0 - 02550 
0 025 GCTC 82 o 

- 44-14-1 F"- _- 0- --ß 2-'r-ß F}. _. _.., 
82 CONTINUE 02580 

02590 -- - TLUR = (TADiT- * TF IF) /LUD. EL -- - 
TREk = TLUT * (1.0 - -rEIE)/REGEL. 02600 

TLUT =-TLUI + CT*(IL(J - THE )-- 02610- -- -- 11 
83 CONTINUE 02620 

02b 30 ------ 
TCCSLT = TLCAVI *TLF * (1.0 - 'IFIF) 

--- 

02b40 
&--- TLCHR = TSLTCEi/ATLICH - 02b5 

TCCLE = TCLSLT/ATLILH 02660 
ATLCHR = Sr10UTii (TLCU2, ATI: 1E1, ATLCiiii) 02670 

ATCCLR = 5MO0Ti3 (TCCLh, ATIMZ1, A'ICCLii) 02680 
IFtLC-if P-, -TLtii*t T. f: Chin-a--0L-AY4B-tTLEH-Ft- 02690.. _ _ , 

TCCLER = DLAY48 ('ICCLR, TALCHP, TCCL48) 
-- 

02700 
2710 - TLCHL = ILCHL + DT* (TLCiIR - TLCHE. ü) -- -- - 0 

TCCLL = TCCLL + DT* (TCCLE - `1CCLER) 02720 
C SUOFT TERM 02730 - 

TSSTCH = TADiiT * (1.0 - TLF) * (1.0 - TFIF) 02740 

TCC T-=- tcAi L-* (1: f}----f LF J- . d---T 
TSICUR = ISSTCH/ATSTCd 02760 

-- ATSCHit = St1CCT8 (TS"ICHR, ATIVE1, ATSCHR)- 02770 
TCCSR = TCCSST/AIS'ICH 02780 
ATCCSR = SdOOTH (TCCS1, AT1 E1, ATCCSR) - -- - 02790-- 
TSCLicR = DELAYS (T6TC8R, TASCHP, TSCdL3) 02800 
TEES rit--=-ßEi: A ý(TttSZ --TABE ft Tee t -- - 02810-_. _____. _. 
ISCHL = ISCdL + DT *(TSTCdR -TSCdER) 02820 
TCCSL = 'ICCSL +Dr * (TCCSh -TCCSER) 02830 
TAE T= IADAT + CT*(TSCHE& + ILCHER + TRER 02840 

1 -TSTCH& - TLCHiz TLUR) 02650 . 
C 
C COMBINED CAiitilLAS--- CLI 02670 

C **********4********a*** 02880 
PRATIO = DCII/LFI 02890 

CCCHF = 0.12 * rRATIO 02900 
DCCCC = CCCHF * (CCE - CCLUI) 02910 

20 2 IF(SKIPLU . Lc. 1.0) GOTC 502 3 0 

-- -- -- I F- (D CFI. Lc : ýcu1- :&N i3. - T f'i :LE: TrLL j--4ýEý T{3- ýs$ ̂  "- 0 299-3 0----- 
CCLF = 0.0 U2940 
GUT'501 02950 

500 CLLF = 1.0 029b0 
501 CONTINUE 

' 
02970 

)/LUCEL CCLUR = (CCAVAL * CCLF 02980 

_ . __ --" _- ___ ___. - CC sr rs=-E: t L E} P-*- {1: E}-- E{ L; 1~ß t EC i1 _ ___ _ __.. -_ 0299 0----__- 
CCLUT = CCLUI + DT*(CCLUB - CC8En) 03000 

502 CON'LINUE 03u10 
CCAVAL = CCAVAL + LT* (CCLI. EH+LLCSE, i+rCCLEE+ 03020 

1 TCLSER+LC2hR-CLCLts-DLCSti-'ILCLR-TCCSa-CCLUR) 03030 
ACCCC = ACCDC + DT* (DCCLh+DCCSit-DCCLý3-DCCSLB) 03040 

0305-0 -------- 
I if( (DCCL'L - ACCDC) GT. 0.000)) GCTJ 557 03060 

55. ý DCCAVL = CC\VAL * TrlF * (1.0 - DCFIF) - 0.3010 - 
ICCAVL = CCAVAL * X1.3 - TFlr) 03080 

C 
r 



. 11 
4- 

C 
GOIC 558 03090 

5 57 DCCAVL = CCAVAL * (1.0 - DCFli) 03100 
TCCAVL = CCAVAL * CCkIF * (1.0 - ILL? ) 03110- 

5 58 CONTINUA 03120 
-_. -03130 

C DRY CARGG SSCTGü- INCGME 03140 

L ********************r*** 03150- - 
DTCHP = 'IAELE(CCFi, J. 0,0.0,50.0,1.0,100.0,2.0, 031bO 

1 300.0,0.50,400.0, b. 5,5CO. 0,6.0,600.0,9.5) 03170 
DEIE. U=0. C25 03160 
ID-C- L£ 0t'--t ¬i+P----{ £-f L L- --D H mit __ 031 0 

C LONG TiBM ...,... 03200 
DRILIR = ACLCdR * CCLCHP 03210 
DCILIH = ACCCLb * LCLCHP 03220 
DRILL = i: ELAY3 (DRJL12, £DEL, DLIß3) 03230 
DCCILI = DELAi3 (DCILIR, PEEL, CCLIa3) 03240 
DRC4I-= i}L Al 4 8--t f}frf L-I , i3 i-E; if i}L k4& ----=- 0325ü.. _ 
CCCDLI = t)LAY48(DCCILI, DALCHP, DCC 146) 03260 
DLCHI = CLCHI + DT* (DRILI -DRDLI) 03270-- 
CCCLI = DCCLI + DT*(DCCIL. I -DCCDLI) 03280 

C CUMULA2IVE I' COME 03290- 
SDLLHI = SDLCHI + ET * CLCUI 03300 

03310--- - 
C SHORT 'IERM 03320 

CCSCHP = (CCFI - DELL) * DFIEi U 03330 
DDISIR = ADSCtiR * CCSCHP 03340 

DCISIR = ADCCSR * LCSCHP 03350 -- 
CCC. ISI = CLLAY 3 (DRISlli, PDEL, CSIh3) 03360 

0-33-70-.. _. 
DRCS1 = DL LAY3(DRISI, DASCdP, DSCHI3) 03380 

" DCCDSI = LELAY3(. CCISI, CASCÜP, DCCS13) 03390 
DSCHI = CSCHI + DT*(LRISI - DEJSI) 03400 
DCCSI = CCCSI + DT*(DCCISI - DCCDSI) 03410 

C CUMULATIVE INCUME 03420 
SDSCHI = SDSCHI + DT * CSCHI 03430 
SCCCSI = SCCCSI + L'r * DLCSI 03440 

C LAY GP EX2ENSES 0345Ö 
DLUCST = JCLJr * LEX2 03460 

C TOTAL INCOL: E--iUAG TE5M AND SHütiT TEEM--PER MONTH... - 03470 
DCHI = DLCHI + CSCHI - DLULST 03480 

_ _. _ ... -DC CC ttI - i? C CLI -+- t1 ECS - 03 49 0------ - 
C CUMUL: AIIVE 'I'UTAL LNCCilE 03500 

SECUI = SDC6i + UT * CHI 03510 
SCCCHI = SCCCdI + DI * CCCChI 03520 
SDLCST = iDLCSI + LT*i)LUCSI - -- 03530- - 

C DRY CARGO i. I, iUIJITY RATIO 03540 
---- -- _. - DCLYii--= Si"1GUs' {(ý3L6H3+CCGI, I}f ýDLiFtt+Dv Ir-I+ý3Sýiýz-+ ---0355(}___ 

1 DCCS1) , STLQR, CCLs, R) 035bO 
C 03570 
C YANKEE SECTOR - INCO E 03580 
C ***************** **** 03590 

TTCHFI = TA13LE (TFI, 0.0,0.0,35.0,90.0,100.0,100.0, 03600 
------ 1-- 200,0.1-1-2 : E}-ý 4U , 0-f-1 d F}=-D T2 5 F3 j: ) }--- ß? a 10 

TEIEQU = 10.0/2ä8. E5 03620 
TTChP = 'ITCdiI * TirIEQU -- 03b30 
TLTCHP = TICi12 - (IFLL * TFIECU) 03640 

C LONG I EnM.... 0350- 

TRILIF = a'ILCnR * LICE 03tb0 

T IL}r-=- 1-_ o--b70--- 
TRILI =0 EL AY 3(IRILi , 2L EL, 'I LIi3) 03680 
TCCILI = DELI 3 (TCILIt', PDj: L, ILLI2.3) 03690- - 
T3CLI = CLAI43(iDILl, £ALLHr, `ILL4d) 03700 

C 
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C 
ICCDLI = DLAY48 (TCLILI, TALCdP, TCCi4C) 03710 - 
TLCtiI = 'liCHI + JT*(TA1LI -'IRCL1) 03720 
TCCLI = ICLI + DT* (`ICC1L1 - TCCDLI) 03730 

C CUMULATIVE 10C012.... 03740 
STi ti EiI- =fiE :I1 +- iT *- Yi ýýttl _ _ 03 750... _-. _.... _.. 
S'TCCLI = S'XCCLI + CT * TCCLI 037b0 

L SHORT TiRN... 03770 
TSCHF = (TrI - TELL) * IFIEQU 03780 
TRISIP = AISCLU * ISCiiP 03790 
TC13IP = A'ICCSR * ISCkIP 03800 

038.10- 
TCCISI = i)ELAY3 (TCISIP, EDEL, TCSIi23) 03820 
T'RCSI = DELAY3 (Ti 15I, TASC8P, TSCti13) -- 03830 
TCCESI = DELAY3(TCCISI, TASCFP, TCCSI3) 03840 
TSCHI = ISCHI + DT* (TaISI -TEDS1) 03850 
TCCSI = TCCSI + 0T* (TCISI - TCCDSI) 03860 

- e --c: 11 ýt tt -I -i ee-m B--- 03870 -- -_ 
STSCHI = STSC. iI + ET*TSCEI 03480 

- S'ICCSI = STCCSI + CT*TCCSI 03890 
C LAY OF EXPENSES 03900 

TLUCST = TLUT * LEX' 03910 
C 'T'OTAL INCOME--LCNG TLi 1 AID SHOi%T TERM--PEii ZONIH... C3920 

'T ttf-- LC U C3 0 39 
TCCCHI = ICCLI + TCCSI 0J940 

C CUf1ULATIVL' TOTAL LNCOMZ 03950 
S ICHI = STCH. I + D'T *TCriI 039b O 
STCCHI = STCCHI + Cr* 'TCCCdI 

' 
03970 

STLCST =S ILCS'I + LT*TLUCST 03960 
C TANKE£s LIýUIDiIY hA'ILG 03990 

TLQR = Si1UOTH ((TLLhI+TCCLI)/ (TLC±I+'TCCi. I+TSCHI+ 04000 
1 TCCSI), SILý, &, 'ILcR) 04010 

LüE = Sc1U0'ra ((DLCHI+CCCLI+ILCdI+'ICCLI)/ (DLCHI+LCCLI+ 04020 
1 ILCHI+TCCL1+TSCh1+TCLSI+DSCdI+CCCSI), STLQJ, LQii) -- 04030 

C COMBINED CARnI2R LAY UP EXiENSES 04040 
CLUCST _-CCLi-T--* Lfdr- ý_ __ 0a 050---ý-- 
SCLCST = SCLC3f + Cr*CLUCST 040b0 
I=I+ LT 04070 

C 04080 
C SELECTIUN OF VALUES EVELY rl0NTH (1.0/D'F ITF, iuAPIUNS) 04090 
C 04100 

. -1CCUNT--= 04114 
NSEL = IFIX(1. C/LT) +1 04120 
IF (ICOUNI. NE. NSEL) GGrG 1000 - 04130 
K=K+1 04140 
DCFLA (K-1) = 1; CFI - 04150 
TFIX (K-1) = TPI 041b0 
, DLCHrP (iK--1-}-=-AvLCed--- 04-17-0 
CCCLEP (K-1) = ACCCIR 04160 
DLCbLP (K-1) = CLCHL 04190 
CCCLLP (K-1) = CCLLL 04200 
DSCHRP (A-1) = ACSCHS -- -- 04210 
DCCS .P (K-1) = ADLC-S 04220 
i}SCk}LP"-{i4-1)- -=---CRCs-i- ---- 04-i-30--- 
CCCSLi (A-1) = CCCSL 04240 
DADäIP (K-1) = CADNT 04250 
TACiiIP (K-1) = IAD4I 04260 
TLCilRP (K-1) = A'ILLLR 04270 
TCCL tP (K-1) = ALCCls 04280 
'I LC tt L i1--j A -.. 1 )-- --. I Lt t1 `"--- 

ICCLLF (K-1) = Ik: LLL 04300 
TCCSRr' (K-1) = AICC--R 04310 
1SCiLP (X-1) = `IrCr L G4 sýJ 

C 



( 

jä2 

C 
TCCSLP (K-1) = ICCLL 043-30 
CCAVLP (A-1) = CCAVAL 04340 
ACCCt? (A-1) = ACCt. 04330 
CCU1LP(K-1) = CCGIL 04360 
rr, A-11r--r-r-=--erxrrc. -- vlf a1 u-- ----- 
CCLUTP (K-1) = ECLUI 04380 
TLUTP (K- 1) = TLUT 04390 
CCLi1IP (K-1) = CCLUT C4400 
CTCHP1 (K-1) = LLCEi r 04410 
T'IEI Ä (K-1) = T'ICLFI 04420 
D LEfi-I P. r Lc. ii 04 4-3 4)------ 
DCCLIr (h-1) = CCCLI 04440 
DSCtiIP (K-1) = ESCEiI 04450 
DCCSIP (K-1) = ECCSI 044b0 
ECHTE (K-1) = DCHI 04470 
CCCHIP (15-1) = ECCCHI C4480 

- D.. .. t ti ---- 04490 --. --. ----. 
TLCh. P (K-1) = 1LCHI 04500 

" TCCLIP (K-1) = TCCLI 04510 
TSC8IP (K-1) = ISCHL 04520 
TCCSIP(K-1) = ICCSI 04530 
ICHIP(K- 1) = ICHI 04540 
TCCHIP (K-1) = ICCCHI '04550 
TL; )RP (K- 1) = TL 04560 
L', EE (K-1) =L jfi 04570 
DLCSIP (K-1) = CLCSI 04580 
TLCSTF (K-1) = TLCS'I - --- --- - 04590 
CLCSI2 (h-1) = CLCSI 04b00 
3C GU NT- =--1 ----__--__ý 04 tr-10---- 

1J00 CONTINUE 04o20 
C SCALING VALUES FüR GRArL3- 04630 

NN =N* DI I4b40 
NS =6- - --- - 04650 
NS = .3 

04b60 
04 0 0-- 

LCFIX (NN-2) = 500. C 04b80 
£CFIX(NN-1) -100.0 04bi0 
IFIX(NN-2) = 500.0 04700 
TFIX(NN-1) -100. C 04710 
DLCiiRP (NN-1) = 155.0 04720 
DLCPjä 11---2) ý-ß : U-- -----0++7-3 t}_. _..... - 
DSCiiR2 (NN-1) = 155.0 04740 
CSCii EI L-(NN-2) = 0.0 04750- 
TLCHfiP (ýiN-1) = 155.0 047b0 
TLChnF (iiN-2) = G. 0 - 0477{} 
TSCHkiP (NN-1) = 155.0 047ri0 

-_, i-SCtiRP{N---2)- -=--G 0. - . 44-7ß{---- 
DCCLBF (NN-1) = 70. C 04800 
DCCLnF(NN-2) = 0.0 -- 0481') 
DCCSi (N b-1) = 70.0 04820 
DCCSEP (NN-2) = 0.0 04830- 
1 CCLhh (NN-1) = 70. C 04840 

-- -- TC (: 3rFc 04 ä5G------ 
ICCSEP (NN- 1) = 70. C 04860 
ZCCSnP (NN-2) = 0.0 04870 
DLL F (NN-1) _ 2.0 048d0 
TL{ý&r (NN-1) = 2.0 G4B90 

Lýii (NN-1) = 2.0 04900 
ni- =---tý: -0 ----- ... _ 04 9 }i? --- 

fLtiýfiF (NN-2) = C. 0 04920 
LýFr (NN-2) = 0.0 - (: 4930 

CLCdIP (N; - 1) = iü0 C. 0 04`340 
C -, 
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C 
DLCHIP (NN-2) = 500.0 04950 
DSCHLP(NN-1) _ 2000.0 04900 
LSCdIP (N N-2) = 500. C 04970 
TLCHIE (NN-1) _ 260C. 0 04980 

L-C HI Iz (ýtN- --4 5 V-. 04 99 0'. _.. ___ 
TSCHIF (NN-1) = 'bOG. O 05000 
TSCHIP (NN-2) = 450.0 05010 
CLCELP (NN-1) = 1000.0 05J20 
DLCHLP (NN-2) = 0.0 05030 
DSChLP (N N- 1) = 1000.0 05040 

05050 
TLCHLF (NN-1) = IOJG. 0 05060 

-- -. -------TLCHLk(NN-i)- = 0.0 --- -- 05070 
TSCHLF (NN-1) = 1000.0 05060 
TSCHLP (NN-2) = 0.0 --- -- 05090 
DCCLLF (NN-1) = 200.0 05100 
DCCLLF (NN-2) = 0.0 05110 
I; CCSLP(NN-1) = 200.0 05120 
DCCSLF (NN-2) = 0.0 05130 
PRAT (NN- 1) = 10.0 05140 
PLAT (NN-2) = 0.0 - 05150 
TCCLIF (NN-1) = 750.0 05160 

- 16 esIPt ýýi-1 } -ý-to 0o-. a5-17 0-------- 
TLUTF (NN-2) = 1000.0 05180 
DCLUTF (NN-2) = 1000.0 - 05190- 
CCLUTF(NN-2) = 1000.0 05200 
w&ITi (6,308) SDLcHI, SDSCHI, SDCC. LI, SDCCSI, SDCHI, SDCCHI- --. --- 05210 
+, SITF(6,208) STLCHI, S'rSCHI, S'1CCLI, STCCSI, STCdI, STCCiiI 05220 

O5-2.3ß----- 
+iRITE (6,310) SCLCS'I, SILCST, SCLL S'I 05240 

310 FOHMAT(1H , 2A, 3F10.1) -- 05250 
CALL G: ýAPti(LCFIX, DLCb22, DSCdLP, NN, NS) 052o0 
CALL G EiAFii (DCFIX, DLCL3P, DCCStiP, NN, i'S) 05270 
CALL VFcard(TrIX, TLt; (lnP, I5CHhE, NN, NS) 05280 
CALL GrtA-rH-(IFfX-; -'IE, &E 'IC'C-S-irP-; !i ----0 5r=c90-_ __ 
CALL GFArH (I: CFIK, D. LCnIF, DSCdIP, NN, NS) 05 09 
CALL GEiAiH (PRAT, DLCLIP, DCCSIP, NN, NS)- -- - 05310 
CALL GRAOH (TFI: {, TLCHIP, 'PSCHIF, iNN, NS) 05320 
CALL G&Arü (l tRAT, TCCLIP, TCCSIP, NN, NS) - -" 05330 - 
CALL GRArd (CCFIX, CLLHLP, DSCHLP, NN, NS) 05340 

_.. _ _ . ý. CA L-L- GFrA -i'ti ('I FIk, -T-z C-iiL P; -ýSe-r} fr i; t+ ,. 
05-55rE}------ 

CALL GRAPii(PRAT, DCCLLP, DCCSLP, NN, NS) 05360 
CALL G Ard (CCFIX, DCLUTP, CCLUTE, NA, NS) - 05370 
CALL GBAPH( Tilt, TLU'CP, CCLUTP, IVN, NS) 05380 
CALL G&Ard (CCFIX, TFIX, CCLUIP, NN, NS) 05390 
CALL G&arij(CLýfir, TLýFtP, LOflF, NY, NS) 05400 

-----k R I-T-E- (tr; *G 4}- 05 41 t)-. 
CALL GFiard (DLýd2, 'rL ýýP, LýRr,, ry, ti3) 05420 
i+n1'IE (6, '400) 05430 

400 F'c i1A`T (1H1) 05440 
IF (NCOUNT. NE. NST0 ) GOTO 9 05450 
SiCF 05460 
B i+ 0: )4 7-0 

I 

4 
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DEFINiTL(iN OF VArtIABLr:. i... COA? ANY MODt; L 

* 5-*- 4-i f-*-y f"f" i"v"-` `. ºý * i` ' 

JJTE: DW I= DEADWEIGHT TJNS 
--- - -- - -- - ------ --- -- NOTE: MTH = MOiTH =M 

NUTS: D. C. = DRY CARGO 

Nt)PE: S. T. = SHORT lZRI 
--- ---- -- -- ---- ------- - -- -- -------- -- -- -- -- --- --- -- NOTE: L. T_. = LONG -T , Ha-- 

ACCDC ACTUAL COMBINED CAaR13R3 IN DRY CAR30 
77-9-MG 

ADCC. LR AVERAGE D. C. COMBINED-CARRIER L. T. CHART ZR 
------- ------- --- ---------------------------------- ---- ----- --- RATE (DriT/MTtf)---- 

ADCCSR AVERAGE DRY CARGO COMBINED CARRIER 
S. T. CHAR. Ti,, i RATE (Dý T/i4'i ) 

ADLCHR AVERAGE D. C. LONG TER! O[IAETER RATE (DWT/'1) 
--A. D-5 CII": R"1n=: cS_. -T. ., i: an :t I' _(Ii i-TV 

. 
iT'-"- 

ArCCLR AVERAGE TANKER COMJINLD CARRIER L. T. CHARTER 

RATE -- (sir/i4'rri)---- 
ATCCSR AVERAGE TANKER CO, 11tiINED CARRIER S. T. CHARTER 

RATE (DW T/MTH) 
ATI; 4E1 AVERAGING T. L E FOR CHARTER RATES (1THS) 

ýÄ 1L h" `-"Äv I; LiýÜ fKTc& R L. T. C: i ART R 

_ 
ATLrCiH ADJUST.. iENT TIME FOR LONG TERM CHARTERS (ius) 
AISC: ia AVERAGE TANKER S. T. C: iARrLE FATE (DdT/MTti) 
ATS ? Cd ADJUSTMENT TIME FOR 3). T. CdASTEdS (dTHS) 
CCAVAL CUMBIliD CAiRIE S AVAIL i3LE -kOR CHARTE$ (DWT) 
CCCHF COHBI; IED CARRIER CHANGE FRACTION 
Cc. ý C0-, M u 'X c"L'1T -=r Liw 
CCLJR COLABI: IED CARRI R LAY-UP RATE (u T/M) 
CCLUT C0dBINE"D CA: IRIER LAID-UP TO. JNAGGE (0,, T) 
CCOIL CCLli3INED CARRIERS IN OIL 'TRADING (D4T) 
CORER CU: 1DiNED-CAitfil2. a HE--CJt1: 4ISSIQN aATZ (DiiT/' 
CLJCST C. C. LAY-UP COSTS (. ä/A'Ti) 
DADä1- Dr, `ZA GÜ'. _AJ'xrnIILE-nNT ,E`; -r)- 
DALCHP DRY CARGO AVERAGE L. T. CJARTER PERIOD (ITIHS) 
DASCHP DRY CARGO AVERAGE S. T. CdARTL: -, PERIOD (drtiS) 
DCCAVL DRY CARGO COMBINED CARRIERS AVAILA3LE (DWI) 
DCCCiil DRY CARGO C0AB1: NED CARRLE: t CHARTLrc 1NCOM ;_ (S/dTfi) 
D. -CDC DLSIRED COMBINED CARRIERS IN DRY CARGO (D4T) 
D.: CDLI DRY CARGO COdbINED CAhRLL:? RATE Olf DL:: RýA E IN 

L. T. IJCOME 
DCCDSI DRY CARGO COMBINED CARRIER RATE OF DECREASE Ii 

S. T. CHARTER INCJ, 13 (5/1/, 1) 
DCCILI DRY CARGO COMBINED CA uiER EATE JF INCREASE IN 

L. T INCOME ($/:! /') 
Dý; CL3I DRY CARGO COi4BINED LAARiiit RATE OF INCR: ASE Ii 

S. T. CHARTER INCOME (b/M/: 4) 
ilýCL-H DaY CARGO C. C. L. r. CiiAdt: R EA LRY RATE (JWT/i4) 

1)CCLI D, Y CARGO C. C. L. T. CdAR2ER INCO .lE(; /ATH) 
OCCLL DRY CARGO COMBINED CAURIE3 L. I. CHARTER LEVEL(DWT) 
DCCLR D--y CAdwO C. C. L. T. C IARRTER RTE (. )ý1T/MTi-I) 
DCCSER DRY CARGO C. C. S. T. CzitiRTCR EL? IaIE3 (Dwr/M) 
DC:: SL DRY CARGO C. C. S. 1. C3, UUTER L.: VEL (MT) 
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DCCSI DRY CARGO C. C. 3. T. Ci1A(TEP. INCO3E(. b/-^1Tii) 
JCCSL2 DRY CA . GO COMl3I, 4LD CAaRIEd SUPPLY OF 

Dccs-i DAY (XaGO C. C. S. r. CHARTZR RATE (:, )Wr/, I-Ai) 
DCCSST DRY CARGO COd3I. r'i D CA3RIEtc SU22LY 0 S. T. C1A TER' 

TONIA,; E (Dý r) 
DCP DRY CAZGO FLEET (D4T) 
DCFI DRY CA: iGO FRL'IGdr IND.:. ( 

DCLII DaY CAi(GU CUARTER INCU: 1E (S PER MTH) 
D:. ILIR-- DRY CARGO- COLAKNE-, D CA3nli-32 INC EASE ;. 'ATE OF L:. 1- ----- ---_ý__ 

IdCOMES RECEIVABLE ($/i/A) 
DCISI; DRY CAitGO COi41iI: 1ED Cý+RFtILR I A'IG OF II REX--)E 1. 

S. T. INCOME RECEIVASL (S/il/'J) 
-3 TI -7 

DCLF DnY CARGO LONG TERA FACTOR 
----- -- ---- - -- ---- DC. LR DRY CAEG0- LIQUIDITY dAl'Icý -- --- - 

DCLUR D. tY CARGO LAY-UP HA'T'E (JWT/il) 
DCLUT-- DaY'_CA3GÜ LAID'-U? 
DCaER DRY CAaGO 3E-CUMMIJSIVN rtATE (D4T/1) 

C. ii uc. ic. iia Lit r. tt c? RiCE .57 
DDCCSL DttL CARGO D SIR D C. C. S. T. CHARTER LEVEL (D'*T) 
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APPENDIX N 

AN EXAMPLE OF ERROR DETECTION - THE MARKET MODEL 

Subject : The formulation of the equations for 

the build start rates for tanker and 

dry cargo tonnage. 

Initial Formulation: (for the independent tonnage in the 

dry cargo sector) 

In FORTRAN this is 

IDBSR = AHIN1 (SFDCOI * SBRAT1 * (SSBCGR + ADBDR + ATBDR), 

IDBLOG/ATBSR) 

where SSBCGR Smoothed Shipbuilding Capacity Growth Rate 
(dwt/mth) 

ADBDR Average Dry Cargo Delivery Rat e (dwt/mth) 

ATBDR Average Tanker Delivery Rate ( dwt/mth) 

SFDCOI Smoothed Fraction of Dry Cargo Orders 
Independent 

SBRAT1 : Smoothed Build Ratio 

IDBLOG Independent Dry Cargo Backlog (dwt) 

ATBSR Adjustment Time for Start Rate (mths) 

The arguement for the above formulation is based on the 

reasoning that the amount of shipbuild capacity available 

each month is equal to the delivery rates of all tonnage 

(dry cargo and tanker) plus the increase in the shipbuild 

capacity. Hence as the shipbuild capacity increases, so 

too, should the overall start rates. For a low level of 

order backlog (lower than the available shipbuild capacity) 

the start rate is taken as equal to the backlog divided by 

an adjustment time. 
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The fault with this formulation stems from the 

effects of the k%IINl function and the way that the ship- 

build capacity is included. After a very low backlog 

the delivery rates are also very low so that if the order 

backlog increases the start rate remains low (from the 

AMINl function) even though there may be spare shipbuilding 

capacity. Hence the start rates will lag behind the growth 

in order backlog and the shipbuilding capacity. 

Corrected Formulation: 

IDBSR AMIN 1 (SFDCOI * SBIAT 1* ((SBC-BUC)/ATBSR 

+ ADBDR + ATBDR), IDBLOG/ATBSR) 

where SBC Shipbuild Capacity (dwt) 

BUC Builds (total) Under Construction (dwt) 

Here the actual levels of-both idle and busy shipbuild 

capacity are taken into account so that when the backlog 

rises from very low values (at which points the start rate 

is calculated from the second part of the above function) 

the start rate and the total builds under construction also 

increase. After a time the minimum of the function above 

is the first part shown, and so with a high backlog the 

start rate is determined by the existing level of ship- 

build capacity. 

Detection of the Error: 

The error was detected via the graphical and 

numerical output of the model. Inspection of the behaviour 

of many of the variables in the model showed that something 

'odd' was happening: under conditions of (i) a 5% p. a. 
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increase in demand for shipping capacity and (ii) a 1401 

p. a. increase in shipbuilding capacity, it was noticed 

that, after a time, when the backlog of orders was re- 

latively high,, the rate at which newbuilds were started 

was very little higher than the start rate at the beginning 

of the simulation. When the shipbuilding capacity was four 

to five times the initial capacity then clearly something 

was stopping the start rate from rising accordingly. The 

graphical output which first demonstrated the odd be- 

haviour is shown in Figure Ni. 

Examination of the behaviour of the variables 

directly associated with. the build start rates, particularly 

the delivery rates, showed that the "fault" lay with the 

formulation of the start rates. This was corrected as 

described earlier. 

Note : (i) The formulations for the other start rates 

(in the dry cargo and tanker sectors) are of 

a similar form and were thus altered accordingly. 

(ii) The conditions of demand growth and shipbuilding 

growth specified above were one of a set of 

conditions used in the testing of the model. 

Various growth rates, including zero growth, 

were used in this model testing. 
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